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Joseph Csaky (1888-1971), a neglected

pioneer of early Modernism, was a native of

Hungary who became a dedicated member of

die Parisian avant-garde. He lived and woriced

in die famous "La Ruche" enclave of

hfontpamasse, took part in the 1912 Section

d'Or Exhibition, considered by many to mark

the high point of the Cubist movement. He

was an intimate friend o{ such innovative giants

as Pica^o, Braque, and X^er. One of the first

artists to apply Cubist principles to sculpture,

he produced a substantial body ofwork

comparable in quality to that of Brancusi and

Atchipenko; yet he spent die last thirty years of

his life in obscurity and was virtuaity destitute

at his death. Dr. Balas's ground breaking study,

the first ftiU-length monograph on Csdky to

appear in English, includes a detailed discussion

of his career, over one hundred illustrations of

his major sculpture, and a translation of the

artists autobic^raphy that provides a wealth of

new information about the early Parisian avant-

gaide. Readers will discover in Csilqr an artist

of care skill and invention who remained

faithful to his ideals and used them to create an

arc of^eac beau^ and aq>ression.
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PREFACE
Reinhold Heller

The mechanisms that determine an artist's historical reputation often are the result

of accident and chance which can undermine later recognition of historical impact.

Joseph Cs^ offers an example. He was bom in 1888 in Hungary, part of the dual

monarchy of Austria'Hungary, in the provincial town of Szeged, one of the distant

forgotten cocoas diEuropean civilization. Briefly he attended dieAcademy ofApplied

Arts in Budapest but, dissatisfied, moved to Paris in 1908 just as Pablo Picasso and

Georges Braque were painting their first Cubist paintings. Cs^ soon absorbed their

stylistic innovatioris and joined other young artists similarly experimenting with Cubist

techniques to exhibit at the Paris Salon des Independents and the Salon d'Automne

in 191 1. It was at these exhibitions that GuiUaume ApoUinaire identified ". . . more

forcefully than anywhere eke . . . the sign ofour times, the modem style that everyone

pretends to yearn for, that everyone is seeking . . . We are witnessing today the forma-

tion of a stark and sober art . .

."
' Csaky's works echoed those ofFemand Leger, Robert

Delaunay, Henri Le Fauconnier, Albert Gleizes aiui Jean Metzinger in the adventurous

application of Picasso's and Braque's discoveries within a new, systematic formulation

of modernist artistic principles that we today identify as Cubism. After Picasso's own

experiments in sculpture, Csaky's sculptures were among the first, with those of the

Ukrainian Alexander Archipenko, to employ a systematic Cubist vocabulary. In Paris,

Cubist sculpture decidedly spoke with Central and Eastern European accents.

In the remarkable international chorus of the Parisian avant-garde before World

War I, Csaky's voice was loud and significant. It was not sustained, however. His par-

ticipation in the Parisian artistic milieu was amputated as World War I broke out.

Moreover, when Csaky volunteered for the French army, he cut himself ofi^ from the

1. GuiUaume ApoUinaire, "Today's Young Artists and the New Disciples," in ApoVlinaire on Art:

Essays and Reviews 1 902- 1
9 1 8 . Leroy C. Breunig, ed.; Susan Suleiman, trans. TTicDoamenis ofModem

Art. (New York: Viking Press, 1972), 151.
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xvi

Preface Austro'Hungarian Empire of his birth. No longer Hungarian, not truly French, he en-

tered a netherworld that lacked natiotial identity. When a radical avant'garde dienwas

formed in Budapest after 1918, Laszlo Mc^oly'Nagy was the primary voice; Csiky was

absent. Likewise, as these Hungarian and other Central European avant-garde artists

found support in Berlin after die war, Csiky was not included. Returned to Paris, iso-

lated from his countrymen, he found support from L6once Rosenberg's Galerie de

I'Effort Modeme, but his Cubist vocabulary no longer was the innovative presence it

had been five years earlier. In effect, the war destroyed Cs^'s reputation and deprived

him of his place in history as his pioneering stance was allowed to be forgotten. His

own further stylistic development towards a muted classicism and his interest inai^lied

arts fiirdier nq)tured his relationship to the avant-garde. His Cubist sculpture and its

historical originality disappeared ftota historical view.

It is the great contribution diis book that, in a first significant English-language

publication, it attempts to reverse these accidents of birth, history and fiaite that have

woriced against the recognition of Csdky's audacious Cubist discoveries and iimova-

tions. His sculptures are today mostly in French and Hungarian collections. CXitside

Hungary, they have received little scholarly attention, however. This study therefore

fills a major gap in die current studies on early modernist, and specifically Cubist, sculp-

ture as it traces and narrates Csaky's development and evaluates its historical signifi-

cance, including the post-Cubist sculptures of the 1920s and later that lack the avant-

garde ambitions of the earlier work.

The focus here is especially on stylistic matters and issues of formal innovation,

and this is achieved with skill, scholarly insight and critical perception. Moreover, die

historical essay is supplemented with translatioris of Csdky's writings, notably his auto-

biographical texts and letters that illuminate his own work and varied aspects of Cubist

sculpture's history, and that largely have been unavailable to scholars lacking facility

with the Hungarian language. By offering little seen, yet historically si<znificant sculp-

ture a major forum with a generous selection of reproductions, by providing a reli-

able account of Csaky's historical position, and by translating a wealth of otherwise

ditficult to access documents, this book is a notable and significant contribution to

the furtherance of our knowledge of modernism's manifestations during this century.

Csaky's neglected revolutionary art, his forgotten biography and his own writings here

finally become available for us and for history's evaluation. We and history will be

richer for it.
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Csaky as a Pioneer ofModem Sculpture

EDITH BALAS

Introduction

RT I s T s do not always receive fiame and recognition in proportion to dieir

merits, and it is one of the functions of the art historian to discover such

injustices and rectify them. A case in point is that ofJosephCs^ (b. 1888,

in Sz^ed, Hungary; d. 1971, in I^uis), one of the first Parisian sculptors to apply the

principles of pictorial cubism to his art, and therefore a pioneer of modem sculpture.

Why does he not enjoy the same reputation today as Archipenko or Brancusi? One

reason is that, in the ipaos, CsSky moved into forbidden territory by crating decora*

tive objects and furniture. Despite the avant'garde's theoretical siqypott for the bringing

together of art and life, Csiky sf>parently was never forgiven for his venture into the

world ofdecoration, and he lost his standing in the contemporary art world.

Another reason for posterity's neglect is that he returned to a more academic,

representational style in die late 1920s. Michel Seuphor commented in the late 1960s:

"We find him today, to our great astonishment, closely akin to Canova (for example in

the Dartcing Girl [fig. 98]).' His later work was indeed representational in a cubist vein,

with occasional frivolous details, but it always retained an intellectual character, and a

sense of poetry was never absent.

An artist's accomplishment should be judged by his work in its totality, within the

historical context of his generation and his period. I will try to demonstrate that

Csaky's contribution to the development ofmodem sculpture was unquestionably both

substantial and important.

He was bom in Szeged, Hungary, on March 18, 1888. His training began at the

School of Decorative Arts at Budapest in 1905-1906; but, disappointed by its tradi-

I. Michel Seuphor, The Sculpture 0/ This Century (New York,i96o), 31.



Csdky tional teaching methods, he soon left (against the wishes ofhis father), hi order to earn

as a Pioneer money to fiilfiU his dream ofgoing to Paris, Csdky woriced at in a ceramics factorf,

ofModem poured lead in a foundry in Budapest, copied portraits of aristocrats in the Kdrolyi

Sculpture Palace,^ and learned to cut stone on worksite. With forty francs in his pocket, he and a

young architect started out on foot for I^uis; from Szombadiely they traveled by train

and arrived in Paris in the summer of 1908. Csdky's main ambition was to study the

sculpture ofRodin.

In I^ds he lived in die La Ruche enclave ofMontpamasse, passage Danzig, among

many members of the avant'garde. At that time I^uris was the art center of the world,

where artists came to live and work from every part of Europe. Picasso came from

Barcelona in 1900, Brancusl from Hobitza by way of Bucharest in 1904, Modigliani

from Livomo and Severini ftota Rcxne in 1906, and Archipenko from Kiev in 1908. In

1909, Zadkine came from Smolensk by way of London, Chagall from St. Petersburg,

and Lipchitz from Vilna; in 191 1, Soutine came from Minsk. Vms oflFered diese artists

a tradition of moral and intellectual freedom, a challenging artistic environment, and

an atmosphere of tolerance in which it was possible to live at the edge of society with-

out being ostracized by it.

Csaky participated fully in the avant-garde milieu. He became acquainted with

Delaunay, Leger, Lipchitz, Soutine, Archipenko, Max Jacob, Metzinger, Le Falconnier,

Reverdy, Chagall, Maurice Raynal, Blaise Cendrars, and Henri Laurens (who became

his lifelong friend). Most significant for his artistic development, he met Picasso and

Biaque, whose cubist experiments he followed. He was one of the first sculptors to be

won over to cubist principles, and he never disavowed or abandoned them.

We know from Csaky's more detailed autobiography (included in this book) that

Joseph Brummer, a fellow countryman who later became an important art dealer, was

his first host and business partner in Paris. During the first two years of his association

with La Palette art schcxil, he worked as a model, took classes, and at the same time

worked on his own sculptures in studio number 90 in La Ruche. As early as 1910 the

Societe Nationale des Beaux-Arts exhibited one of his sculptures, a bust. It was through

the Societe that he met Metzinger, Modigliani, and Le Falconnier. Around this time,

he also met Anatole France, who gave him a few words of encouragement. He probably

owed this contact to Mrs. Bolonyi (bom Otilia Cosmutza and called Itcika), the secre-

tary to Anatole France, who was the author of the book Promenades avec Anatole

2. Karolyi was to become president ot the Hungarian Republic.
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France. She held an international literary salon and was a friend of Rodin, to whom Introduction

she introduced Biancusi. She herself studied sculpture with Bourdelle, about whom she

also wrote a book. Her husbaiul, the literary critic Gyorgy Bolonyi, later remarked diat

Cs^ was his favorite sculptor.'

In the spring of 1 9 1 1 Csaky made his debut at the Salon des Ind^pendants, where

he showed with Femand Leger, Albert Gleizes, Jean Metzinger, Le Falcotmier, and

Robert Delaunay. He took part in the riotous Salon d'Automne and die Salon des

Ind^pendants in the following years. In the 1912 Salon des Ind^pendants he exhibited

along with Aichipenko, Brancusi, Zadkine, Duchamp, and Lembruck. This is what the

artist said about the beginning of cubist sculpture:
'

These were the heroic years ofcubfem. Originally it was the movement ofpainters.

Picasso led the fi(j;ht against Naturalism and Baroque Impressionism. Instead of

using traditional methods of rendering nature, the picture was created with archi-

tectural lines: straight lines and angles. Humans, animals and vegetation were

transformed in prisms; they resembled crystals more than their natural forms. The

search for new forms lead die cubists to enclosed geometrical bodies. Their strong

artistic conviction gave them the strength to resist pressure from the public and

the relentless attack of the critics.^

Why did geometric forms ap^peal to Csdky? His answer is an indication of his sophisti'

cation and intellect.

What did I want to express with the geometric forms? Myself, the man. The su-

periority of man in nature. The man who is the only constructor, architect of this

world. When with the chisel of the sculptor a body comes into being from the

virgin, lifeless mass, that is equal to nature, equal to revelation. This is already

order, creation, architecture. The Gothic man celebrated God and was ready to

sacrifice himself for Him. The Baroque man accepted the rhythm of nature and

obeyed its greatness. The man of our century revolts against all this; he challenges

and defies nature, makes idols and statues to prove his own strength and existence.

He does not want anythiiig beyond his own self-expression.^

3. Sandor Kemery (her pen name), Visage de Bourdelle (Paris, 1931). Istvan Devenyi, "Bolonyi

GyOrgy a mUvesz^ti it6," MUvisz^t 2 (1971): 139.

4. Sdndor MolnA^, "P^rizsi s^tik Csdky J6zseffel," MOvhzet 5 (1973), 15. All translations in part

I of this book, unless otherwise noted, are by Edith Balas.

5. Ibid.
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Csdky

as a Pioneer

ofModem

Sculpture

Cs^y collaborated with Femand L^ger who taught at La Palette ait school. B6ny

Ferenczy in his testimony document of 191 1 wrote about La Palette:

The students there had, for the most part, abandoned the study of nature, and

some among them were already launched into ahstmct painting. Criticism was to

be heard from Femand Leger at five francs a head. Not many availed themselves

of the opportunity, though. I wondered why it was worthwhile for this well-

established, red-haired Frenchman ofHerculean build, who would never arrive on

criticism days without an enormous chrysanthemum in his buttonhole, to sacrifice

two mornings a week for at most fifty francs each.^

In his autobiographical sketch, included in this volume, Csdky writes about his tela*

tionship with several members of the avant-garde and about his own artistic concep-

tions. He speaks about his connection to the important art dealer Uhde, whom he

visited weekly at the dealer's open house and where Picasso and Braque were always

present.^ He took part in the Soirees Artistiques at Douanier Rousseau's house the year

he arrived in Paris. Practically the entire avant-garde was there. He saw the first African

mask in Rousseau's possession and discussed the problem of perspective with him as

described in his memoirs.

In 191 1 Csaky was awarded a fellowship from his hometown of Szeged, which

enabled him to dedicate himself entirely to his own art for three years. The following

year he took part in the famous "Section d'Or" exhibition, considered the highpoint

of the cubist movement. His work at the exhibition created a great scandal, which he

recorded in his autobiography. Together with Riciotto Canudo he edited the periodical

Monjoie, an avant-garde publication whose office was a meeting place for artists such

as Blaise Cendrars (who wrote a poem for Csaky; fig. 8), Stravinsky, Apollinaire,

Picasso, Chagall, and others. Duchamp-Villon exhibited his head of Baudelaire there.

Csdky loved Paris. He said:

Paris before the War was like a sun-filled spring day, but when the War was an-

nounced heavy clouds darkened the sky and life. People knew how to laugh and

to live happily and carelessly. Although I had to struggle with many difficulties to

acquire the bare essentials, I was never sad or depressed. Whenever I hear the

expression "the joy of living," I think of the life of prewar Paris. When the war

6. Bdni Ferenczy, "Days in Paris," New Hur^arian Quarterly 28 (1967): 1 18-19.

7. Csiky, EmUkdt a modem mUveszit nogy ivtizedibdl, 1904-1914 (Budapest: Corvina, 1972), 60.
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broke out. it was as if everything had fiallen apart, as though everything had been Introduction

destroyed.'

From 1914 to 1918 he left his artistic ambitions behind, became a volunteer in die

French army, and fought the war.

After die war he belonged to a group of artists who were sponsored by Leonce

Rosenberg, a promoter of cubism and owner of the Galerie de TEffort Modeme.

He bought Cs^dcy's entire artistic production for three years.' In 192 1 in his gallery

Rosenberg organized an exhibition, "Mattres de Cubisme," where he exhibited Csdky's

recent productions together with those of Picasso, Braque, Gris, L^er, Metzinger,

Heifoin, Severini, Survage, Valmier, Gleizes, and Mondrian.

AldioughCs^ became a French citizen in 1922, he remained in tx>uch with his

native country and exhibited in Budapest several times. As a member of the KUT,

a society of Hungarian modem artists, he exhibited in Budapest between 1927 and

1930. Paris, however, remained the center of his creative life. Between 1927 and 1928

he collaborated with Legrain on the decoration of the house of the collector and de-

signer Jacques Doucet. That contact was very valuable for the artist. Csaky also deco-

rated Doucet's studio on the rue Saint-James, collaborating not only with Legrain but

also with Moulaert, Rose Adler, Gustav Miklos (a fellow Hungarian), Iribe, Poiret,

Coumault, Lipchitz (who made a fireplace mantel), and Marcoussis (who made a cubist

rug). During this time Doucet bought Picasso's Les Demoiselles d'Avignon, which he

hung in his bathroom, and Douanier Rousseau's Chcmnneuse de serpent. The cupboard

that was made by Csaky must have been unique, and it is well described.'" The Doucet

connection brought Csaky together with practically the entire avant-garde. He also

worked with Marcel Coard, a gallery owner who from 1924 onward bought Csaky's

sculptures in order to make bronze replicas of them." Coard and Csaky made furniture

with simple lines, into which decorative sculpted elements of marble, wood, and glass

were integrated.'^

8. Ibid., 95.

9. It was at 19 rue de la Baume, 8, diat Rosenberg published a bulletin in which all the

cubist artists of the time participated with articles. Felix Maicilhac, "JosefCsaky:A Pioneer ofModem
Sculpture," Connoisseur i86, no. 747 (May 1974); 17.

10. Francois Chapon, Mystere et splendeurs de Jacques Doucet, 1853-1929 (Paris, 1984), 203.

11. Rlix Maicilhac, "Joseph Csaky," Encyclopedie Connaissance des Arts (November 1977), under

the heading "Czaky."

13. Maicilhac, "JosefCsaky," Connoisseur, 10.



Csdky In 1928 Cs^ky showed a marked return to the figurative. He exhibited in Ger'

as a Pioneer many in 1932 and in Holland in 1933. He traveled to Greece in 1935, a trip diat

ofModem influenced him artistically for die rest of his life. In 1937 he produced a R^dcoczi Me*

Sculpture morial for Grosbois with die financial help of the Hui^jarians living in France."

During World War II, Csdky fought the Nazis in die French underground move'

ment. Politically he was affiliated with the French Communist party fk>m 1944 to

1967. After the war he lived in isolation and struggled with die problems of everyday

life, as is made clear in his letters to Pierre L6vy, an art patron. After 1945 bronze

became his favorite medium. In 1956 he completed two large bas'reliefs for an educa*

tional institution in Amiens. In 1959, after a halfcentury, Cs^ was honored in Hiui'

gary widi a retrospective exhibition, and he gave a statue. The Dandng Ghi, to his

native city of Szeged. He also expressed a wish to have a sculpture in a public place in

Budapest.

Cs^iky's private life was basically unhappy. His first marriage, widi Marguerite

¥€tn6, lasted twenty years, but the relationship was loveless. Marguerite was unfaithful

to him, and she ignored the entire family. His second relationship to the beautiful

Simone came to an end after only seven years, when she left him for another man.^^

In 1963 a false report of Csaky's death reached the Hungarian press, a circum-

stance that understandably disturbed him.'' During the 1960s poverty forced him to

sell everything he owned, including his rights to control the negatives of his bronzes.

Thirteen of these were sold at the Drouot on March 22, 197 1, and he died penniless

on May i, 1971.

Csaky's art is represented in the most prestigious private and public collections,

such as the Centre Pompidou in Paris, the KroUer-Miiller Museum in Otterlo, Am-

sterdam, and the Nemzety Galeria, Budapest. He is also represented in the private

collections of Charles de Noailles, Kelekian, Marcilhac, F. Salanbert,
J.

Zouhaloif,

M. Montreux, Baron Philippe de Rothschild, G. Acheson, P. Levy. Recently, renewed

interest in his work has produced three major exhibitions of his art in Troyes, Paris,

and the Musee Rodin at Meudon, Paris. Several exhibition catalogs deal with his work,

13. Rakoczi was a Hungarian revolutionary hero. Grosbois is a village in France. 1 have not found

a trace of the sculpone.

14. P^i Snnomi, CsdkyJov^ (Szeged, 1989), 22. This Hungarian source contradicts the French

souices, in which Marguerite is said to have been his only wife and to have outlived him by a year.

15. Zoltan Szelesi, in Csdky Jdzsef: Endikikanio<kmjmiviszetruigy ^vdzedebiil, 1904-1914 (Bu-

dapest: Corvina, 1972), 14.
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as well as scores of articles in various languages, especially French and Hungarian. Gal' Csdky

leries such as Marcilhac and Robert Vallois in Paris, Ren^ Reichard in Frankfurt am as a Pioneer

Main, and G. Feingarten in Los Angeles represent his art. ofCubism

Cs^y as a Pioneer of Cubism

Csaky came to Paris at the time of great change in the artistic world. There are,

as Rosenblum states, "moments in the history of art when the genesis of a new m^ijor

style becomes so important that it appears temporarily to dictate the careers of most

individual artists." Michel Seuphor has written: "Csaky, after Archipenko, was the first

sculptor to join the cubists, with whom he exhibited from 191 1 on. TTiey were followed

by Duchamp-Villon, brother of Marcel Duchamp and of Jacques-Villon, and then in

1 9 14, by Lipchitz, Laurens and Zadkine."'^ It was the collective impulse of brilliant

individuals and the spirit of the time that contributed to the emergence of a new artis-

tic viewpoint that has become known as cubism. Two artists, Picasso and Braque, with

dissimilar backgrounds and personalities were credited with the invention of this mode

of plastic expression that produced a major revolution in Western art.

Why should Csdky be considered an important cubist artist? And what was the

genesis ofCsdky's cubist art? The answers are involved and complex.

It is a well'known fact that painters led the way in the artistic revolution and that

cubist sculpture grew out of cubist painting. Cubist painters created an illusion of a

three'dimensional form on a two'dimensional surface without imitating nature, and

they struck a balance between the realities of art and nature. One method ofthe paint-

ers that is particularly relevant to our subject was the technical interpenetration of

painting and sculpture. Picasso, as Kahnweiller wrote,'' often attempted to make use

of sculptural methods in his pictures during the period (1909) when he was striving to

find a substitute for chiaroscuro.

Picasso tried to produce the effect of light by means of slight projections on the

flat surface of the canvas, a sort of low-relief. Tliese projections were made with lumps

of plaster, which were often painted over. He thereby hoped to depict objects in their

16. Robert Rosenblum, "Cubism," Reading in Art Hiswry 2 (1976), 333; Seuphor, Sculpture of

This Century
, 29.

17. D. H. Kahnweiller, Juan Oris (New York, 1969), 75.
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Csdfey "true" colois and to leave the representation of volume to these projections, since in

ca a Pioneer dayli|^ they cast slight shadows, which replaced chiaroscuro. Later, the frontier be*

ofModem tween painting and sculpture was mote explored by Archipenko, Laurens, Csdky, and

Sculpture Lipchitz. (Archipenko was the first to apply the term scul^>tO'|)am^

Kahnweiller goes on to say tiiat in order to emphasize the rhythm and architecture

of the subjects, color was totally disregarded in favor of moiuxrhrome. This is why

Picasso's painting (more often than bisque's) has the character of a painted imitation

ofhis own sculpture, such as the Seated y^bmen, which is related to the bronze Vf^irumSs

Head done in 1909.'' Therefore the emergence of cubist sculpture is difficult to pin*

point, because its evolution is welded together with that of cubist painting. Further'

more, cubist sculpture often invades the territory of collage.

Another subject which deserves discussion is whether the painters, in their effort

to transfer colored three'dimensional objects onto two-dimensional canvas, were truly

influenced by African art, as, for inttance, Kirchner in a letter to Nele van de Velde

presi4)posed. Kirchner wrote, "Those [African masks] are completely flat and yet alv

solutely corporeal, and in this way they have completely solved the secret of paint'

ing."" Most art historical literature agrees with this point of view. However the aeS'

thetic pantheon ofthe avant-garde was vast aiul included diverse sources of inspiration.

As ApoUinaire put it: "Every kind of plastic script— the hieratic Egyptians, the refined

Greeks, the voluptuous Cambodians, the production of the ancient Peruvians, the Af'

rican N^|ro statuettes proportioned in accord with the passions that inspired them

—

can interest an artist and help to develop his own personality."-^'

ApoUinaire wrote that Vlaminck had bought African masks because he had found

in them analogies with certain Gauguin paintings, engravings, and sculptures inspired

by Breton Calvaries and the native sculpture of Oceania. Derain collected not only

Negro sculpture hut provincial and popular art as well. Before Picasso first saw Negro

sculpture, he already owned two pieces of Iberian sculpture. According to J. J.
Sweeney,

Iberian sculpture helped him to finish Gertrude Stein's portrait, which previously he

had not been able to do in forty sittings. It has been demonstrated that Modigliani

—

18. Alexander Archipenko, Arch^erko: frftj Creative Yean, 1908-1958 (New York, i960), 45.

19. Kahnweiller, Gris, in.

20. E. L. Kirchner, letter to Nele van de Velde, in Voices 0/ German Expressionism, ed. Victor H.

Meisel (Princeton, 1970), 21.

ai. GuiUaume ApoUinaire, ApdISnme on Art, Essays, axtd Reviews, 1903-1918, in The Docur

merits ofTwentiei^ Century Art, ed. LcRoy Breunig (New Yoilc, 1973), 38.
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who, according to Anna Akhmatova, "was madly in love with Egypt"—was sketching

in the Egyptian section of the Louvre as early as 1909. We then must agree with Jean

Laude when he writes: "The discovery ofNegro Art was a part of a general movement

which tended to give importance, new status, aesthetic dimensions to trends which

belong neither to the traditions of Western art nor to the GrecO'Roman classical

tradition.""

At that critical historic moment, conditions were ripe for an acceptance and

adoption of any new, fresh source of inspiration. Whether African Negro art contrib-

uted to the birth of a "new view of the universe," as Jacques Lipchitz called cubism, or

acted as a confirmation of cubist inventions, remains a subject of much controversy.

Art historical research should concentrate on discovering what specific new lessons, if

any, were taught by African sculpture that had not been known previously from the

examples of Gauguin, Cezanne, or exotic, medieval, ancient, and folk art. Kahnweiller

thought that the problem of the relationship between cubist art and Negro sculpture

was an open question: "11 reste de determiner leurs vrais rapports" (it remains to be

seen what their true interrelations are).-'

The years 1907-1909 have been called Picasso's "Negroid Period." This name

—

as Kahnweiller wrote—^"is regrettable because it suggests an imitation of African

sculpture, whereas in reality there was merely an affinity between the aims of Negro

sculpture and those of Picasso and Braque at one stage in their personal evolution."

The artists certainly collected N^[ro sculpture, but only later. As with Italian artists

of the Quattrocento and Greco-Roman sculpture, Impressionism and Japanese prints,

creation came first, and it was only subsequently that ancestors and collaterals were

discovered. Somewhat later still, the aesthetic and technique of these forebears were

investigated. TTiiere is no doubt that the study of African and Pacific sculpture was

invaluable for the cubist painters, but the results appeared years after. In Kahnweiller's

opinion, Picasso's sculpture of 191 3 in which the hole of the guitar is represented by a

CsOiy

caaPioneer

ofCuirism

22. Guillaume Apollinaire, "Art and Curiosity, the Beginning of Cubism," Le Temps, Octo-

ber 14, 1912, reprinted in Apollinaire on Art, 259; R. Goldwater, PritmOMsm in Modem Art (New York,

[1938] 1967), 76 (Derain); Femande Olivier, Picasso et ses amis (Paris, 1933), 182-83 (Picasso's Iber-

ian sculpture);
J. J.

Sweeney, "Picasso and Iberian Sculpture," Art Bulletin 22 (September 1941): 192;

Anna Akhmatova cited in Edith Balas, "The Art of Egypt as Modigliani's Stylistic Source," Gazette

des Beaux-Arts, February 1981, 87-94; J^^n Laude, La Peinture franqaise et I'art negre (Paris, 1933),

182-83.

23. Lipchitz cited in Alan Bowness, Modem Sculpture (London, 1965), 13; D. H. Kahnweiller,

Confessions esthitiques (Paris, 1963), 223.
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Csdky cylinder or cone in relief was inspired by die eyes in certain Ivory Coast masks. The

as a Pioneer teal influence came later in die "Negroid Period." This denomination rests entirelyon

ofModem some crude simplifications ofform in Picasso's work. Kahnweiller's opinion carries great

Sculpture weight because not only was he the cubists' dealer at the time, but he was a sensitive

art historian as well, an aspect of his achievement for which he has received litde

credit."

This so-<:alled N^iro period has been extended to several artists because ofsapet'

ficial similarities between dieir wodc and African art. Unfortunately, no effort has been

made to determine specifically the dates of the appearance in Paris of those sculptures

that allegedly inspired diem. Nor have the origins of the primitivizing aspects of par'

ticular artists been studied. A case in point is Brancusi. As one who was acquainted

widi bodi Matisse and Picasso and with their respective circles, Brancusi was undoubt'

edly and at an early date familiar widi Afiican sculpture. Art historians have tradi'

tionally t^sarded African carvings as the major primitivizing influence on Brancusi's

development and have thus been quick to detect elements of African inspiration in a

broad spectrum ofworks dating from virtually every phase ofthe sculptor's career." Yet

it has been demonstrated that African art functioned for Brancusi only as a "revealer"

or trigger, which prompted reminiscences of his native Rumanian folk art that had

been buried by long academic training.^^

Csaky had an appreciation of African sculpture. In his autobiography he wrote:

"African art is using large surfaces. It does not copy nature but 'recreates' it." He also

recorded an anecdote about the adoption ofAfrican sculpture by the avant-garde:

Derain one day made a statue, a standing figure. The framework was weak and the

head fell off. Why abandon the sculpture just because it does not have a headi'

Derain took a Negro mask from the wall, he put it on the clay statue and waited

for the reaction. Soon afrer Picasso showed up. The moment he caught sight of

the Negro mask on Derain's statue, die concept of the Negro era was bom.^^

34. Kahnweiller, Gris, 113.

25. The whole issue of "primitivism" in the twentieth century was raised in an exhihition of that

name and a catalog of the Museum of Modern Art in New York (1984). Subsequent discussions were

published in Art Fonm 23 (November 1984): 54-62; (February 1985): 41-51; and (May 1985):

63-71.

26. Edith Balas, Brancusi and Romanian FoOc Tradiiion, East European Monographna 324 (Boul'

der, Colo., 1987), 23-24

27. Csaky, Emlekek, 62, 61.
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If we concede that African art made only a relatively late contribution to the

development of the new style, the question arises—what did, in fact, contribute to the

emergence ofthe new way of representing nature in a manner adequate to the age. Since

cubism grew out of an increasing sense of contemporary dynamism and die unwilling-

ness of the artist to relate to traditional methods of representation, there was a need for

a new form of analysis depicting multiple views of a set of objects. Cubism evolved,

according to Archipenko, from the study of the strong geometric quality of C^zatme's

art.^ Cezanne's sophisticated artistic vision became the structural basis of cubist paint'

ing, leading to a complex syntax of remarkable originality.

The cubists' education was rich. Their teachers included Puvis de Chavaimes and

Seurat, whose work taught diem such principles as rhythm, balance, harmony, and

contrast, as well as the relaxation of the representational value of painting. The Art

Nouveau style, though despised by the avant-garde, taught them that the overriding

importance of decoration can almost negate the subject matter of a work of art, that

negative shapes are no less significant than positive shapes, and that configurations can

be ambiguous in their interpretation. Gauguin taught them the value of nondescriptive

color and line, non-naturalistic scale relationships, exotic subject matter, and the allure

of unconventional beauty. For Gauguin, everyday objects became dignified subjects for

art. All this eased the way for the acceptance of African and other non-European tradi-

tions, primitive art, and children's art. The naive art of Douanier Rousseau was cele-

brated by the avant-garde and became an object lesson for painters in their efforts to

evolve a conceptual approach to the representation of the world. From Rousseau paint-

ers could learn about a new kind of light, about line, perspective (or the lack of it), and

collagelike arrangements of forms.

All these lessons, and others that took the painters further back in the history

of art, came together in Picasso's Les DemmeUes d'Avignon, the seminal work of

cubism. In Les DemdseUes, the influence of African Negro art is evident. "Primitive

sculpture," wrote Rosenblum, "exemplified, for Picasso, the freedom to distort anatomy

for the sake of creating rhythmic structure that can merge solids and voids and invent

new shapes. For another, its terrifying power and suggestion of supernatural presence

seem to have been equally stimulating."^' It has already been mentioned that cubist

Csdky

as a Pioneer

ofCubism

28. Jack Bumham, Beyond Modem Sculpture (New York 1978 [first edition, 1968]), 206; Archi-

penko, Fifty Creative Years, 48-50.

29. Rosenblum, "Cubism," 336.
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Csdky sculpture owed a considerable debt to cubist painting, and that most of its plastic de*

as a Pioneer vices were founded on the discoveries of painters. There were, however, certain inno'

ofModem vations specific to sculpture, and that ensured its emergence as a distinguishable entity.

Sculptme It is impossible to exaggerate Rodin's importance to the art of sculpture. He was

the starting point of the young sculptors, notwithstanding their ambivalence toward

the Master. Rodin's modernity—including his determination to open up contour and

mass, his acceptance of partial figures, his unabashed sensuality, his abandonment of

the pedestal—was far more influential than the avant-garde cared to admit. There

were a number of young sculptors in Paris who had begun to perceive Rodin as an

oppressive influence, and they consequently sought alternatives to his increasingly

prevalent formula. Each of them felt the necessity to repudiate the Rodin connection

and assert his own individuality. For example, Csaky came from Budapest as an admirer

of Rodin, and what he produced up to that point was very much in the Rodinesque

vein (fig. i). But like Brancusi, who said, "Nothing grows under the shadow of a big

tree,"'° Csaky soon found out for himself that the era of Impressionism was over and

Rodin's forms were no longer considered viable. Csdky said:

Nothing was more natural than to be his pupil and follower. He was one of the

great masters of Impressionism. His sculptures expressed great ideas and emotions.

The public and the artistic world idolized him. I was twenty at that time, and like

a crazy-man I embraced a new tendency in sculpture: Cubism. Why cubism? Be-

cause Impressionism dilutes everything, hides things under a shroud of mist, makes

things hazy, foggy, vaporous, bites in the strongest stone, dissolves it, lacerates it,

it is corrosive. There was no question which was my way. True, I was not alone, but

in the company ofseveral artists who came fi'om Eastern Europe. I joined the cubists

in La Palette Academy which became the sanctuary of the new direction in art."

On my part I did not want to imitate anyone or anything. This is why I

joined the cubist movement. Cubism recreated nature and the forms of nature.

The Impressionists dissolved structure, form, they diluted everything in color.^^

Cerrainly, not his pronouncements but his pioneering works offer the measure of

his artistic worth, and the historical context of his generation and his period has to be

30. Brancusi cited in Sidney Geist, Brancusi: A Study of the Scuipture (New York, 1968), 2.

31. A Russian sculptor known by her nom de palette, Hannah Orlov owned the school (Ferenczy,

"Days in Paris," 118). Csdky cited in Sdndor Molncir, "Pdrizsi sitik Csdky Jdzseffel," Miiviszet 5

(1972): 15.

32. Csiky, Endikek, 52.
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Fig. I. Joseph Csaky. Head, 191 2. Gilded bronze. H 36 x L 24 x D 1 7 cm.

Guy Loudmer, Paris. Photo, courtesy Ville de Troyes.
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Csdky taken into account. Aichipenko also described Rodin's sculptures with revulsion as tlie

as a Pioneer "writhing figures ofPompeii that survived, cast in their agony by die hardened lava/'^

ofModem In 1907 with his Head ofa Ghi (now lost), Brancusi abruptly turned his back on

Sculpture Rodin in favor of primitivizing, obviously non'imitative work hewn immediately ftoai

the block. It was not long before the practice of direct carving bore its first significant

firuit. Less than a year after the execution of his "premiere pierre directe," Brancusi

completed the first version ofThe Kas (1907-1908), one of the seminal adiievements

of twentieth'Century sculpture and a work whose every feature bespeaks the carver's

art. "Direct carving is the true path toward sculpture," Brancusi stated.^ Albert Elsen

has observed diat Gauguin, though he seldom w(xked in stone, was a pioneer direct

carving in two fundamental ways: he was faithful to the nature ofthe medium in which

he worked, and he completed his sculptures himself.^'

The enormous retrospective exhibition of more than two himdred items held at

the 1906 Salon d'Automne included twenty-seven sculptures in wood and ceramic;

sculptures that prior to this exhibition had been relatively unknown.^ The impact of

these works on the Parisian vanguard was immediate and, in some cases, profound. In

the year following the retrospective, Picasso, Derain, and Matisse experimented to

varying degrees with direct carving." Derain's stone Crouching Man of 1907, the most

influential sculpture of the period, was exhibited at Kahnweiller's gallery at rue Vignon.

Artists like Epstein, Gaudier-Brzeska, Modigliani, Brancusi, and Csaky were inspired

by the peculiarities of the medium in which they worked, and let the "stoniness" of the

stone be exposed. They chose to revive direct carving as practiced by the Gothic ca-

thedral sculptors. "The sculpture 1 admire is the work of master craftsmen," wrote

Gaudier-Brzeska. "Every inch of the surface is won at the point of the chisel— every

stroke of the hammer is a physical and mental effort. No more arbitrary translation of

a design in any material."

When the modern sculptors turned away from Rodin's impressionism, they re-

turned to the block as an entity and made the crouching figure— such as Maillol's Night

(1902), Derain's Crouching Figure (1907), and Brancusi's Kiss (1908), or the Seated Fig'

33. Frederick Wrigbit and Donald Katshan, Alexander Archipenko: A Memorial Exhibition (Uni-

versity of California, 1967), 16.

34. Brancusi cited in This Quarter (fatis, 1925): 225.

35. Albert E. Elsen, Origins ofModem Sculpture: Pioneers and Premises (New York, 1974), 1 23.

36. For discussion see Ron Johnson, The Eaiiy Sculptures of Picasso, 1901-1914 (New York,

1946), chap. 4 and appendix 3.

37. John Elderfield, The "WM Beasts": Rtuasm and Its Affioides (New York, 1976), 105-10.

38. Ezra Pojind, A Memoir (>fGowlier'Brzeslea (New York, 1970), 31.
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ure ofGaudier Brzeska (1914)— their manifesto ot first principles. Common to all these Csdky's

works is the sculptural energy that is directed inward toward the core of the matter. First Cubist

Ethical problems were among the thornier aspects of the young sculptors' resent- Sculptures

ment toward Rodin. Many of them felt eiiploited \idbile working for the Master, who

did not give them credit (oi their work. Young sculptors showed preference toward

carving as opposed to modeling, partly because the former excluded the possibility of

fiEUining out the artistic woik and turning the finished product into an unacknowledged

collaboration.

After Gauguin (^>ened up a broader horizon of artistic inspiration, the archaic and

exotic sculptures ofremote civilizations became subjects of study for die younger gen-

eraticm ofsculptors. The extreme simplification found in "Cycladic, Egyptian, Minoan,

and Iberian sculptures" was echoed in die woric of Elie Nadelman in 1905 and in that

of Brancusi, who perfected this reductive impulse a few years later in the SleepingMuse

(1910) and Prometheus (191 1). There was a large Elie Nadelman show at die Drouot

in April 1909, which contained the sculptoi^s ouq>ut of the previous four or five years.

According to Athena Tacha Spear, "The ensemble of die work reflected modernity,

displayed versatility, and shook the young artists in Paris." Andr^ Gide, in his journal

entry for April 35-26, 1909, wrote: "A Plaster Head is a project ofa head lacking eyes,

mouth, or nose, as little developed as a chicken in the third day after being hatdied."

The use of even aich abstract forms as spheres and a defiance of natural relationships

diat resulted in a nondescriptive anatomy were found already at the turn ofthe century

in the very influential work ofMedardo Rosso and certainly contributed to the genesis

of the cubist vision.^

Csdky's First Cubist Sculptures

Cs^ appears to us txxlay with his first cubist sculptures as Athena appeared from

the head of Zeus, in her full gear. Nothing remains of his first, tentative experiments,

fascinating though they must have been; all we have today is his fiill'fledged cubist

sculpture. Although he was diligently working between 1908 and 1914, only two ex-

amples ot his works before 1914 are in existence: Figure HabiUie (also known as Figure

Debouti fig. 2) in the collection of the Muste Nationale d'Art Modeme, Centre Pom-

39. Athena Tacha Spear, "Elie Nadelman's Early Heads, 1905-191 1," D. P. Allen Art Museum

Bulletin 27-28 (spring 1971), 202; Andr^ Gide, The Journals of Andr4 Gide, vol. 2, 1889-1918 (New

York, 1947), 236.
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Fig. 2. Joseph Csaky. Figure Habillee, 1913. Bronze. H 80 x L 21 x

D 22 cm. Musee d'Art Modeme, Paris. Centre Pompidou.

CMNHS/SPADEM.
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pidou ( the original stone is in a private collection) , and the Head ( fig. 3 ) in the collec- Csdky's

tion of the Mus6e d'Ait et dlndustrie, Saint-Etieime. First Cuinst

Sculptures

Figure HabUke, 1913 (fig. 2)

Cubism showed Cs^ what liberties could be taken with the fonns of the body

for die sake of greater eloquence. This is an intricate work, highly complex in the

manner in which the figure is built up of many different interacting elements, all still

maintaining the rigid control of die stone block. With the Figure HabSUe an authentic

cubist sculpture was created, a sculpture in the round, distinct from cubist painting.

The direct carving of die stone dictated its form and die sculptor aimed at preserving

die hard, concentrated quality of the material in the finished work. Henry Moore

named diis "Truth to Material" and said:

Every material has its individual qualities. It is when the sculptor works direct,

when there is an active relationship with his material, that the material can take

its part in the shaping of an idea. Stone for example, is hard and concentrated and

should not be falsified to look like soft flesh— it should not he forced beyond its

constructive build to a point of weakness, it should keep its hard, tense stoniness.'*'^

The figure is massively yet compactly treated, and the simplification of form em-

phasizes and clarifies the structure, masses, and planes of the sculpture. It is a deperson-

alized seated figure of a woman, less elegant but more fragmented in a cubist manner

than Duchamp-Villon's SeatedWoman of 1914. The planes shift in a complex structural

order; the figure seems to have been pieced tt^ther from fragments taken from mul'

riple and discontinuous viewpoints, not unlike Picasso's painting of 1 9 1ofromhis Ana-

lytical Qibist period, the Girl widi Mandolin (Fanny TelUer). The dislocated masses

ate brought to lifie by the play of light upon diem. An austere, vertical, rectangular

purity helps to unify the multileveled confusion of dismemberment and discontinuity.

Despite the extreme compactness of the work, there is great use of twisting diagonals

and curvilinear forms, which suggest a three'dimensional spiraling of the figure on an

axis. Csdlcy demonstrated complete control over the vocabulary ofcubist forms. He was

probably also seeking something of the clarity and precision of the machine aesthetic,

in opposition to the soft curvilinearity of Art Nouveau forms.

40. Philip James, ed.. The Documents ofTwentieA'Ceimixy Art: Henry Moore on Sculpture (New

Yoik, 1971), 72,
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Fig. 3. Joseph Csaky. Head, 1914. Bronze. H 38.5 x L 21.5 x D 12 cm.

Musee d'Art et d'Industrie, Saint-Etienne. Photo, courtesy Ville de

Troyes.
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George Waldemar, the well-known French critic who wrote the only monograph Csdky's

on Cs^ky published during his lifetime, described the sculpture: First Cubist

Sculptures

Could a latent tendency to react against Impressionism that had overrun sculp-

ture to the point of gnawing the hardest material, of watering it down, of making

them vaporous and plastically incommunicable; could this tendency determine

Csaky to conceive this "Figure Habillee" of which constructive rhythm, composi-

tional ideas, and ratios of volumes aim at isolation of the statue in space? He

thinks in terms of primary shapes. The human being is solely a carcass, a diagram,

"Figure HcMlie" is a prism, a stage towards pure art; a perfection. When the war

broke out, Csaky has made his first step. He has definitely split with Rodin's

teaching He has made a clean sweep with the immediate past.'"

Figure HaMlde expresses a much more complex and ambiguous relation to reality than

we find in any previous sculpture. This is why Cs^iky should be considered a pioneer of

modem sculpture.

The Head, 1914 (fig. 3)

Csdky obviously respected the stone and did not seek to change its character. He

set out to fashion the Head from the permanent universal symbol of the ovoid. Csdky

matiaged to make the observer feel that what he is seeing contains within itself its own

organic energy thrusting outward. As Moore said: "If a work of sculpture has its own

life and form, it will be alive and expressive, seeming larger than the stone or wood

from which it is carved. It should always give the impression, whether carved or mod-

eled, of having grown organically, created by pressure from within."'*^

Our first impression of this heavy Head is that naturalism has been wholly re-

jected. The artist took surprising liberties in rearranging the anatomical forms. One of

his primary concerns was to make a straightforward statement of intense but repressed

vitality. Heads present an inherent sculptural problem that was discussed by Werner

Hofmann in connection with cubism: "Anatomically viewed, the human skull dimin-

ishes and weakens the compact bulk of the torso; it is an appendage which seems, like

41 . George Waldemar writing on Cs^ky. The traiulation is by Mme. Karshan. Donald Karshan,

CsSiy, Depot 15 (Exhibition caralofi) (Paris, 1973), 19.

42. James, Henry Moore on Sculpture, 60.
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the arms and legs, to be striving to get away fix)m the core of the body, and in which

the universal is transformed into the particular—a physiognomy."*'

From the begiiming, the cubists were interested in finding a common denomina*

tor for all the limbs, and with solving the problem of strengthening the sculptural

importance of the head. For that they went back to Ancient and Renaissance motifs.

Later, Bakota fetishes suggested a solution. Not only Laurens (as Hoftnaim pointed

out), but in my view Csdky— a year before Laurens—contributed to diis problem-

solving task in the history of sculpture.

Csaky's Head could not have been produced without the example of Picasso's

DemoiseUes d'Avignon, especially the preparatory drawings to this work (1906-1907).

Neither could have been created without having recognized the artistic value of Afri-

can Negro masks, which by this time were numerous and fashionable.

By 1914 Csaky could also have seen Picasso's Woman's Head (Femande) (1909;

fig. 7). However, there is a basic difference between the two heads. Picasso must have

had an eye on his own painting when he sculpted the Head: he was not content to let

the light shine normally, on the outer surface of the sculpture, but broke up the surface

by means of small protuberances; therefore the light was directed or converged. There

was a substitution of concave for the convex; the surface agitation of Atuilytic Cubism

is present, and the work is clearly more pictorial than sculptural. Neverdieless, the

freedom of cubist painting in exploring mass and voids, line and plane (independent

from representation), was more faithfully translated into the three-dimensional expres-

sion ofCsdky's Head. The simplified flat planes ofthe Head are purposefully designed to

emphasize the uimatural confines of light and shadow. The face is curiously flattened,

the anatomy distorted, a crossbar or a "beam" as a traverse section runs on a triangular

smooth surface. The "beam" almost reverberates on the larger form that makes up the

face. There are no anatomical details: mouth, eyes, ears are missing. Most of the shapes

are angular, except for a section of the forehead, the shoulders, and the hairline. TTie

stoniness of the head is unmistakable. The whole feeling is strong and direct, stylized,

hieratic, barbaric, and dissonant. Albert Elsen characterized this Head in the following

way:

His Head is a brutal asymmetrical reconstitution of the motif that submerges fea-

tural identity by a logic of thrusting planer forms. The result, unlike that of Filla,

is the redesigning of the head that is no longer dependent upon a frontal confron-

tation for the most revealing view, and the consistency of this sculptural context

discourages trying to project missing features on the blank planes. The blunt force-

43. Werner Hoftnann, The Sculpture of Henry Laurens (New York, 1970), 11.
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fulness with which the head is shaped and thnists in and out suggests that Csaky

had looked not only at Picasso's earlier painting and sculpture, but also at African

tribal masks whose exaggerated features and simplified design accommodated the

need to be seen at a distance and to evoke strong feeling.^

Csdky's

Frnt Cubist

Sculptures

Cs^y's Head, just like some of the contemporary heads by such pioneers of mod-

em sculpture as Henri Gaudier-Brzeska {Hieratic Head of Ezra Pound [1914]) or Archi-

penko {Head of 1913 and 1914), takes part in the stylized, hieratic, nonportrait tradi-

tion of tribal and ancient art, in which there is a total lack of interest in depicting

psychological traits. Even later in Csdky's career, w hen he was living in extreme pov-

erty due to a lack of sales and commissions, he resisted portraiture. When a collector

and benefactor, Pierre Levy, asked him to make a sculpture portrait oi his children, his

answer was: "1 choose the subjects for my sculpture." He was prevailed upon with dif-

ficulty to accept the job and did so only after all his demands for special slabs of stones

had been satisfied.

Tliere is an early Head etching (1914; Hl;. 4), reproduced in the book of George

Waldemar, which shares the characteristics of the sculpture. The Two Women (191 2;

fig. 5), made out of plaster, and the Head (1913; tig. 6) are lost sculptures that testify to

Csaky 's early immersion in cubism.

Blaise Cendrars wrote a poem to Csaky, probably in celebration of his Head sculp-

tures (fig. 8).-^

Pour Csaky

La guillotine est le chef

-d'oeuvre de I'art plastique

Son d€clic

Cr6e le mouvement peip^tuel

Publicity! Publicity!

Les lamps k arc saignent

sur la ville

Seuls les joumaux sont noirs

44. Eben, Origins of Modern Sculpture, 52. Emil Filla, a contemporary Czech sculptor, had also

done a revolutionary Head a year earlier, in 1 913.

45. Pierre L<vy, L'Art ou fargent (Paris, 1982), 59-76.

46. The ccinnection with the Head sculptures Dccurred to me when I saw a poem written for

Archipenkci cnrirtcd La Tetc. and the first couple of lines are identical. See Donald H. Karshan, Ar-

chipenko (Washington, D.C., 1969), 42.
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Fig. 4. Joseph Csaky. Head, 19 14. Dry point etching. H 8 x L

3.3 cm. Photo, courtesy Magyar Nemzeti Galeria, Budapest.
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Fig. 6. Joseph Csdky. Head, 1913. Plaster. Lost. Photo, Rene Richard,

Joseph Csdky (Frankfurt, 1988).
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Fig. 8. A poem for Csaky by Blaise Cendrars.
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Csdky's Sculpture after World War I CsOey's

Sculpture after

World War I did more than physically disrupt Cs^Ocy's artistic activity. We know Wotid War I

next to nothing about his wartime experiences, except that he volunteered and fought

actively in the war. No other artist from the avant-garde who was not a Irench citizen

showed as much patriotic fervor as he did. When he started back to work after the war,

his sculpture was difierent: it showed a distinct maturity and a new, refined sculptural

language. There is nothing in early modem sculpture comparable to his revolutionary

work at this time.

Cs^, mote dian anyone else working in sculpture, took Pierre Reverdy's dieo-

retical writings on art and cubist doctrine to heart. "Cubism is an eminently plastic art;

but an art of creation, not ofreproduction and inteT[netatioiL"^^ The artist was to take

no more than "elements" from the external world, and intuitively arrive at die "idea"

of objects made up of what was for him constant in value. Objects were not to be

analyzed; neither were the experiences they evoked. They were to be re-created in the

mind, and thereby purified. By some unexplained miracle the "pure" forms of the mind,

an entirely autonomous vocabulary, of (usually geometric) forms, would make contact

with the external world.

The painting of Femand Leger was also a source of inspiration to Csaky. Csaky

and L^ger became acquainted during the early years of the La Ruche period (1908);

however, judging from Csaky 's memoirs, it does not appear that the two artists had a

close relationship at that time. After the war the situation must have been diflferent,

and the two in all likelihood became close friends. Their similar wartime experiences

must have brought them together; moreover, they shared the patronage of the dealer

Leonce Rosenberg and the close friendship of another war veteran, the poet Blaise

Cendrars. It is known that they collaborated in 1923 on the decoration of an architec-

tural hall, which would have been exhibited in the Salon des Independants.'*'* Perhaps

their acceptance of the modern machine environment had been enhanced by their

common experiences of the mechanized war surroundings of arms and guns.

Leger and Csaky were also affected by the ideas being discussed among their

friends at a Montpamasse cafe, the Closerie des Lilas. The conversation often turned

47. Pierre Reverdy, "Sur le Cubisme," Nord-Sud (Paris), no. i, March 15, 1917, 5-7 (text syn-

thesized by Christopher Green).

48. PhUqipe Chsdbert, "Study," in CstAy, m Exhibition Catdogue, June a6-Septendxr 1986, ed.

Donald Kaishan (Mus6e d'Ait, Tioyes), 3.
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Csdky upon the vitalism of Henri Bergson, as set forth in his Matitre et mtmcme (1905) and

as a Pioneer UEw)}!ution criatrice (1907).^ The Beigsonian idea ofspontaneous life rhythms in con*

0/Modem stant change, independent of rational thought processes, was a topic of special interest

Sculpture to these artists, because it related to their need to convey in their art simultaneity in

both its psychological and optical senses.

The similarity between Cs^'s sculpture of 1919 and L6ger's painting ofthe same

period was first noted by Christopher Green in his study "L^ger and I'esprit nouveau,

1912-1928," and was also pointed out by Donald Karshan in the Depot 15 exhibition

catalogue on Cs^iky.^ Such paintings of L6ger as Etude pour la partie de carte (fig. 9) and

La Partie de carte and Cs^'s colored sketches (figs. lo, 11, 12, 13) for such sculptures

as his Cubist Compositions, Abstract Sculpture, and Cones and Spheres (figs. 14, 15, 16,

17, 18, 19) are made of contrasting sequences of repeated forms and colors that move

rhythmically; they spin and rotate in a dynamic fashion. The works of both artists

evoke weight and volume. Sometimes they allude to the structure of the modem ma-

chine or the human hody, hut these allusions function only as "elements" (Reverdy)

and are deprived of descriptive meaning. They show the influence of Purism, the most

extreme form of the classical cubist aesthetic to he bom about this time.^' Purist ten-

dencies appear in the precise economy of the geometric symbols and the use of lucid

elementary shapes. They seem to be manifestations of the laws underlying all order.

Christopher Green said about Csaky's work of this period:

In 1919 the Hungarian bom sculptor Josef Csaky, like L^ger a Leonce Rosenberg

artist firom 191 7, carved Composition Culnste and Figure Debout Isame as Figure

Hafcillee]. He used the heavy geometric \'olumes of his French firiend and set them

in light spiraling motion within the real architecture which will always he their

environment, hut, though their surfaces are deadpan, the quality of the stone

weakens the potential for machine reference.

49. Sometimes art historians attribute too much importance to the influence of contemfiorary

ideas and scientific trends on the artists. For example, many pages have been written about the influ-

ence of Bergson on Brancusi. When I visited his library a volume of Bergson was indeed there, txit the

pages were uncut.

50. Christopher Green, "Liger and I'Esprit Nouveau, 191 2 -1928," Tate Galkry Exhibition CcttO'

logue, 18 November 7970-24 January 1971 (London, 1971), 40; Karshan, Cmky, Depot 15, 37-39.

51. The official birthdate of Punsm was 1918 when Osentant and Janneret wrote "Apr^s le

Cubisme," and a small exhibition was held at the Galerie Thomas.
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Fig. 9. Femand Leger. Etude pour h Partie de Carte, 1919. H 92 x L 73 cm. VG Bild-Kunst,

Bonn. Photo, courtesy Staatgalerie, Stuttgart.
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Fig. i6. Joseph Csaky. Cubist Composition, 1919. Stone. H
CMNHs/sPADEM. Paris cliche, L. Rosenberg.



Fig. 17. Joseph Csaky. Abstract Figure, 1919.

Gilded bronze. H 89 x L 25 cm. Galerie

Vallois, Paris. Photo, courtesy Ville de Troyes.
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Fig. 1 8. Joseph Csaky. Cones and Spheres, 191 9. Bronze. H 80 cm.

Feingarten Gallery, Los Angeles. Photo same source.
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Fig. 19. Joseph Csaky. Cones and Spheres, 1919. Bronze with

black patina. H 70 x L 18 cm. Galerie Vallois, Paris. Photo,

courtesy Ville de Troyes.
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Csdfey

asaPioneer

ofModem

ScuJpme

Csdky's sculptures were later cast in bnttnze, thereby eliminatmg the "deadpan" quality

that Green mmtions.^^ George Waldemar, the famous and influential criticwho wrote

a monograph on Csdky, had this to say of these pieces:

It is a climax of the series of dynamic shapes: superimposed spheres, cones and

discs. Did the artist in this thrilling work give himself up to a laboratory experi'

ence? Must we consider this shaky mixture, in unstable equilibrium, to be a mere

exercise? On the contrary, I discern in it not only a passion for reckoning, a fever

of knowledge, the manifestation of a fruitful restlessness, but a poetry of figures, of

secret signs, of magic eloquence. As a builder, Csaky never forgets that building is

not architecture. Ifhe goes dirough the problems ofhis art, one by one; ifhe starts

from die simple, elementary shapes, he expresses himselfthrou^ hard vocabulary

of geometric shapes. He gives a tongue to prisms. The way he is entering in it is

an ahupt path. At grips with raw material, this material that he gives life to, he

comes o£f victorious from his heroic fight against habits, tradition and heredity.^^

These abstract figures are lucid, harmonious, and at the same time full of surprises. They

are wonderfully unpredictable.

That Csaky 's art derives in part from the machine aesthetic is hardly to wonder

at: at this time the influence of the machine was so strong that any other influences

became suhe^rdinate to it. Antoine de Saint-Exupery reminds us of how the machine

was viewed at that time:

Have you looked at a modem aeroplane? Have you followed from year to year the

evolution of its lines? Have you ever thoui^t, not only about die aen^lane but

about whatever man builds, diat all ofman's industrial efforts, all his computations

and calculations, all the night spent working over draughts and blueprints, invari-

ably culminate in the production of a thing whose sole and guiding principle is

the ultimate principle of simplicity?

It is as if there were a natural law which ordained that to achieve this end,

to refine the curve of a piece of furniture, or a ship's keel, or a fuselage of an

aeroplane, until gradually it partakes of die elementary purity of the curve of hu'

man breast or shoulder, there must be an experimentation of several generations

ofcraftsman. In anything at all, perfecticm is finally attained not when there is no

longer anything to add but when there is no longer anything to take away, when

a body has been stripped down to its nakedness.

53. Green, "Leger and I'Esprit Nouveau," 40.

53. George Waldemar, Csdky (Edition ars, 1930), 13-14, translated by Mme. Karshan.
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It results from this that perfection of invention touches hands with absence

of invention, as if that line which the human eye will follow with effortless delight

were a line that had not been invented but simply discovered, had in the begin'

ning been hidden by nature and in the end been found by the engineer.^''

This is an eloquent defense of the machine and of the streamlining that is easily

recognizable in Csaky's work. However, despite certain geometrical and mechanical

affinities, such works as the Abstract Sculpture or Cubist Composition are not to be con-

fused with machines. The principal yardstick for the artist was his eye and his common

sense. These works, moreover, embody poetry and fantasy. Into the framework of clear,

deliberate rectangles, Csaky has fitted more subjective forms arranged in a haphazard

way. Their abstract quality is determined by the fact that their descriptive qualities are

subordinated to a streamlined design.

Cs^*s Reliefs from 1920

Like most of the freestanding sculpture of diis century the ReMefs are the product

ofdie artist's independent and revolutiotiiary inventions. Ifwe would discover the gene'

sis of these freestanding tableau'objects, we need to take a short digression into the

history of cubism. In the "hermetic" phase of cubism, Picasso and Braque had taken

the cubist analysis so far, and their pictorial reconstructions were so elaborate, that

their painting became almost completely abstract. In order to find a new solution, a

link with the real world was established. Hiey introduced the teal wcvld into their

pictures in a literal sense by pasting objects onto their canvases. The artists were con*

cemed with turning abstraction into representation, endowing abstract pictorial forms

with the properties of material objects.

The differences between sculpture and painting became blurred. Synthetic cubist

painting was mostly restricted to colored two'dimensional objects, and another ten-

dency pointed to three-dimensional abstract constructions. One can make a distinc-

tion between how painters and sculptors used their materials: the former used them as

a vehicle to abstract solutions, while the latter exploited their potential for intrinsic

rev»berati(His to surrealistic ends.

Csdky's Rdiefs grew finm those cubist abstract constructions, which expressed the

54. Saint-Exupery cited in Bevis Hillier, Art Deco Catabgue: Exhibition Organized by the Minne-

apolis Institute ofArt, July-Sept. 1971,33.

Csdky's

Relief

from 1920
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Csdky renewed interest of modem sculptors in the relief as a self-contained object, separate

as a Pioneer from architecture. The examples of Renoir, Gauguin, MaiUol, and DuchanqvVillon

ofMcxiem were vivid. Some artists articulated a desire to continue die past, to establish once more

Sculpture a link to architecture. They were "willing to embark on carving a whole building into

sculpture as medieval sculptors carved them." Though die art ofdiemodem sculptors

was noiuepresentational, self-expressive, and unsuitable for the conventional public

monument, in dieir attempt to de'individualize artistic expression, they envisioned

structures diat would enfold vast physical and spiritual spaces, recalling the sacred ar-

chitecture of Egypt and the ancient East.^

Whereas we know ofdie desire ofmany modem sculptors to build (Rodin, Obrist,

Vigeland, Mestrovic, Gaudier-Brzeska, Epstein, Modigliani, Brancusi, to name just a

few), we do not know specifically about Cs^. According to Maurice Raynal, "Csaky

derived from nature forms which were in concordance with his passion for architecture,

simple, pure, and psychologically conviiKing. This sculptor should have been an ar-

chitect."'^ However, architectural relief-sculpture at this time came to die forefront of

artistic interest, because the Assyro-Babylonian and Egyptian sections of the Louvre

were reopened in 1919 after the evacuation during the war, and it is documented that

the artist visited die Louvre, especially the Assyro-Babylonian, Egyptian, and Medieval

collections.''^

The Reliefs of 1920 (figs. 20, 21, 22, 23) were made of plaster, stone, terra-cotta,

and paint. The rectangular frame that houses faceted surfaces and disjointed geomet-

rical elements is articulated to evoke volume. This is a clarified formal repertoire of the

analytical phase of cubism with faceting, a counterplay of receding and protruding

planes and an interplay of mass and space punctuated with paint. The deliberate sim-

plicity of structure and material enhances the formal richness. We can admire its syn-

copated interval and contrast, its texture, color, and subtle organization of elements.

TTiis is a carefully studied and finely deliberated abstraction of a type best known in the

paintings of Mondrian, based on the conscious control of a restricted number of forms.

The pieces also partake of the Dada concept ot inspiration based on accident in the

alternatiim of relief and recession, overall patterning of light and dark, mixed scale

relations and intermixture of "classic" and "romantic" elements.

55. R. H. Wilendiy, The Meaning 0/Modem Sculpture (Boston, [1933] 1961), 127.

56. See Edith Balas, "The Unbuik Aichitectuie of the Modem Sculptures." Gazette des Beaux-

Am (1987), 181- 91.

57. Maurice Raynal, "A propos de Csaky," Montpamasse, no. 56 (June-July 1929).

58. Chabert, "Study," 3.
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Fig. 20. Joseph Csaky. Relief. French limestone, polychrome. H 40 cm. KroUer-Miiller Museum,

Holland. Photo same source.
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Fig. 21. Joseph Csaky. Relief. French limestone, polychrome. H 80 cm.

Kroller-Miiller Museum, Holland. Photo same source.
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Fig. 22. Joseph Csaky. Young Girl with Blue Hair Net, 1 92 1 . Stone relief. H 40 x L 40 x D

7 cm. Private collection, Paris. Photo, courtesy Ville de Troyes.
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The finely incised drawings of women seem to bridge the negative and positive Csdky

space and unify the piece. They instill a humanistic element into the stem geometrical as Artisan

world. The principle ofchance is active in the sense that, although most ofthe silhou'

ettes are vertical parallelograms that act with rulerlike precision, the orisscross vitality

of the design, with the uneven indentation of a rectangle, animates die surface and

enforces die playful feeling without renouncing the overall ascetic intent.

Odier modem artists were working on similar reliefs, including Laurens, Cs^'s

friend and colleague in die Galerie de UE£Fort Modeme (as early as 191 5 ). Lipchitzhad

done polychrome reliefis in 1918, L6ger in 1919, and sculpto-paintings and polychrome

reliefs ofdifferent kinds were exhibited by Archipenko in 1919. However, Cs^'s over'

v^elmini^y rectilinear Reliefs—with curvilinear incisions, combining organic and geo'

metric elonents, ascetic but bursting with vitality—are entirely his own.

Csdky as Artisan

The age-old attitude that considered artistic production to be a part of life itself

was revived in westem Europe during the course of the nineteenth century. In Paris

the social concepts of Proudhon and Kropotkin were adopted, ostensibly at least, by

several groups of radical artists.^ These and related ideas constituted an important

theoretical basis of Art Nouveau and were influential on the Nabis School, die Vhai'

anster, and the Abbaye de Cr^teil. The Abbaye de Cr^teil, formed in 1907 just before

Csdky's arrival in f^ds, was a commune ofartists and writers touched to varying degrees

by Marxism, Utopian socialism, and anarchism.^ By working and living together, by

sharing ideas as well as the basic necessities of life, they hc^jed to create the nucleus of

a free society, in which the artist'worker would serve the masses without the interven-

tion of the bourgeoisie. For the site of their commune they chose an old estate at

Cr^teil, near Paris. Its members included Banun, Duhamel, Mercereau, Marinetti,

Btancusi, Vildrac, the cubist painter Gleizes, and the printer Linard.

It seems likely that the sociopolitical ideals of the group, and its interest in serving

horh art and life by creating; objects at once beautiful and utilitarian, appealed to Cs^tky.

Beyond his friendship with the leader of theoretical cubism, Gleizes, we do not know

59. For a full discussion, sec Donald Drew Egbert, Social Radicalism and the Arts (New York, 1 970).

60. Daniel Robbins, "From Symbolism to Cubism: The Abbaye of Cr^teil," Art Journal 23

(1963-1964), 111-16.
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Csdfcy about his direct involvement with the group. By 1910, however, some of the Abbaye

as a Pioneer de Cr^teil members were taking part in the Sunday meetings of artists held at the

ofModem Puteaux studio ofJacques Villon, as well as in the gatherings at Gleizes' studio in Cour-

Sculpture bevoie on Monday. Sometimes they met at the caf6 La Closerie des Lilas in Montpar-

nasse. We know for sure that by this time Csdky was part of a group that included the

mathematically and scientifically minded trio of brothers Marcel Duchamp, Raymcmd

Duchamp'Villon, and Jacques Villon, along with Gleizes, Metzinger, L^ger, Picabia,

Lhote, Kiq)ka La Fresnaye, and Gris.^' All these artists, including Cs^, exhibited at

the Gallery de la Bo6tie in October 1912 in the Section d'Or.

Duchamp'Villon expressed die need for an architectural framework that would

incorporate all the arts as an "integral and practical part of society's daily life."" With

the help ofhis brothers, he constructed at Puteaux a full'Scale model facade ofa Maison

Cubiste. The entire first floor was erected aiul exhibited at La Section d'Or in 1912.A
large grcnip of artists collaborated on the intricate artwork of the interior, creating fur-

niture, wallpaper, and door-panel design, reflectir^ the communal spirit prevalent at

Puteaux. Some of the exhibiting cubist painters introduced more socially relevant sub'

jects than those ofBraque and Picasso. Others exhibited frankly utilitarian objects such

as teacups and tea^ts. The fashionable concept ofthe "total artist" against whom Loos

protested was one that usurped the craftsman's function and proclaimed the artist's right

to design chairs, lighting fixtures, baths, ashtrays, even ties, and to in^se a lyrical

quality upon them.^' We do not know exactly when and to what extent Csdky em-

barked on a craftsman's role; however the few instances that are documented are im-

portant and interesting.

Cs^y made several craft objects for Jacques Doucet, who was one of the most

important art collectors of the 1920s in Paris. In his home, fine arts and crafts lived

together in harmony. The Doucet Villa, rue Saint-James in Neuilly, was designed by

the architects Mallet-Stevens. The interior decor was assigned to Csaky and the exte-

rior to Laurens. The whole project was never completed, due to the illness of Doucet.'"'*

We have at least one view of it (fig. 24). In his book celebrating Doucet as a patron of

61. Stanley R. Jotinson, Cubism and La Section d'Or Exhibition Catabgue (Chicago-Diisseldorf,

1991), 26 (a disappointing catalogue).

62. \(^lliam Agee and George Head Hamilton, Raymond Duduanp (New York, 1967), 67-68.

63. For Loos, see Werner Hofmann, Turning Points m Twentkdi-Cenaay Art, 1890-1917 (New

York, n.d.), 99.

64. Chapon, Mystere et splendeurs, 203, 204; Karsiian, Csaky, Depot 15, 61.
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Fig. 24. Joseph Csaky. Staircase from Doucet's studio, rue Saint-James. Photo, Sygma, from the

book by Francois Chapon.
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the arts, Francois Qiapon describes an armoire now in the Musee des Arts Decoratiiis

in Paris:

One piece of furniture in which the superior architectural requirement of the pa-

tron was in evidence was a cupboard designed by Csaky in 1923. The unpercep-

tible contours of the leaf doors, withoiir any embellishments or moldings, brought

out the beauty of the veneering. On the top of the cupboard there is a molding

with a double projection, on the bottom the feet are missing. Between the two

wings of the door there is a vertical inlay w hich seems to represent a stylized figure.

His subtle and austere geometrical ornamentation produces a rhythm which is in

contrast widi the lateral wings, heightened by the brilliance ofdie black and blue.

The low relief in between the doors was varnished with gold leaf.^ (fig. 25)

LaIMmne was originally designed to be integrated into the stairwell. However, the

staircase as built had a peacock and an owl. An illuminated table, designed in 1927 for

Pierre Cocteau (70 x 56 x 96 cm.; now in a private collection), was made out ofwood,

covered with sharkskin, and topped with a decorated slab of glass.Cs^ also designed

a walnut sculpted door with a jasper and silver handle for Doucet's avenue du Bois

residence. The central repetitive vertical friezes of the door were part of the artist's

"characteristic" style of this period.^

The Tower Figures of 1920

Csdky in the 1930s (figs. 27-38) produced several soaring abstract figures in a

Purist vein. Donald Karshan in his I>epot 15 Exhibition (Catalogue on Cs^ky has al'

ready noted that these sculptures are highly original pieces that draw upon Gothic and

Egyptian art for ini^ntation.^'^ I completely subscribe to these observations and add only

that, up to that point in time, there had been nothing similar or comparable to these

works in the history of modem sculpture. TTiese tower women look like the jamb sta-

tues from the Chartres Cathedral; but instead of representing queens and saints, they

are austere, impassive, purely aesthetic objects divorced from any associative sensual

context. Cs^y's women are also comparable to the strong, "minimalist" Egyptian

65. Chapon, Mystere et spkndeurs, 203.

66. Ibid., 344.

67. Kaishan, Csdky, Defwt 15, 55.
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Fig. 26. A Csaky Exhibition poster at the Gallery Leonce Rosenberg.
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Fig. 27. Joseph Csdky. Woman, 1925. White polychrome relief. H
65 X L 20 X D 6 cm. Collection F^lix Marcilhac, Paris. Photo,

courtesy Ville de Troyes.
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Fig. 28. Joseph Csaky. Standing Abstract Figure, 1921.

Bronze. H 73 x L 18.5 cm. Collection Galerie Vallois,

Paris. Photo, courtesy Ville de Troyes.



Fig. 29. Joseph Csaky. Standing Abstract Figure, 1921. Stone. H 73 x L 18.5 cm. Collection

Vicomte Charles de Noailles. cmnhs/spadem. Paris cliche, L. Rosenberg.
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Fig. 30. Joseph Csiiky. Woman, 1921. Stone. Approx. 80 cm.

cMNHs/sPADEM. Paris cliche, L. Rosenberg.
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Fig. 3 1 . Joseph Csaky. Standing Female Figure, 192 1 . Tropical

wood. H 80 cm. Kroller-Miiller Museum, Holland. Photo same

source.
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2. Joseph Csaky. White Stone Figure, 1922. Approx.

cm. CMNHs/sPADEM. Paris cliche, L. Rosenberg.
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Fig- 33- Joseph Csaky. Abstract Figure, 1922. Bronze. H 78.5 cm.

Feingarten Gallery, Los Angeles. Photo same source.
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Fig. 34. Joseph Csaky. Abstract Figure
, 1922. Polychrome and

stone. Approx. 80 cm. Collection of M. Manoukian, Paris.

SNMHs/sPADEM. Paris cliche, L. Rosenberg.
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Fig- 35- Joseph Csaky. Personnages
, 1922. Bronze relief. H 69 x L

24.7 X D 5.6 cm. Private collection, Paris. Photo, courtesy Ville

de Troyes.
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Fig. 36. Joseph Csaky. Woman, 1922. Polychrome and stone. H
62 X L 9.5 X D 10 cm. Private collection, Paris, cmnhs/spadem.

Paris cliche, L. Rosenberg.



Fig. 37. Joseph Csaky. Standing Female Figure, 1923. Tropical

wood. H 47 cm. KroUer-Miiller Museum, Holland. Photo same

source.



Fig. 38. Joseph Csaky. Standing Female Figure, 1923. Bronze. H
20 cm. KroUer-Miiller Museum, Holland. Photo same source.
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sculpture of the "Crying Widow" group. They have been given universal and perma' The Tower

nent meaning by their alliance with the abstract intent of geometry. Neither ofthem Figures

is particularized to represent individuals; instead, they are enclosed geometric bodies of 1930

that represent a certain order, a plastic force, close lx> architecture.

Although Cs^ had achieved a certain level of abstraction, he did not persist

there: abstraction was not a long'term potential for him. His mind would have with'

ered in a vacuum, so to speak, for lack of contact with reality. Cs^ mentioned once

that, if he had followed the fiashion of the day and had compromised and produced

wholly abstract art, he would have been fiee of the financial troubles that haunted him

all his life.

The Tower Figures are quasi-abstract figures, in which the emphasis is on the pla*

nar surfaces, scale, shape, sequence of openings, and the clean rectilinear clustering of

solids. Detached from its subjective meaning, the work seems impersonal, autonomous,

free of creative contingency. Following constructivist principles, Csaky brought space

into the composition where its presence organizes and controls the surrounding areas.

These "openings" also serve an understated decorative purpose, which is the only non-

Purist aspect of this series. From the writings ofOzenfant and Jeanneret, we learn that

the Purists were concerned with attaining a convenient pattern for the transcription of

reality, to detect a "proto-line" that would lay bare aspects of the inner structure ofdie

perceptual world.^

The Purist analysis of painting and sculpture proceeds from a humanist premise:

that man's own order is reflected in his constant need for order. Science and philosophy

conform to the order of the brain; painting and sculpture to the order of the eye. Optical

sensations of balance are more deeply satisfying than optical sensations of pleasure.

TTie right combinations of free forms and geometric forms were held to evoke "le

bonheur" (happiness). Purist painting and sculpture therefore became a more or less

complex organization of surfaces over a basic armature of harmonious proportions. This

use of proportion is joined by laws of vertical and horizontal orientation, according to

which the vertical expressed dynamic power and the horizontal repose. The main pur-

pose of the Purists was to discover unity beneath the endless variety of appearances.

Csaky 's feeling for order was the result of a new stimulus provided by the Purists

and De Stijl. The way in which he experienced modernity had been changed by the

common ideal of order. In 19 19 Piet Mondrian returned to Paris. By this time his ideas

were already known to the avant-garde, having been published in the Mercure de

68. "Apres le Cubisme" and "Sur la Plastique," synthesized by Christopher Green, in Uger and

Purist Paris (London, 1971), 49.
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Csdky France by Severini. By 1920 Leonce Rosenberg—who was the sponsor, dealer, and

as a Pioneer publisher cf Mondrian, as well as of Cs^, L^ger, and Lipchitz—publi^ed Le Neo

(rfModem Plasticism and Theo van Doesburg's Cbssique'Baroque'Modeme. De Stijl's ideas were

Scuipture probably a majcM: txjpic of discussion among diis groiq> of artists. Moreover, die painter

who had die strongest impact on die early development of de Stijl was Cs^Ocy's fellow

Hungarian, Vilmos Husz^.^

In 192 1 Leonce Rosenberg commissioned van Doesburg, in collaboration widi

Comelis van Eesteren and Gerrit Rietveld, to design an artist's house and a private

house for his Galerie de L'Effort Modeme. The project was never carried out, but it

gave rise to studies and plans diat typify the de Stijl architectural philosophy. In that

same year Mondrian's Compositicm, in which he developed his style ofheavy black lines

defining rectangles, was exhibited in Rosenberg's gallery.^^ Two years later a De Stijl

exhibition, including architectural drawings and models, was exhibited there. Ldger

andCs^ were to collaborate on the decoration ofa hall, perhaps a dance hall, which

was supposed to be exhibited at die Salon des Ind^pendants in 1923.

All these historical facts point to the collective spirit of the time, a puritanical

denial of sensuousness that reduced the cubist vocabulary to rectangles, verticals, hor-

izontals, "a Spartan alliance of discipline and strength," to which Cs^dcy adhered in his

Tower Figures.^^ In their aesthetic order, lucidity, classical precision, emotional neu-

trality, and remoteness from visible reality, they should be considered stylistically and

historically as belonging to the De Stijl movement

The freestanding towering figures made out of stcme, bronze, and wood have

rounded contours, flat surfaces, and sharp angles. There is an internal and external

static equilibrium, a hieratic feeling about them. The wood sculptures offer parallels

to the solemnity of Ernst Barlach and evoke memories of historic styles, specifically

Gothic. But whereas Barlach 's figures are active and display uninhibited emotions, the

emotions of Csaky's nonpersons are masked in a polished, sophisticated fashion.

Other Tower Figures look like architectural models for skyscrapers but embody

elements of the human figure. These sculptures evoke visual parallels with the Egyptian

jamb statues (fig. 39), which could be seen in the Egyptian section of the Louvre and

which had mspired Modigliani earlier in the century. The Squatting Female Figure

(1933) is quasi-abstract and can double as a chair (fig. 40).

69. Ibid., 54.

70. William S. Lieberman, Art 0/ the Twenties: An B^dubitUm Catalogue (New York: The Museum

ofModem Art, 1979), 14-

71. Green, Leger and Purist Paris, 57.
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Later Cubist Heads later

Culrist Heads

Csdky continued to lefiesh his art widi the fundamental grammar cubism. Early

in his career he had realized that cubism was a great liberating force, a means of re*

examining the nature of sculpture as an art of three'dimensicmal space, mass, plane,

aiui directions. It was a means of stating the nature oi sculptural forms in its simple

essence and of asserting the work as an identity in itself rather than as an imitation of

anydiing else. Cubists did not trust spontaneous experiences; diey departed from mi'

metic conventions and reflected on die object.

There was also an active role for the specrator to play, similar to what the artist

had to go duou|^ in making the piece. The spectator had ix> be able to discover the

intended image in die sculpture, a process that required a long and painful education

on his part As Lipchitz mentioned in My Life in Sculpture, it is necessary to come to

an understanding, to a "meeting of die minds."^^

The 1920 Head (figs. 41, 42) by Csiky contradicts die foct that a head is an ovoid

consisting of two mirror halves with two ears, two eyes, and the nose in the middle.

The artist permits himself the freedom of denying the axial symmetry of the face. The

head is sliced in half: the two halves meet at a ninety-degree angle, and ifone assumes

that the two halves constitute a full face when put together, the assumption is wrong.

Ifwe were to put together the parts, the result would be the collision of two completely

dtq)arate facial halves. The left side of the skull would slope, while the right would

appear to have been abruptly sliced. A horizontal Z shape moves from the base of the

nose, from the right to the left cheek. The round, downward movement of the skull

becomes a possible nose, as well as—by a stroke of clever ambivalence—a strand of

hair that covers the eye. The snakelike object also can be read as a ribbon. The right

ear and the mouth (or pipe) are formal quotations that constitute a clever lead and

hold the conceptual construction together. The introduction of unpredictable, playful,

and incidental elements into the totality of forms requires the beholder to become

an active partner of the artist, to experience the sculptural object as a continuing

metamorphosis.

In the Heads in the KroUer-MuUer Museum, in Otterlo, Holland (figs. 43, 44, 45),

Csaky is unconcerned with traditional aesthetic criteria. Made of high-quality marble,

72. Jacques Lipchitz, "My Life in Sculpture," The Documents ofTwentiethfCentury Art, ed. H. H.

Amason (New York, 1972), 78.
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Fig. 42. Joseph Csaky. Cubist Head, 1920. Bronze. H 34 cm. cmnhs/spadem.

Paris cliche, L. Rosenberg.
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Fig. 44. Joseph Csaky. Head, 1921. Marble. H 26 cm. KroUer-Miiller Museum,

Holland. Photo same source.
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Fig- 45- Joseph Csdky. Head, 1933. Limestone. H 60 cm. Kroller-M

Museum, Holland. Photo same source.
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the heads are more than hybrids of human and animal forms. The lower parts of the Lcaer

heads are inverted with respect to the upper parts. In one case only a stylized Negro Culrist Heads

mouth indicates the correct orientation of the Head. The second head, which is more

directly inspired by the Nadelman Head mentioned earlier, has an extremely decorative

hair design. Just like the bun of Brancusi's Mademoiselle Pogany, this is decorated with

the Art Nouveau whiplash motif. The homogeneity ofthe block and its layered, incised

character indicate Csaky's provisional return to traditional scuptural technique. Similar

heads were done by Laurens, and his influence on Csaky's sculpture cannot be disputed.

By this time, however, African Negro masks with their variety, inventiveness, and

power of expression were common in Paris, and their influence has to be taken into

consideration.

In 1923, Csaky made two Heads of a Woman, also in Otterlo (figs. 46, 47) and

another Head, now in the Feingarten Gallery, Los Angeles (fig. 48). TTiese were in-

spired not only by Nadelman and Brancusi but also by the dummies in the surrealistic

paintings of De Chirico. This is the only instance in which the influence of Surrealism

can be detected in his work. Surrealism did not appeal to Csaky, though everyone else

in the Parisian avant-garde was touched by it in one way or another.

Cs^ also made a group of abstract, very iimovative sculptures that are neither

tower figures nor heads, but something in between. The limestone Head of 1921

(fig. 49) is more like a model for a skyscraper than a head. It contains within itself all

the laws that regulate architecture. It stands upright, has a firm solid base, a vertical

accent, and it strictly observes the center of gravity. Only the inverted cubist nose, a

line drawing of the shape of the face, and a small opening (which can be read as the

mouth or a pipe) suggest that this is a head.

Another stone Head of 1921 (fig. 50) complies with every law of cubism. The

disassembled head is put together in such a way that only hints of its parts can be

perceived by a sophisticated observer. The oval of the head is inverted making it look

like a vase, the nose is a protruding geometric shape, the eye is a three-dimensional

line that cuts into the vase, and the suggestion of a lock of hair on the severe cubist

block highlights the incongruities of the construction. The bronze Head of 1921

(fig. 5 1 ) from the Vallois Gallery, Paris, and the stone version in the collection of the

Vicomte de Noailles are equally abstract. The artist plays with the inversion of positive

and negative shapes. The Standing Abstract Figure of 192 1 (fig. 52) from the Feingarten

Gallery, Los Angeles, is, like the limestone head mentioned above (fig. 49), more a

project for a modem building than a sculpture. Only a few organic lines betray its

subject matter.
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Miiller Museum, Holland. Photo same source.
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Fig. 47. Joseph Csaky. Head of a Woman, 1923. Bronze. H 36 cm. KroUer-

Miiller Museum, Holland. Photo same source.
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Fig. 48. Joseph Csdky. Head, 1923. Bronze. H 36 cm. Feingarten Gallery,

Los Angeles. Photo same source.
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Fig. 49. Joseph Csaky. Head, 1921. Limestone. Private collection.

CMNHs/sPADEM. Paris cliche, L. Rosenberg.
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Fig. 50. Joseph Csaky. Head, 192 1. Stone. H 41 x L 24 x D 20.5 cm. Collection of

Vicomte de Noailles. cmnhs/spadem. Paris cliche, L. Rosenberg.
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Fig. 51. Joseph Csaky. Head, 1921. Bronze. H 40.5 cm. Galerie Vallois, Paris.

Photo, courtesy Ville de Troyes.
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Fig. 52. Joseph Csaky. Standing Abstract Figure, 1921. Bronze. H 73 x L

18.5 cm. Feingarten Gallery, Los Angeles. Photo same source.
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The two heads of young women of 1923 and 1924, formerly in the Leonce Rosen- The Two

berg collection, embody the two directions in the artist's work— the modem and the RecUnir^

traditional. The 1923 Head (iig. 53) is smooth, refined, and almost devoid ofanatomi' Women

cal description. If things such as mouth, eyes, hairline, and curling hair have indeed

been indicated, they have been completely abstracted and made geometric. The end

product is a sculpture diat has no counterpart in the natural world. In the Head ofa

Woman of 1924 (fig. 54), die artist, instead of abstracting forms, stylized them. The

result is a head filled widi decorative fiills, geometric but descriptive, which give it a

doU'like character. There are no surprises, everything is predictable, apart firom the

bridge of die nose and the treatment of die eyebrow in conjunction widi her hair. The

marble is of die finest, selected with unusual care.

The Two Reclining Women

These reclining figures (fig. 55) are by fiar the most abstract shapes the sculptor

ever produced. They prove that die artist was in constant dialogue with the rest of die

avant'garde. He, like Jean Aip at the time and Henry Moore later, conceived sculp'

tures as natural forms coming to life and in die process ofgrowth. Here die conception

of "vitalism" is most obvious. Arp called such shapes "concretions" and said ofthem:

Concretion signifies die natural process of condensation, hardening, coagulation,

thickening, growing together. Concretion designates the solidification of mass.

Concretion designates curdling, the curdling of the earth and the heavenly bodies.

Concretion designates the solidification, the mass of the stone, the plant, the ani-

mal, the man. Concretion is something that has grown. I wanted my work to 6nd

its hunible, anonymous place in die woods, the mountains, in nature."

The two reclining women look like geological formations radier than human beings.

Free-flowing space, diydims, and interrelations give the group its fi^rmal interest. Here

is a human group with its members alike but variant, leaning toward and tilting away

from each odier—silent, solitary, earthbound. Because Cs^ was not obliged to rep'

resent their legs, the reclining figures gave him a degree of freedom ftom naturalistic

fisrms. As Alan Bowness wrote of Henry Moore's sculpture: "The reclining figure is

73. Jean Arp, Arp; Exhibition Catalog^ for the Museum ofModem Art (New York, 1951 ).
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Fig. 54. Joseph Csaky. Head of a Woman, 1924. Limestone. H 30 cm. Kroller-Miiller

Museum, Holland. Photo same source.
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Fig. 55. Joseph Csaky. Two Reclining Women, 1935-1938. H 15.5 cm on base 30.5 x 10 cm. Collection of

Jacques Devos, Paris. Photo, courtesy Ville de Troyes.
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much less restrictive and allows an altogether richer, formal vocabulary."^* These irra- Animal

tional fbnns, more like totemic images, may have meaning not only on the conscious Sadptuns

level but on the unconscious level as well Theirrandom arrangement produces images

informed by a certain subtle playfukiess. Like many sculptors, Cs^y was fascinated by

stxmes and rocks and obsessed with dieir qualities. This sculpture, it seems to me, is an

attempt on the sculptor's part to create a metaphysical union between human life and

rock formations, implying that both are subject to the same types ofdecay and wear as

all natural phenomena.

Animal Sculptures

Cs^ created a large body of animal sculptures in different media: stone, bronze,

marble, onyx, aiui crystal. Most ofthem were created in the 192CS, especially between

1922 and 1928. They include lions, fish, birds (both humble aiul majestic), panthers,

cocks, dogs, deer, cows, and so on. They are representational in a cubist vein, without

threatening the integrity of the sculptural mass. The inspiration of the artist obviously

came from nature, from vtHhiich he learned such principles as balance, rhythm, organic

gtowdi, atttaction'tepulsion, harmony and contrast. We cannot disregard the possibil'

ity that he got his impetus from AssynvBabylonian and Egypdan art, ixhich he could

easily have seen in the recently reopened wings of the Louvre Museum ( 1919).

The animal sculptures are monumental in fieeling, impressive, stylized, and hiet'

atic. They have grandeur, restrained energy, liveliness, vitality, and yet they display

great sensitivity. They are simple, most of them lacking decorative trinmiing^. Cs^
used pervasive syiiunetry, a limited nimiber of axes, and rigorously articulated surfaces

to achieve clarity. Some of the sculptures are roug^'textured, non fmto; others are

polidied and smooth; still others are a combination of the two. His aim was to create

simplified, distilled, yet naturalistic images. Like Brancusi he strove to represent an

^sential, universal image of the object, to achieve the impossible task of representing

its absolute concept. Every work was a gestalt, in which the component elements con-

tributed to the whole without being individually intelligible. Csaky availed himself of

Brancusi's master device, the reflective surface, whereby sculpture becomes an environ-

mental piece that allows the accidents of its surroundings to play a part. At the same

74. Bowness, Modem Sculpture, 92.
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Csdky time the epiphany of golden, mysterious reflections brings out die poetic and mystical

caaPioneer aspects of the sculpture.

ofModem Cs^'s first animal sculpture was La Liorme (The Lioness; fig. 56), desigpied in

Sculpture 1921 to decorate die stairwell of the Doucet villa. It looks like a natural rock that

chance has given a Uonlike shape. Details have been deleted, arul those that are shown

are ambiguous in character. The eye, for example, can be read as an eyebrow. The

cheek of dus ferocious beast has been sunken into her jaw, under the influence of the

cubist device of inverting positive and negative shs^. The ear has been suggested

with a single incision in die rig^t place. The jaw can be seen as (^)ened or closed,

giving die spectator a choice of interpretations.

Another lion (fig. 57) diat die artist created in 1928 firom fired day is a small

piece that is monumental in feeling. The mane of the animal has been "dissolved"

in the design of the neck. The proportions are unnaturalistic and expressive: die fait'

legs of die lion are as long as the test of his body, shoMong stiengdi and readiness fiar

combat

The smooth, stylized lines of the Pant/i£r (1924; fig. 58) alternate with a geometric

treatment of the lower body. The curved line of the body is echoed by the line of the

tail and can be read as part of the animal's environment. The sharp line of the jaw has

its counterpart in the cubic treatment of the torso. The exaggerated elongation of the

faxit legs gives the animal a sense of power and lat^t energy. The feeling of the stoni-

ness of the hard granite is unquestionably present.

The bronze Panther of 1924 (fig. 59) is more cubic in character, anatomically

nondescriptive, smooth and sleek. Some details have been eliminated; others have

been inserted to suggest the readiness of the animal to jump and leap. The blocklike

character of the sculpture is emphasized by the absence of empty spaces between the

legs of the animal. The reflective surface gives the Panther a ntmorganic character.

The sweeping tubular construction of the bronze Bird (1924; fig. 60) suj^j^esrs its

potential for flight. The upward-lookuig head can be read with true cubist ambiguity

as having either an open beak or an exaggerated chin. The bird is machine-like, resting

on a hard-edged platform leg. The large cubic feathers are placed on a soft surface that

was obtained by manipulating the clay, the material that the artist originally worked

in, to imitate natural feathers.

The onyx Fish (1924; fig. 61) looks curiously like a standing, four-legged crea-

ture. Only its two-dimensional characteristics— its fish eye, mouth, and fin—indicate

the subject matter. What is extraordinary and unusual is the way that the texture of
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Fig. 56. Joseph Csaky. The Lioness, 1921. Bronze. H 30.5 x L 10 x D 14.7 cm.

Galerie Vallois, Paris. Photo, courtesy Ville de Troyes.
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Fig. 58. Joseph Csaky. The Panther, 1924. Granite. H 41 cm on base 64.7 x 29.5 cm. Collection Kelekian.

Photo, courtesy Ville de Troyes.
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Fig. 6 1. Joseph Csaky. Fish, 1924. Onyx. H 1 7 x L 39 cm. Collection of Jacques Devos, Paris. Photo,

courtesy Ville de Troyes.
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Fig. 62. Joseph Csdky. Fish, 1926. Stone. Private collection. Photo, courtesy Magyar Nemzeti Galeria,

Budapest.
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the onyx suggests waves and water. A futurist artist's dream was realized here, where Young Figures

the movement of the figure is conveyed by the material used. The onyx Fish aerates the

solids by incorporating the enviroimient, that is, die water, on the surface ofthe sculp'

ture. The Fish is comparable to any of Brancusi's fish in its inventiveness and beauty.

The Fish (1926; fig. 62) andtiieCock (1924 -1925; fig. 63) ate filled with descrip-

tive details and decorative trimmings. Neither is particularly inventive, and they are,

therefore, artistically less valuable pieces.

Young Figures

During the late ipaos a marked change occurred in Csdky's sculptures. "The cube,

the polyhedron widi rig^t angles with its abrupt edges," wrote George Waldemar, "are

replaced by ovoids and spheres."^' This does not mean that Csdky abandoned cubism:

cubism is not a style but an artistic conception, and it can take many forms.

At this point in his career, Cs^ made many serene, impersonal, but not espe*

cially idealized images ofyoung men and even more women. Some of the figures have

a pyramidal form that carries the weight of the body to the ground in absolute repose.

The fragile heads are reinformed with arms behind their necks, drapery, or substantial

coi£fiires. The figures are monumental in spirit, though not necessarily in size. Like

Maillol's women, the nude figures are in the tradition of aiKient classical sculpture.

The standing women are reminiscent of horcd', their contraposto is casual and always

present.

The bodies of these figures are balanced, and substantial; die play of lig^t on skin,

hair, and hct has been calculated with mathematical precision. If one asks what is

cubist abmit diese figures, the answer is single: the anatomy is nondescriptive and

generalized; the propostions are unnatural and the poses artificially angular. These

young women and men are filled with self-assurance, energy, optimism; their bodies

emanate a sensuous appeal. They differ fix>m "classical" cubist sculptures. We accept

them as part of our universe because their narrative realism renders them believable,

whereas a "classical" cubist sculpture is an entirely new creation that has not previously

existed in our world.

75. Waldemar, Csd/c^, 17.
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Csdky Thus, Csdky abandoned abstraction in midlife and became almost exclusively a

as a Pioneer representational scu^tor. His principal theme was the celebration of the female body,

ofModem youth, the plastic egression of optimism, happiness, and good feeling. He also lost his

Sculpture taste for iimovation. This does not mean that his sculptures became wholly naturalistic:

he did not forget his own artistic past or the lessons he had learned as a member of

the avant'garde. He was, however, interested in the beauty and expressiveness of die

human form for its own sake, and used diat form to communicate die ideas and asso*

ciations coimected with it.

His nudes, to repeat, are not particularly idealized. They are far fipom belonging to

the category ofthe classical Venus, yet diey do not lack physical charm. They are short,

stocky peasant women, solid, compact, and sensually appealing. None ofthem are por*

trait sculptures. They are figures at once typical and casual, generalized and specific,

and in all these calculated balances at least one kind of naturalism is embodied.

The 1929 Nude (fig. 64), from die Hungarian National Gallery, has a compact

torso, short legs, and exaggeratedly long arms holding a piece ofdrapery reminiscent of

Praxiteles' Knidian Aphrodite. Like die Aphrodite, she turns her head away from the

spectator, eliminating any sense of personality. In contrast to Rodin's interest in articu-

lated structure, Cs^ simplifies his shapes, reducing such details as the breasts aiui

gaiitals to mere signs.

The Standing Nude (1937; fig. 65) in the Centre Pompidou retains the "stoniness"

of the stone from which she originally emerged, and her strong body stands firmly on

the ground. The details are not descriptive and legible. The highly stylized face is closer

to a concept than a portrait. The object cascading in an angular maimer can be read

variously as drapery or as a Danaid's leaking amphora. Her contraposto is pronouiu:ed,

but the sculptural mass has not been violated.

The Nude Without Arms ( 1933; fig 66) emanates harmonious calm and gentleness.

The weight of the body has been transferred from one leg to the other but is more

evenly distributed so the axes of the body are nearly parallel. The breasts are geometric

cones attached to the body in a cubist manner. This same device, however, was also

present in Egyptian art. Her arms are missing, as are her feet. This acceptance of the

partial figure was pioneered by Rodin in The WalkingMan ( 1877-1878). The introduc-

tion of partial figures intci modem sculpture probably came from artists' admiration for

damaged ancient sculptures, which they found beautiful and impressive. They discov-

ered that the spectator reacts with emphathy toward the damaged body, identifying
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Fig. 64. Joseph Csaky. Nude, 1929. Limestone. H 83.5 cm. Magyar

Nemzeti Galeria, Budapest. Photo same source.
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Fig. 65. Joseph Csaky. StandingNude, 1937. Limestone. H
X D 26 cm. Centre Pompidou, cmnhs/spadem.



Fig. 66. Joseph Csaky. Naked Woman Without Arms, 1933. Ceramic. H 30 x

L 10 X D 1 1 cm. Dedicated to Raymond Templie. Photo, courtesy Magyar

Nemzeti Galeria, Budapest.
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CsdJcy with the loss of limbs. Because parts of the body are missing, and the features of the

as a Pioneer face are blurred, unusual significance attaches to die rest of the anonymous body. The

ofModem hair of the women, which envelopes the body in an unusual maimer, provides a touch

Sculpture of decoration.

The stone Woman widi a Basket on HerArm (1928; fig. 67), like the bronze Standr

ing Figure of a Gni (1930; fig. 68), conveys latent enei^. The energy animates die

whole form, rather dian deriving from its interlocking parts, so that the figure floats as

much as it strides. The smoodi surface is interrupted by the precisely described objects

held by die woman (basket, bowl, and so forth), which seem to contradict the lack of

narrative in the sculpture as a whole.

Reclining Women

Reclining figures have appeared throu|^iout die history of art, but diey are espe*

cially a^ociated widi classical antiquity. The reclining nudes of the I^othenon, die

River Gods of the Capitoline Hill, the second-century Hellenistic Ariadne figure, all

inspired Titian, Manet, Matisse, Moore, and Csdky.

The horizontal figure has certain sculptural advantages: for example, it is easier to

support than a standing figure, because it does not need to rest on two legs. Therefore,

the format is much less restrictive and allows the sculptor an altogether richer formal

vocabulary. Tlie common trait of every reclining figure, no matter what material it is

made of, is that it is contained by a spatial box whose base is the plane on which the

figure lies, and in each the masses of the body are composed in a balanced rhythm.

Most of Csaky's reclining figures seem to have a timeless, elemental quality relevant

only to themselves. In all these sculptures of women there is an explicit maternal

image, a manifestation of the archetypical Mother-Goddess, a "met£^horic fusion of

human life and rock stratification."^^

The Dream (1929; fig. 69) is in my view one of the most successful ot Csaky's

reclining figures. The sculptor presented his ideal of classical tranquillity and serenity

in a closed, compact, massive, and simplified arrangement, similar to Maillol's work

earlier in the century, Csaky ignores natural forms, anatomy, scale, and relationships;

76. Jack Bumham, The Structure of Art (New York, 1971), loi.
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Fig. 67. Joseph Csaky. Woman uiith a Basket on Her Arm, 1928.

Stone. H 98.5 cm on base 22 x 21.7 cm. Collection of Mr. and Mrs.

Devos, Paris. Photo, courtesy Magyar Nemzeti Galeria, Budapest.



;. 68. Joseph Csaky. Standing Figure of a Girl, 1930. Bronze.

60.2 cm. Magyar Nemzeti Galeria, Budapest. Photo same

source.
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Fig. 69. Joseph Csaky. The Dream, 1929. Stone. H 92 x L 42 cm. Centre Pompidou. Photo same source.

CMNHS/SPADEM.
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Fig. 70. Joseph Csaky. Reclining Nude, 1928-1930. Limestone. H 33 x L 48 cm. Musee d'Art Modeme,

Troyes. Photo, courtesy Ville de Troyes.
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Fig. 71. Joseph Csaky. Seated Nude, 1928. Limestone. H 72 cm on a base 33.5 x

37.7 cm. Galerie Vallois, Paris. Photo, courtesy Ville de Troyes.
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Csdky his women are an assemblage of limbs, heads, and tninks, not necessarily intercon'

as a Pioneer nected. Whereas Maillol's composition was always harmonious and unified, Cs^ky's is

ofModem more related in conception and form to Henry Moore's. Jack Bumham's observation

Sculputre on die sculpture ofMoore is also valid for Csdky:

Moore chooses to sculpt a reclining figure as an eiqncession of a reality running

deeper than surface appearances; his aim is to disclose a spiritual vitality based on

the close observation of natural forms; this is the basis of the sculptor's espousal of

Abstract Vitalism, that the life impulse constantly flows from one source to an-

other (that is, the hand of the sculptor to the sculpture)."

It is interesting that both sculptors were working at the same time on the same subject

matter, though they were probably not even acquainted with each other.

The Dream offers us a powerful and mysterious Earth Mother image as an object

of veneration. She is cool and reserved, lacking emotional undertones. Other reclining

female figures of 1928-1929 (fig. 70) do not present sculptural irmovations beyond

diose cfThe Dream. This figure probably goes back to an ancientMayanCacmci model.

The SeatedNude (fig. 71) of 1928, recaUsFemand Leger's tubular women. She has

an exaggeratedly elongated body, like a large container, and hst tubular limbs are folded

and twisted as if they lacked any underlying skeletal structure. The grainy texture of

the gray stone violates the inorganic character of the sculptural forms.

Mother and Child

This universal theme of the Mother and Child interested Csdky in the 1920s and

1930s. The 1926 (fig. 72) Mother and Child is montmiental in feeling, despite its modest

size. Hie seated mother, greatly stylized, sits in a rigid posture and holds a standing

child. Their bodies have an inner rhythm that derives from the vitality ofdie carving.

Superfluous decorative elements have been inserted in several places. There is no psy*

chological link between the figures; diey belong to the category of empty decoration,

and this is probably the reason diat the Art Deco movement proclaimed Csdky as its

own. Another Mother and Child entitled Maternity (1927-1930; figs. 73, 74), firam

77. Ibid., icx>.
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Fig. 72. Joseph Csaky. Mother and Child, 1926. Stone. H 64.5 x L 33 x D 22 cm.

Galerie Vallois, Paris. Photo, courtesy Ville de Troyes.
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Fig. 73. Joseph Csaky. Maternity, 1927-1930. Sandstone. H 100 cm on base

61.5 X 46.5 cm. Museum Boymans-Van Beuningen, Rotterdam. Photo

same source.
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Fig. 74. Joseph Csaky. Maternity (backview), 1927-1930. Sandstone. H
100 cm on base 61.5 x 46.5 cm. Museum Boymans-Van Beuningen,

Rotterdam. Photo same source.



Fig. 75. Joseph Csaky. Mother and Young Child, with Csaky, 1930. Stone. H 160 cm.

Photo, Rene Richard, Joseph Csaky (Frankfurt, 1988).
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CsScy the Rotceidam Museum, is much more successful. There is litde naturalism in this

as a Pioneer work and no overt indicaticms of a tetukr relationship have been given; however,

ofModem the mother protectively cradles the small child and their forms intertwine. They are

Sculpture inseparable and their relationship is literally carved in stone. Even die mother's hair

seems to protect die child. The image is expressionistic and convincing. Some of the

forms are cubist, as diough the artist wished to affirm his continued all^[iance to die

movement

A rate picture ^ows the artist with his monumental Mother and Young ChUd of

1930 (fig. 75). The modier is crouching protectively, holding her adolescent child. The

pose of the mother reminds us of Picasso's painting Nude tn tlie Forest (1908), but with'

out Picasso's overt sexuality. Her face is naturalistic, calm and serene. The simplified

limbs are rounded and voluminous. There is an artistically successful contrast between

the vertical line of the child and the dynamic horizcmtal of die mother's limbs.

Csdky's next Motlier and ChUd (1939; fig. 76) portrays an intimate and tender

relationship. The forms are simplified, rounded, massive, strongly reminiscent c^Mail'

lol's style. The drapery plays an important role in lending softness to the piece. The

faces are far more individualized and human than the masldike, generic faces the artist

previously created.

Portrait Sculpture

In his artistic credo, Csaky inveighed against the copying of nature that portrai-

ture requires. We have only a scant record of his activity as a portraitist, but it can be

safely assumed that he did not do many. We know from the account ofPierre L^vy that

even during the artist's lean years a ^ole campaign of persuasion had to be mounted

before he agreed to make portrait heads of the Ldvy children.™ The portraits done in

1943-1944 are sensitive representations of the young children (figs. 77, 78). The pure,

idealized, abstracted, smoodi portrait of Rende, the artist's daughter (fig. 80), is a suc-

cessful attempt to bridge the teal and die artistic. The plaster relief of Mile. Chasson

(1953; fig. 79) also demonstrates Csdky's talent as a portraitist.

78. Levy, L'An ou iargent, 59-76.
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Fig. 77. Joseph Cs^ky. Portrait of]ean Levy, 1943 -1944. Stone.

Collection Levy, Troyes. Photo, courtesy Ville de Troyes.



Fig. 78. Joseph Csaky. Portrait of Annie Levy, 1943 -1944. Stone. Collection L^vy, Troyes.

Photo, courtesy Ville de Troyes.
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Fig. 79. Joseph Csdky. Mile. Chasson, 1953. Plaster. H 42 x L 31.8 cm. Magyar

Nemzeti Galeria, Budapest. Photo same source.
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Fig. 80. Joseph Csaky. Rene'e, daughter of artist. White marble. H 36.5 cm.

Magyar Nemzeti Galeria, Budapest. Photo same source.
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Biblical and Other Subjects
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Graphic WaHa

The change in Cs^'s artistic direction manifested itself not only in his style,

which became more curvilinear and descriptive in the tum-of'die'Century maimer, but

also in a return to academic—in this case biblical—subject matter. There are several

versions of die Coufk, as it is called, made ofmarble or bronze in difiinent sizes. In the

life'Size plaster version of 1933 (%. 81), Adam is overpowering, strong, and vibrant in

his masculinity; die tiny Eve nesdes at his side as dioug^ she were seeking his protec-

tion. One ofher arms is cleverly omitted, emphasizingherdependency and submission.

However, the 1936 Couple (fig. 8a) has been diffisrendy conceived. The figures are

more equal and united. In fact, dieir bodies are melted together in an expressionist

maimer, reminiscent df Bcancusi's Kiss of 191 1. Cs^ expands the surfeces, almost in

a pictorial manner, dissolving the diree'dimensionality of the sculpture. An earlier

Couple done in 1930 (in a private collection in Paris) is conceptually a mixture of die

two later ones.

The small but monumental Riding Master of 1929 (fig. 83) combines the signifi'

cant movement of the horse widi a simplified schematic treatment of the master. The

relative modernity of the piece is assured by the exaggerated fullness of the horse and

the unnatural scale relationship between the two subjects. The Story, made of bronze

in 1945 (fig. 84), is a complex rendering of two intertwined figures, in which liberties

have been taken with the forms of the body for the sake of greater eloquence. This

piece reminds us of Csdky's more successful contemporary Jacques Lipchitz, whose ar-

tistic language has a very distinctive accent. The bronze Expectation of about 1951

(fig. 85) is an expressionist sculpture in which every part has been subordinated to the

idea of expectation: the figure's stance, the elongated body, long arms, clutched hands,

even one of her breasts, have been distorted and displaced for the sake of emphasis.

Classical beauty was obviously not one of Csdky's concerns when he produced this

sculpture.

Graphic Works

Csaky drew throughout his career. Although we do not have any of the sketches

for his sculpture (or at least none have come to my attention), we do have line drawings

of female and male nudes, arranged individually or in groups, in a variety of forms.
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g. 8i. Joseph Csaky. Adam and Eve, 1933. Plaster. H 157 x L 91 x D 51 cm.

Private collection. Photo, courtesy Magyar Nemzeti Galeria, Budapest.
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Fig. 83. Joseph Csaky. Riding Master, 1929. Patinated plaster. H 33.5 cm on base 41 x 20.5 cm. Private

collection, Amiens. Photo, courtesy Ville de Troyes.
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Fig. 84. Joseph Csaky. The Story, 1945. Bronze. H 47 cm. KroUer-Miiller Museum, Holland.

Photo same source.
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Fig. 85. Joseph Csaky. Expectation, 1951. Bronze. H 81 cm.

KroUer-Miiller Museum, Holland. Photo same source.
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These works convey an impression of ease, spontaneity, and sureness ofhand; qualities Graphic Works

that were hard'won by the artist. Their seductive, fluid forms emanate pleasure, vigor,

and vitality. Concerned with exploring the anatomy of the nude, Cs^ created a new

kind ofanatomy, which is less dependent upon the data ofperception. On die flattened

space of the anatomy (not without vestiges of illusionism, but totally widi modeling),

his violent, emphatic simplifications and continuous lines become the basis ofa "pure"

pictorial construction. The lines are accurately descriptive, and there is a delicate fu'

sion offorms and shapes. Rodin and Matisse were Cs^dcy's precedents for these unmod'

eled yet realistic outline drawings. Picasso, who was a master of the cubist interplay

between pictorial illusion and reality, gave the artist a model to follow. In this style

shapes become objective visual facts as well as arbitrary descriptions ofan extra'artistic

reality.

The cubist qualities of weightlessness, transparency, and simultaneity are com-

bined with a realistic vocabulary; the dialectic between art and reality is explored. The

Reclining Woman of 1930 (fig. 86), drawn with a sure hand, is ambiguous in her configu-

ration. Is she lying or sitting? Is she suspended in the air? The 1934Nude Study (fig. 87)

is unusual in that it contains some shading; it also displays anatomic incongruities,

which are normally absent from Csaky's line drawings. The Architect of 1940 (fig. 88)

is also unique in that there are fijmishings around the figure, which give the picture

perspective. In Csaky's other line drawings, everything happens on the picture plane.

The Three Nude Reading Women ( 1 943; fig. 89) is a technical tour de force. Despite

the absence of shading, some illusion of depth is suggested. Three Standing Women and

One Seated Man (1943; fig. 90) is graceful, fluid, and sensuous. In Three Transparent

Women (1949; fig. 91) the interwoven bodies are masterfully transparent, as the title

indicates, yet realistic at the same time. The Three Ephebi (1955; fig. 92) is an example

of how the artist combined his new realism with cubist transparency. Composition

(1955; fig. 93) is an equally complex and sophisticated drawing. The Three Nudes

(1957; fig. 94) is less realistic with its elongated shapes.

The undated Female Seated Nude with Drapery (fig. 95) is much different from the

other drawings. She is sculptural, three-dimensional, and her body is fully articulated.

She has a masklike face, and conical breasts. She is related to such early works of

Picasso as the Two Nudes of 1906 and the Self-Portrait of the same year. Was Csaky

reminiscing about his cubist involvement by creating a Picasso-type figure? A firm date

would help to solve the riddle.
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Fig. 88. Joseph Csaky. The Architect, 1940. Lead pencil. H 33 x L 24 cm.

Private collection. Photo, courtesy Magyar Nemzeti Galeria, Budapest.
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Fig. 91. Joseph Csaky. Three Transparent Women, 1949. Sepia ink. H 47.5 x

L 30.7 cm. Private collection, Amiens. Photo, courtesy Ville de Troyes.
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Fig. 92. Joseph Csaky. Three Ephebi, 1955. Lead pencil. H 28.5 x L 20 cm.

Collection of Jacques Devos, Paris. Photo, courtesy Ville de Troyes.



Fig- 93- Joseph Csaky. Composition, 1955. Line drawing. H 50 x L 32 cm.

Private coUeciton. Photo, courtesy Magyar Nemzeti Galeria, Budapest.
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. 94. Joseph Csaky. Three Nudes, 1957. Sepia drawing. H 47 x L 30

Private collection, Amiens. Photo, courtesy Ville de Troyes.
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Fig. 95. Joseph Csaky. Female Seated Nude with Drapery,

undated. Lead pencil. H 45 x L 2 1 cm. Private

collection, Paris. Photo, courtesy Ville de Troyes.
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Fig. 96. Joseph Csaky. Three Nude Women and a Child, 1948. Plaster relief. H 95 x L

79 cm. Private collection, Amiens. Photo, courtesy Ville de Troyes.
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Csdky Csdky made several relief-sculptures, which can be considered large'format, three-

as a Pioneer dimensional renderings of his line drawings. Examples are the Composition of 1948

ofModem (fig. 97) and Three Nude Women and a Child, also of 1948 (fig. 96). A school in Amiens

Sculpture commissioned two large relief' sculptures from him, which are still in existence.

Conclusion

Csaky contributed in a substantive manner to the development of modem sculp-

ture. He was a pioneer in the application of cubist methods of sculpture, and he later

created abstract figures that are harmonious, lucid, and unpredictable. They are related

to the machine aesthetic, and to the paintings of Femand L^ger. There is nothing in

the sculpture of his contemporaries that is comparable to his revolutionary work at the

time. His reliefs are new inventions of the artist: made in diverse materials, they com'

bine organic and geometric elements in a playful manner. They are unique objects,

self'Conrained, simple, pure, richly colored and textured, deliberately abstracted. They

remind one of the paintings of Mondrian.

Csdky's works in a Purist vein are the Tower Figures, which belong to a cerrain

plastic order close to architecture. Some of them are like architectural models for sky-

scrapers. They are impersonal, quasi-abstract figures that exist in their own right; they

are sophisticated and polished. Again, there was nothing similar or comparable to these

creations, up to this point in the history of modem sculpture.

The wood sculptures parallel Barlach's work in their solemnity and Gothic inspi-

ration. However, Cs^y's colutimar figures lack the expressive quality of the German's

work, and emotions are either masked or nonexistent. Another interesting invention

of the sculptor were the Heads that represent hybrids between humans and animals, in

which the artist was totally unconcerned with the traditional aesthetic criteria.

Cs^ky anticipated Henry Moore in producing a group of Reclining Figures that are

conceived as natural forms in a process of growth. They are completely abstract. The

artist obviously was in an artistic dialogue with the rest of the avant-garde, in this case

specifically with Jean Arp. The animal sculptures he created are a complete departure

from Barye, even from Matisse. The cubist nonrepresentational conception is present,

but the animals retain virality, power, and sensitivity.

Cs^Ucy was a superb artisan as well. He created utilitarian objects and collaborated

with others in diverse projects. Many of the artists who created such objects were
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Fig. 98. Joseph Csaky. The Dancing Girl. Aluminum. H 120 cm. Public

square, Szeged, Hungary. Photo, courtesy Anna Fenyvesi.
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stamped as Art Deco artisans, and ostracized by the avant-garde fot reasons that are Candusion

not altogether dear, since the avant'garde theoretically accepted and encouraged this

type of activity. In the late 1 920s, while his fellow pioneers were tending toward greater

abstraction, Csdky returned to a more representational style. He always retained much

of the cubist conception, and his art therefore became a distillation of reality, playful

and unpredictable. Sometimes he used decoration, which the avant-garde considered

sinful.

After World War II, family problems, a lack of artistic commissions, and tremen-

dous financial difficulties (exemplified in those pathetic letters in Appendix C of this

book), made Csdky a bitter man—unlike many of his friends who became the grand

old men ofthe art world. Today, however, in a postmodernist atmosphere, those aspects

of his art that made Cs^ unacceptable to the more advanced modernists are readily

accepted as valid and interesting. The time has come to give Cs^ his rightful place

in the ranks of the avant-garde, based on an analysis of his artistic itmovations and

accomplishments. To do so is the aim of this book, and 1 hope that with my efforts the

evaluation atKl understanding of his art have taken a small step in the right direction.
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Fig. loi. Csaky in the company of friends around 1930. First row, left to right: Csaky, Gromaire, For, Bertalan,

Gomery; second row: Mme. For, Fougeron, Auricost. Photo, Ervin Marton, Paris, courtesy Mme. Martha

Marton, Los Angeles.
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Fig. I02. Cs^iky in his studio around 1930 (with sculpture). Photo, Ervin Marton, Paris, courtesy Mme.

Martha Marton, Los Angeles.
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Autobiography and Other Things

J6ZSEF CSAKY

IT
happened in Szeged, on March i8, 1888. 1 was bom with a caul, but my spell

of good luck ran out soon after that promising beginning.' If it's tme that Fortune

visits everybody once in their lifetime, she certainly visited me much too early in

life, and my weak hands weren't able to keep a good grip on her wheel.

Soon after that the Reaper knocked on my door, but it seems he had just lost his

bearings, since he left as quietly and quickly as he came, and only later did 1 even find

out he had visited.

The hrst time 1 looked out into the conscious world, 1 saw a coffin, dark and high

up, in front of the window. 1 think it must have been one ofmy three brothers who left

me alone at home very early.

The second image is most probably from Budapest. An enormous stone staircase,

I'm walking down it all absorbed, my hands are reaching up toward the sky and are

being held by two hands reaching down from high up.

Then again, a small town, a white house with green branches, and the bootmaker who

made my first slingshot tor me.

Szentes. 1 was older then. A wide yard of a peasant house, where 1 ran races with

my first good friend, a foal. When he passed me with his fast legs, 1 turned around and

came in first— backward. Many make it to rhe finish line like this in life, and those

who run forward dont know that, while they're running alone, those who have turned

back are already putting the wreaths on their heads.

I. In Hungary, to be bom with a caul is traditionally regarded a sign of good luck. This is a

translation ofJdzsef Csdky, Ondletrajz ds egyebek, from Csdky is szohrdsxata: Bot Pd! ju'^a lamdmdnydvcil,

CsSiy dneletrajzdval, tizenkilenc kcppel [Csaky and his art of sculpture: Witbi four studies by Pal Bor, an

autobiography by Csaky, and nineteen illustrationsj (Budapest: Amicus, 1926). Translation by Anna

FenyvesL
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AppendixA Later the images flash more and more frequently and clearly, just like pieces of

Limoges enamel, aldioi^ unconnected. A dusty street, whitewashed houses, and all

aroimd me monsters with arched horns, and cowbells on their necks, who frighten me

to death. Then an electric buzzer, the light ofgas lamps on the wet sidewalk, boredom,

magnificent bridges, a real, tangible mountain, but dry, chattering speech. And then

again the water of the Tisza River, a fishing boat or a sledge, the soft pronunciation of

the Great Plain, and a big mulberry tree under which so many witches and ghosts were

evoked in the evenings that I couldn't get rid ofthem for years to come.

The coimtry fair! This is where I first met with poetry. I can't remember the sing-

ing Homer, only a few lines of his song: "Wait a minute, Pista, you've killed your

father!" This terrible thing happened at one of the secluded farm houses and was then

tendered into nice verses here. It had illustrations to go with it, too, so that the most

important scenes would be clearly visible to aU. The only thing I still remember is a

picture of an ax.

I have few memories ofmy first years in school I could read and write at the age

of four, thanks to my fether, and I started school when I was five. One day my teacher

asked the class to bring a cane to school. I brought a nice one to him, a hazel rod

—

and I was the first one to be spanked with it, on my fingers, for laughing at my class-

mates who couldn't recognize this or that letter on the board. My teacher was com-

pletely right: you don't laugh at those who don't know something you do.

After fourth grade my father kept me at home for a year in Budapest. He wanted

to teach languages to me— unsuccessfully. I found my first novel in my grammar of

French: Atala by Chateaubriand. The rain forests of the Meschacebe and the animals

living in it, the torch-carrying, enamored Indian and the mother grieving her child,

the cave and the hermit, and the cold and polished romanticism of all of this, which

nevertheless affected something exotic, nurtured me for a year, and, together with

the song about the farmhouse patricide, constituted the only piece of my treasury of

literature.

Two or three times my father allowed me to go to the museum. I discovered the

picture gallery of the museum and the eternal art in it, on the highest peak of which

1 found the most beautiful work of ail ages, "Miklos Zn'nyi's Last Stand." I can still see

the wicked Turk who wants to pierce his sword into the chest of the noble Hungarian,

and because the Hungarian keeps the blade away from himself with his bare hands, the

sharp blade most probably slashes his hand to the bone. This feeling disturbed me even

in the rain forests of the Mississippi. 1 marveled at other, similarly beautiful works, too:
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"The Baptism of Vajk," the "Condemned Man's Cell," and others. Even "The Sorrow- Autobiography

ful Shepherd" was there. I couldn't really make out that he was sorrowful, hut I happily and Other Thin^

heliex ed him a shepherd. My tather often explained to me how very hard it is to create

rhinjzs like this, and only terrihly smart people can make up something like this just

from their own imagination, and mixing paints so that they give natural colors is very

difficult, too.

Thus 1 immediately gave up any possihility that 1 might take up such a frightful

profession, in spite of the ever-increasing numher of drawings that 1 collected secretly

in my drawer. I have to admit, tlniugh, that there was no trace of great intellect in my

drawings: nothing heroic, no images of the past, no last stand, or king's haptism. Only

houses, draw wells, a curly tailed cat on a chimney with the sun hehind it, and lots of

haystacks; all sorts of things that would never he found in a museum. There was not

one sorrowful shepherd among them, either, only peasants, carts, horses, and cows, in

short, things that anyone could make up without any special effort.

In addition to this, 1 found great joy in ohser\ ing the mysterious world of animal

and mineral collections. And I immediately decided that I would hecome a forester or

a miner. I wanted to take up several professions— but not as many as I ended up work-

ing in later.

My father realized that learning languages was not for me, and after he discovered

my dnradngs, he sent me to school again, in Szeged. Groves and fields, grape harvests,

com husking, pig killings, searching for beetles, swimming, climbing trees, going out

on the river in a fishing boat, walking all around the southern Hungarian countryside

for weeks on end, and, to my parents' great alarm, brick carrying andmud brick making

and all sorts of other trades that I meddled with. Studying, too, every now and dien.

This made me fi>tget Zrtnyi's last stand somewhat.

One of my fiavorite pastimes was designing geometric figures, perspectives, and

shading.

Around die age of twelve, I made good friends with somebody I had known firom

school who had become a lidiographer and had already traveled all around the Balkans,

supporting himself by painting icons. He was an unusual young man. He taught me

about the prcqxntions of the human body and several good tricks, which make it easier

to draw and paint fi»m nature. He helped me discover sculpting, saying that it too was

great art He showed me a few statues of Kossuth, and some fismale nudes as well,

adding though that I wasn't ready for the latter yet. He wanted to take me to Serbia for

a research trip, hit I dkln't dare talk about that at home. I and another colleague of
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AppendixA mine, whci is nciw an oftice clerk, bought sketchbooks and walked all around the areas

surrounding Szeged, searching for hours for something worth making a drawing of. It

was hard to find anything like that. It was he who introduced me to a real sculptor who

had completed the clay-working school in Udvarhely. He painted and sculpted after

nature. He pronounced the names of Raphael, Michelangelo, and Strobl correctly, and

if we became friends, that was only because he knew "The Sorrcnvful Shepherd" from

pictures, whereas I had seen it in real life. He spoke to me abtnit the applied arts school.

I decided that I would go and study there. I'd be able to draw, paint, and sculpt there. I

wasn't afraid of grand notions (like that of "The Baptism of Vajk") any longer, cind

what's more, I started ha\'ing them myself. Some great fearlessness came upon me.

My father accepted my plan, and 1 went up to Budapest to Lajos Matrai at the

sculpting department of the Hungarian National Applied Arts School. I don't have

much to say about the school. The teachers were attentive and well-meaning. Only

one of my teachers, a young one, announced to me disdainfully one day that I had no

talents whatsoever and tliat I wouldn't make it even as fiaa: as cold showets. He was

disappointed—I had many cold showers in life later on.

After a year ofmaking plaster copies, clay modeling of wild flowers and boxwood

leaves, making drawings of hatboxes, and designing croissants, and fed up with warm

showers, my friend and I omspired and left the school to go instead to a new art studio

in Buda and to work under the direction of the photogrsqpher, reserve hussar officer,

and painter Ldszld Kimnack. We did clay modek and paintings heads and sunsets,

and were dreaming ofgoing to Munich. My father was unable to supportme any longer.

This was the first "cold shower," at the age of fifteen.

A dark period of my life began. Dreary times that didn't even leave clear memories.

The small studio in Buda, the four of us in it, an el^ant restaurant downstairs, and the

thin air upstairs. I remember this diin summer air die best—we had a lot of it. Maybe

I was on the Pest side in the winter, but what did I do there? I can*t even remember

whether I lived anywhere. But I'm sure that I walked down to Szeged in March, in a

snowstorm. I speat die nig^t at a shelter in Kecskemet. People looked at my shirt with

a magnifying glass. My fiavorite memories are ofthe one-armed street-organ playerwho

whispered in my ear, saying it would be nice to "do some drawing" in the owner's room,

and of the peasant boy who packed up his small sack and hurried out into the night at

the news ofan impending visit by the gendarme.

Pest again a week later. But I can't remember at all what I was doing there and

how I got back to Szeged again.
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It's not just my own life that's at stake here, but the lives of all us who— Autobiografhy

completely abandoned and with no understanding fiom friends or fiamily, ladcing even and Other TTim^

basic financial support, unknown and alone, cast out from everywhere—started v^ile

still little childrm a profession for which there is no apprenticeship. The curse of

our profession is that we didn't learn the trade from a master and under die master's

guidance. A joiner's apprentice is ofgood use to his master by the end ofhis first year,

arul the master gives him acceptable pay, and thus the financial support aiul die learn'

ing of the trade is done at the same time, in a logical way and uxmoticed, and by die

time the apprentice is free to leave, he knows every secret of his trade. It depoids on

him and his talent after diis whether he creates well-made or badly made objects.

But when it comes to art, everyone is confused. Is it a trade or some greater intel'

lectual achievement, like philosophy? Schools are organized for us instead of work-

shops, even though everyone proclaims loudly that it's impossible ix> learn art: you are

either a great talent or not, but great talent cannot be forced into anycme. The only

thing that can and must be learned is the trade side of art. And this is something that

schools don't teach you. How miany of the young "artists" know their "trade"? How
many know the nature of stone, marble, wood, and so on? And how many know the

tricks of working on them from the first strike of the chisel until the polishing phase?

How many know the requirements of die material (which is the most important part

of sculpting), the possible needs of the material to adapt? How many know all about

plaster and the tools, and so on? Very few. Most leave this kind of work to others, who

are not artists and whom they look down on for that. It's almost hard to believe.

This is the only thing that can be learned, however. Actual art itself comes only

after that, and only if you have the thing called talent in you, which is not the same as

being able to train the material more or less ineptly (you have to be able to do that

perfectly so it doesn't hinder you), but which is being able to say with the material what

you want to say in a new, hithertofore unseen way, in a way that is surprisingly different

from the ways of expression of any previous art, clearly, and without tolerating mis-

understandings. The only art that has value is new art, the like ofwhich has not existed

before.

Only this kind of art has a reason for being. And this is exactly why art cannot be

taught. The best thing to do is to leave the young artist alone as soon as he has learned

his trade, that is, the secrets of working the material, completely—he should work as

he pleases. If he is sensitive and is a bom artist, he will make magnificent things as soon

as he has the material in his hands. If he has no talent, everything is in vain anyway.

But if somebody can copy the ways of expression of a real artist with greater or lesser
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AppendixA skill and passes it for his own, that person is cheating, even if he does that in good

faith. And if in these copy-mixtures there is touch of individual features—which is

something that's almost unavoidable since there are no two personalities of the exact

same sensitivity— people take it for the expression of great individual talent. But a

really clear personality produces such novelty that people look at it with astonishment.

A truly new manifestation of the human spirit always shakes the crciwd with apocalyp-

tic force. Those who don't realize this are either blind or half-hearted cowards.

In our age, artistic schooling is done in the worst possible way. The teaching of

the profession is neglected at the schools and conceited academies, and instead there

is an attempt to teach art. Teachers (not masters) put in front of the young boy their

own (that is, very bad) and other "artists'" artistic manners and train the child like the

animal trainers in a circus until he can produce ct)pies of acceptable quality. The trade

part will be left up to the coarse hands of a stranger, and they won't ever suspect that

only the sensitive hands and soul of the artist are able to bring out from the material

the clear, harmonic line, color, or shape, the indix idual and the beautiful, which is art

itself and in which alone style is to be found. Whatever else some might want to ex-

plain into a work of art besides this—be it a certain mood, or history, philosophy,

mechanics, science, or a social issue—all of that is superfluous refuse, conceit, errone-

ous judgment, confusion, diat is, a cloak that doesn't cover anything.

Those who faithfully follow school to the end, find peace in it, and in addition

find adequate financial support to run this pseudo-couise will soon find a pseudo'haven

where ihey don't have to be afraid of life financially.

But those who don't resign themselves to the work of a servant, if some inner

restlessness drives them to crave for fresh air and iftheyhave no one to siq^)ortthem

—

those will start down their road to Calvary, to the anomalous situation ofyonmg artists'

to-be in the world. Who are they that they demand a right to life in society? Artists?

No, since they can't even sharpen a pencil well, let alone produce true works of

art. And they are not apprentices either since they are not learning any trade in any

workshop.

They aren't students eidier since they don't go to any kind of school. Even the

little child herding geese has a higher place in life than they. That is why everyone

rejects them and this is why they become the pariahs of the twentieth century. Who is

to blame? No one. Not the state, not the audience, and not the artists themselves.

Only misguided, bad art is to blame for it. And this is how it will be as Icmg as dark

academic art reigns.
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And if the young pariah of art doesn't die of tuberculosis, dyspepsia, or anemia, if Autaimgraphy

he doesn't debase himselfor doesnt start on the way ofcrime, ifweariness doesn't make and Other TTiings

him compromise or start to turn his art into industry, he will have to solve two ques'

tions, namely the secondary question of livelihood and the question of artistic devel'

opment. And if he is successful at diat, by the time he is forty he will know sqiproxi'

mately as much as a French sculptor of the, say, thirteenth century knew by the time

he was eighteen. And even then many good coincidences have to happen for every*

diing to come out right. There are so many things to find out about slowly, and so many

good and bad influences to experience and to get free horn until you finally know

everything and get a clear picture, through its many manifestations, of the great unity

of art. He has to be a self-made man as far as his trade is concerned in order to be able

to finally devote himselfcompletely to art.

After my Budapest performance, of which I have just very vague memories, I met

two young artists back in Szeged who had just come from Paris. They talked a lot about

Impressionism and about Rodin, and hearing about these new things and seeing pic-

tures of unusual and new works that had a fresh aura about them made me feel that life

is good and that Paris must be a marvelous city! I would have to go there one day. But

for the time being I got only as far as Pecs and Zsolnay's ceramics factory. Croissant

style, ashtrays with lizards, and vases with pelicans. Our supervisor was a great artist.

He was able to make a big vase with five or six nudes on it in an hour, and all the nudes

had eyes, mouths, fingers, and fingernails. Colored liquid was then poured over these

kind of things, they were fired and sold for a lot of money—because it's all "applied

art." Nice thing. It should not be confiised with fine art. If Zrmyi does his "Last Stand,"

if the shepherd is sorrowful, if Vorosmarty sits on top of other people's heads, if a por-

trait plays the part of a photo, that's fine art. But if two polar bears stare into an empty

vase with orderly flowers on its side, that's applied art. Applied art is not as hard as fine

art, and somebody with no talent for fine art can still achieve greatness as an applied

artist.

Those who travel a lot learn a lot. I traveled to Pecs.

My supervisor announced one day that 1 didn't have talent either for applied art

or for tine art. This is how I left the foot of the Mecsek Mountains for Gellert Hill after

six and a half months of penance.^

2. The Mecsek mountain range is found around the city of P^cs in southwestern Hungary, while

Gellert Hill is in Budapest.
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AppendixA Fall was followed by winter, a very stem winter. It was bad to wander around in

the streets from evening until morning, to look at the frosty and gloomy Gellert Hill,

and even though it's a long way from there to the Western Station and back to Bordros

Square, many mornings took a long long rime to come. It's hard to look for work. From

shop to shop, from factory to factory. But finally I found my way down to a deep cellar.

It was dark there all the time, but the red fire snake was all the more visible in the

sand—a snake of pouring lead. My clothes and my throat were all full of sand. I could

never see the faces of the people 1 was with down there. The last time I came up, I

went to the Karolyi Palace to copy the portrait of an eighteenth-century countess wear-

ing a lacy dress. The red sand finally wore off me on the beautiful Louis XIV style

armchairs, and it was completely gone by the time I was trying out Rodin's style in the

greenhouse on the Hungaria Ringroad.

There would always be many people there, but this beautiful afternoon they were

all talking about the one who was wearing traveling clothes. He was goii^ to Paris, on

foot. The following day we cut down two young trees along the road to Cegl6d for

walking sticks. I only had to get my passport in Szeged. The shepherd's horn sounded

wonderful in Bdcska. The bridge at Baja didn't exist back dien, we crossed the Danube

on a ferry. From there we walked about fifty or sixty kilometers a day, crossing the

Balaton at Tihany, and walking across the Bakony hills in the direction ofSzombathely.

There are foreign mountains looking down at you at that point. But we were looking

only at plastery footprints on the road. Here in Szombathely, on the other side of the

street, that must be the workshop of a building-decorator sculptor. We followed the

footprints and found the man in his workshop. When he looked up, we recognized

each other: he was a former classmate from the Applied Arts School. He had a lot of

work, so 1 stayed with him. 1 saved the money he paid me. When I had the money

together for the journey without an extra penny to spare, 1 didn't listen to any pleading

or threats and took the train across the border. I greeted the setting late summer sun at

the Grands Boulevards tour days later. That was seventeen years ago.

Fabre says somewhere, speaking about the sacred Scarab, that if we want to find

out everything about something, first we have to forget everything we knew about it

until then. Only the completely new and unknown gives you a true, clear picture. Like

when you put a clean, new plate into the darkroom. A lot has been written about Paris.

It was all wrong, too. 1 read it all here, years later. Ady's songs praising Paris sound like

the neighing of an unruly young horse in Pompadour's boudoir. He didn't see anything

here except four or five Hungarians who were sadly remembering Sziligy. It was fine
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like that, because he went back to the ancient earth ofthe Hungarian language, which Autolnography

is rich and beautiful. His roots were there, ^t I fled to Paris to escape the Coiulemned and Other Things

man's cell, Vajk's baptism, and such moldy fungus of stuffy Munich academies, and I

found in here a fresh, rich soil that has been bringing forth flowers continually since

the eleventh century, and they are all new, surprising, and not man-made. Up until our

age. Just like at one time for centuries in Egypt it was Memphis, then again for centuries

it was Thebes where art was able to flourish, and just like at the time of the flourishing

of the Greek and then the Byzantine art there was no art elsewhere, similarly if you

pull out your roots from the Paris earth tt^day you find but rock elsewhere where they

die. Wires and rails don't carry the fragrance of flowers, sunshine, and soft rain over

anywhere else. We shouldn't forget that art is a very sensitive, living plant that is chang-

ing all the time, growing new leaves, buds, and sprouts. You have to be near it if you

want to see all of its new tine shapes. If you want to take it with you, you have to press

it, and pressed flowers only change as much as they dry out, fade, and crumble.

During the seventeen years the only thing that happened to me was that I stayed

here and grew roots. This is my geological layer, that of ichthyosauri similar to mine.

And even if I left it for a time for a short while to go and see the hot sun, the migration

of the locusts and orange groves in Africa, or Arab women with white veils and lustful

eyes, or to listen to the liturgy of Orthodox priests on Mount Olympus in Greece, I

always came back here, to the only nest of art in our day. And I hope that nothing else

is going to happen to me in the future either.
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Memoirs from the Great Decade of

Modem Art, 1904-1914

j6zsEF csAky

Y father's letter caught up with me in SUivenia: it was his answer to my

letter about the School of Applied Arts.' My uncle barely managed to

hand me the letter right before my train was lea\ ing. In my letter I de-

scribed all the applied arts subjects that are taught in the school, and wrote to my father

about the degree that one gets at the end of the studies, and about the opportunity

of getting a well-paid job that one can get after finishing this school—and all of this

set my fiather diinking. In orda to be mott certain about things, he wmt to see the

principal and asked for a meeting with him: he asked him for information regarding

whether, upon finishing this school, I could really expect to have a secure existence

and become a respectable individtial. I knew very well what die outcome would be.

How could my fiather have found a more eloquoit and more respectable chan^ion for

my cause than the principal of the school? Could he have said to a parent that upon

graduating from the school and receiving his diploma, his student could become any-

thing other than an outstanding person with all possible glory before him? My father

had been won for the cause.

I had to go back to Budapest without delay, and so I did. My father had moved

out of his okl sf)artment. We now lived on the third floor ofan apartment building on

a boulevard, in a well'lit £q)artment. He was still working, and so was my step-mother.

They met me in high spirits. My father was actually very proud that his son would

become an intellectual, an artist This flbitteted his aspiring soul a lot.

The next day my father and I went to the school The summer vacation was still

in full swing, and the school was completely deserted. We gave the doorman a tip, and

walked through all the classrooms and art studios. 1 examined students' work at length.

The best drawings, prints, and paintings were framed and hanging in the corridors;

I. Translated by Anna Fenyvesi, horn, the Hungarian text publisiied by Corvina Publishers

in 1972.
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most of them were images of flowers. Before we left, we went down to the sculptors' Memoirs from

studio on the ground floor. Here we saw plaster molds made by students: reliefs, sculp- the Great Decade

tures in the round, ornamental compositions, and even parts of buildings together with ofModem Art

decorative sculptures. All of this fascinated me, and the plaster works completely over-

shadowed what I saw in the corridor. I found the sculptures wonderful in their deep

seriousness, in their weighty, purified beauty. When we had left the school, I anne)unced

to my father that I would enroll as a sculpture major. My father was completely over-

come by my announcement. He did not expect it at all, as before I had always been

speaking to him only abe)ut the art of painting. 1 must admit that 1 had not thought

about it at all either when we started out for our visit to the school. But this was love

at first sight, impossible to explain.

Before enrolling, I had to take an entrance examination. I was not very sure of

myself because I felt that I was rather poorly prepared. It was a big thing to undertake

to seek admittance to this school, but I tried it anyway. The drawing exam was the first:

everyone had to make a drawing of a plaster relief of Renaissance style ornamental

foliage. I started at it with enthusiasm. Before coming up to Budapest, the grocn's son,

who was already a senior student here, told me that at the drawing exam the professors

wanted to see sketches made with great, brave and wide lines and a sure hand. It was

also important to make the shadows finely shaded instead ofleaving them as block'like

dead spaces. So my lines criss'crossed the paper with momentum, reaching from one

side to the other, and I did not find the shading difficult at all. At the end of the exam

the professor and another teacher came in to collect the drawings. They stopped in

front of mine. I held my breath.

"His sketch is a bit too crowded," the professor said to his colleague, "and the

whole thing is a bit confused. But he'll learn it here."

So my drawing was accepted! The next morning I had the clay modeling exam.

The models were plants, flowers, and tall reliefis made of clay. I chose die simplest one,

a grape leaf, four times as big as the original. I was not very sure myseE In the

afternoon we had to go and see the professor in his office. I went in, and my heart

leaped into my throat. My future was being decided rig^t there. I told him my name,

and he looked into his notes.

"Your clay modeling is a bit crude, but you will learn it." They accepted me. I was

fourteen at the time.

On my way to the school for the first time, with my school supplies in my bag,

my heart was filled with joy: I was about to begin my artistic "career." From now on,

every day of my life, throughout my whole life, I would do nothing but dravnng and
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AppendixB modeling! I would he making sculptures and drawings! And I was almost repeating it

aloud: "throughout my whole life!"

We were led into a hig classroom. There in the middle were geometric bodies of

gigantic size made of cardboard. The electric light cast on them from above, and the

shadows stood out clearly, bluntly and sharply. We had to do a charcoal drawing of

them. Just as I fixed my drawing paper, a student came into the classroom and was

looking for a boy by the name of "Fighter." TTie boy on my left told him: "We are all

fighters here." 1 turned toward him and looked at him. He also gave me a thorough

look. We recognized each other in a couple of moments.

"So you didn't become a gardener?" he asked me. It was Matyi Gerstenberger,

whom 1 had told in all contidence, last time I left Budapest, that I was going down to

Szeged to become a gardener. Another boy behind the desk next to Matyi's stood up

and introduced himself: his name was Mikl6s. Thus from the first day we had a small

group offriends thatwas not going to break up for many years. Then anotherboy joined

us: G6za Kende. The four ofus would stay together for a long time.We didn't letanyone

else join us. That other boy, Fighter, who had been looked for with loud shouts before

turned out to be sitting on my right and did not move a bit. He was a deaf'mute.

Even with die greatest e£Fort I couldn't tell what the instruction was like in this school,

but I can say that I soon realized it was not what I had wanted. In the first year in the

sculptural arts class we had only one human theme: the head of an old man in bas-

relief. And although it's true that inmy ptofiessor's opinion I was successful at it, I myself

remained unsatisfied. We copied plaster figures, although that, too, only in the begin-

ning, and then modeled clay flowers the rest of the time—flowers like those we had to

make as part of the entrance exam. But mostly we made ornamental compositions,

with endless garlands offlowers. Our professor came to see our work very rarely. He was

an elderly, untalented sculptor, as was customary in official artistic training circles in

those days. Ifany ofhis works ever outlived him, they could only serve as disheartening

examples for the new generation. His son, who was an assistant professor withhim, was

an arrogant, stuck-up fellow who looked down on everybody. Even at that time, after

seeing his "sculptures" exhibited in the Miicsamok art gallery, I knew that he was a

completely untalented person, although in those days I was familiar with only the dull-

est of academic art. Only once did he make the effort to talk to me, and e\ en then the

only thing he said to me, in a tone of an Olympian superiority, was that I stood no

chance whatsoever of ever becoming an artist. That's the way Mr. Matrai Jr. was. I
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wasn't an^ry with him, because 1 was aware oi how little 1 knew, but 1 found his anrogant Memoirs from

tone outragecuis, and I didn't care about what he said. the Great Decade

The drawing and color composition exercises were distressing; as well. We had to of Modern Art

create more and newer decorative motifs and compose them without any jj;oal or prac-

tical application in mind. We were ne\'er told that here is a plate, or a vase, or some

other object to design some kind ot patterns for, and make into a composition. It was

nothing else than ct)mposition for cttmposition's sake. Decorative drawing was taught

by a Professor Groh. He was a dry, pedantic person, bossy and wicked. He received lots

of individual orders, but out of laziness, or because he was Linable to carry them out by

himself, he counted on us for their fulfillment. We had to work even at home in the

evening, and he demanded that we always come up with new motifs and bring lots of

sketches. These sketches did not have to be worked out, though, since it was only the

ideas he was interested in. He looked through them at school in the morning, and drew

inspiration from them for his own work.

Oite day he called me into his office. He had received an order for a letter of

nobility: it had to be written on parchment and decorated with colorful Hungarian

motifs. The text had to be done in Indian ink aiul Gothic lettering. He was promised

a very lai^e sum for it. He gave me the task, and I had to work in his office. It took me

an enormous amount of time to do this work. When I finally told him diat I was ready

with it, he didn't even say thank you, but told me dryly that I had neglected my school'

work and would have to make up for the lost time—otherwise he would have to lower

my grade. He should have paid me for the extra work, and in the end he did—widi

bad grades, that is. I menticm him by name because he was such a disgusting person.

My interest and enthusiasm was aroused only by those classes where we did draW'

ings of human models. Here I really felt in my element. Every model had to stand in

the same posture for two weeks. I started work with determination and passion. This

was the only thing that made me stick to the school—but not for too long. The

teacher who taught us life drawing came up to see us very rarely, and even when he

did, it was only for short moments. He was a very elegant and infinitely lazy young

matL He would pass around the room, give a few words of criticism of one or two of

die twenty'five drawings, and then yawn and go back to his studio. He was the instruc-

tor c£ perspective, too. He sketched up the problem on the board without any expla-

nation and wasn't interested in the rest. We had to get on by ourselves afta that. The

painting students were dissatisfied, too. They were taught only egg'based tempera

painting. It's a very nice technique, but it's heyday was over. When students brought
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Appendix B in oil painting's that they had done at home and showed them to the old professor, he

would just sharply say, "What the heck! Made with oil? Looks like salad—why not put

some more dressing on it, too?"

Well, anyway, we did paint in oil, too, 1 was no exception either. We were free

on Saturdays and Sundays. The four of us, the inseparahle companions, went outdoors

and painted as much as we could, he it summer or winter, even in snowy and freezing

weather. And we were happy. I painted because it was impossible tor me to do clay

modeling at home. We only had one room, where my father and stepmother lived, and

a small kitchen, which is where I slept. Gradually it developed into a habit that Matyi

and I went ov«r to Miklds's to woik in the evenings, and somedmes on the weekends,

too, when the weadier was nasty. They lived rathn cramped: the fadier (a factory

worker), the mother, two girls, and a boy in an apartment consisting ofone room and

a kitchen. The older girl slept alone in die kitdien. She was a rather plain, quiet girl,

and the whole family despised and excluded her, I don't know why. You could diink

she was an illegitimate child, but she was a spitting image of her father. This poor

Cinderella always squatted by die fireplace and did all the heavy housework, but no

glass slipper awaited her. The younger and prettier (although still not really beautifid)

girl was spoiled and exempted from even easy housework. She was still a little girl when

I first met her. Although the room was very small and we had to sit close together, we

had a very good time. We sat around die only table in the room, which was lit by the

l^t of a ketosoie lamp, and we three "artists" produced decorative designs for our

professor non-stop, nig^t after nig^t. The reason I drifted away fix»nhoma was because

life slowly once again became unbearable diere. The fights grew more and more fre-

quent. Or there was silence, a silence filled with hatred and tension, which weighedon

my brain worse dian shouting.

Befisre too long the time of die big vacation came. I went down to Szeged to stay

with my mother for the whole summer. According to the requirements of the school,

every student had to spend two weeks working under the supervision of a patron and

do work along the line of the patron's speciality. In the fall everyone had to present a

certificate horn the patron. As diey said, this w as the first taste of the kind of life that

awaited us after graduation. It was mere stupidity, and 1 still begin to laugh if I think

about it now. The students did what they could to satisfy this requirement, and often

—

or I should even say, in most cases— they presented certificates given to them as a

favor. Who would want to take the trouble spending their time on a student who was

not sufficiendy good at anything and was going to stay for only two weeks anyway?

I, however, managed to find someone who really needed my help. The greatest
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passion of my fonner geography teacher (who should rather have taught natural his- Memoirs /inom

tory) was hunting and the animal world. As a man of Herculean strength he caught the Great Decade

a wolf with his bare hands when he was out hunting one day and took it home and 0/Modem Art

locked it up in a cage. The wolf howled at nights. I lived close to the teacher's house,

and the sound made my blood freeze with fright, just like other people in the neigh-

borhood. So he had to do away with the wolf. He got his gun, opened the cage, walked

to the other end of the yard with calm steps, and killed it with one shot. He would

have been ashamed to kill it in the cage. After he retired, he opened a large taxider-

mist's workshop where he mounted animals and preserved frogs and reptiles in ethyl

alcohol for schools. He also made anatomical illustrations out of colored l)apiers culles,

so 1 was an unexpected present for him. I stayed much longer than two weeks, and

managed to make a little money as well. We had all sorts ofanimals brought in to work

on. In order to be able to boast, as well as tx> have some fun, every time a new kind of

animal arrived in good condition, we cooked the meat with some very spicy sauce and

served it. We never ate very much of it, but always had great laughs while doing so. We
washed down these unconventional treats with strong wines. That's how I came to eat

raven, eagle, stork, and wolf meat, among other things

One day my patron heard that a large shark had been caugjht in Fiume, a Hun-

garian port back then. It must have come up firom the Red Sea, and arrived at the port

of Fiume via the Adriatic Sea. An eighteen-year-old girl, who was a very good swim-

mer, swam far out to sea, and this shark caught and ate her. The navy was alerted and

started chasing the shark, but managed to kill it only three days later. My patron im-

mediately called them and aimounced that he wanted to buy the shark. The shark was

delivered. It was an enormous beast, in the initial stages of decay and it was beginning

to stink rather bad.

"Who is brave enough to taste it?" It didn't inspire much confidence, but everyone

was ashamed to admit that. The cook started on it immediately. We u.sed all and every

possible spice for it, and even though it wasn't very tasty, we had a great time, especially

because we washed each mouthful down with wine. We didn't consume too much of it,

but at least from then on we could boast that we had eaten shark, and not just any

shark, but a special one—one that had eaten a girl. Not many people can say that

about themselves.

The taxidermists carefully mounted the shark arKl glazed it nicely with some-

thing— it was a very stately sight. But the schools didn't want it: it was way too enor-

mous. The following summer, when I came down to Szeged again, I went to see the

country fair. I always liked fairs. Walking around I saw a gigantic sign over a gate:
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AppendixB "Come in and see the maritime monster, the man-eatinj^ heast of the south seas," and

so on. I hecame suspicious and went in. I saw my shark on a podium before me, with

splendid stage settings artuind it. The barker, who suspected me ot being a learned

person and who, no doubt, wanted to make an impression on his audience, said to me,

"1 bet you have never seen anything like this thing."

"1 even ate some of the meat ot this shark," 1 answered calmly.

They almost beat me up ... So much for always telling the truth!

So I'm here in Fam, infcontofthcGaiede I'Est.

I'm quietly watching the whole scene. It gives me a very good feeling. I'm not

afraid of the future in die least, even though I'm alone in a strange country whose

language I don't speak and where no one is waiting for me.

How will I find the only two people I know here? How will I be able to make a

living? Where will I live? I'm not even thinking of all of this. I'm filled with calm and

satisfaction. I'm in Paris. I'm watching Paris.

There is a big crowd in front of me. Carriages and omnibuses are coming and

going. There are signs on the (Hmiibuses—it must be the names of the streets where

they run. I can't see the name I need on any of them. I didn't know at the time that

this was a small lane, one of the smallest streets in Fans.

I Stood around motionlessly, atul didn't even try to come up with a solution. And

I wouldn't have, as the truth was diat there was no solution. How long did I stand

there? I have no idea. Suddenly aman stopped in front ofme. He was ofmedium height

and had a twiddled black moustache and a small beard.A plainly dressed lower-middle'

class man. He stopped in ftoat of me, and tipped his hat without saying anything. I

acted similarly to return his politeness. Then he said a few words, but naturally I didnt

understand any of it.

"Adresse, adresse," he repeated then. Now, I did understand this. I gave him the

address of the two Hungarian artists from Szeged: Cite Falguifere. He motioned to me

to follow him. He didn't have to say it twice, and I didn't hesitate even when 1 saw that

he was going down into some hole under the ground. Many people (cowardly fools)

warned me before I left for Paris about the great dangers that await the stranger in this

city. They said that as soon as they arrive, foreigners ate carried ofif to deserted parts of

the city and killed for their money. I have never been a coward and was gratefully

following my man. I saw lots of people waiting at the bottom of the hole. Then a train

came: this was my first metro ride. We came to the end of our journey, and 1 saw the

name of the station: Pasteur. A few more steps, and at a street comer my companion
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pointed at a street sign: Cite Falguiere. The most difficult part was behind me; 1 had the Great Decade

arrived. ofModern Art

My companion lifted his hat and left. 1 couldn't even thank him, although I was

very very grateful to him. I stood there stunned for a while. How could this happen?

He guided around a stranger who did not speak a word of French, paid for his metro

ticket (he did pay for it!), traveled with him to his destination, and then tactfully left

without even expecting a thank-you or a word of gratefulness. It seemed almost super-

human to me. Later I often came to observe and personally experience the extraordi'

nary kindness of die Itimch and their willingness tx> help. I can even say I always

experienced this in situations like this one. It all seemed wonderful to me after the

coldness of life in Hungary. People strove to be kind to each odier, and did so every

time they could: in the street, in the metro, on the omnibuses, and in the department

stores. And all of this I saw among ordinary people. The great tragedy, the war of 1 9 1 4,

brought about a change in this, too, of course. Life in Paris will never again be like it

was before the war . .

.

Thus, miraculously, I arrived at Cit€ Falgui^e. I went to number 14 in the depths

ofthe street where my friend, the painter Ferenc Joachim, lived. I didn't have to inquire

about which door was his as I heard Schumarm's Reverie being played on a violin. And

played pretty badly. Joachim wasn't even very surprised when he saw me. He knew me

well enough to know that he shouldn't be too surprised at anydiing in cormection widi

me. But before starting to ply me widi questions, he decided that it would be a good

idea to go and see J6zsef Brummer at once, who lived very close to him at number 4.^

His little studio under die impressive atelier of the "official" and well'known

sculptor, Joseph Bernard. So they plied me with questions at his place. I told diem

very briefly the story ofmy arrival in Paris, and said that I wanted to setde down here

for good.

I thought I could see some kind of anxiety in their eyes. Brummer was a practical

soul (which is not surprising in the case of man who not long after this became an

antique dealer, and later one of the most s^iflcant of antique dealers in New York

City), and he asked the decisive question, "Do you have any moneyf'

I took 40 francs, my whole fortune, out ofmy pocket. "Well, that won't last very

long," he said.

2 . JozsefBrununer (b. 1883), Hungarian sculptor and art dealer living in Paris, was H. Rousseau's

friend and promoter.
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Appendix B I was surprised that they didn't ask what I wanted to do, or how and on what I

wanted to live. In all sincerity, they knew very well that I hadn't the faintest idea. I

saw that they were busy thinking. In any case, I needed a place to stay. They decided

that I would stay at Brummer's for the time being. The future billionaire slept on a sofa.

We put the back of the sofa on the floor and put down some blankets. This became my

bed. The rest we would see to later. In any case, 1 had a roof over my head, and that

was the important thing! In such an uncertain situation the most important thing is to

find a temporary solution, even just a tiny small transitional one. Later another one

can be found, and another, and so on. It always goes like this.

The other very important question was to figure out what I Wcis going to live on.

And this question had to be solved without delay, as 40 francs were enough only for a

few days. I was young and had a good figure, so I could go and work as a model in an

arc sdiool. Bnimmer and Joachun were on good terms vddi die treasurer of the Dele'

duze School on Arras Street, M. Fontaine. The next day we went to see this man, who

used to be a physician before but gave it up for painting, which he wasn't terribly good

at after all. He was a clever and good person. He understood my situation. I was an

artist and I wanted to survive. He immediately employed me for the following week.

Working as a model from 9 in the morning tmtil noon and making 20 fraiKS a week

surpassed all my hopes. The rest wouM clear up later. I would model for only one artist

at a time and have die afternoons fiee, unless I could find another job somewhere else,

too, to increase my income.

I had complete success the very first time. Models are usually feirly elderly, their

forms crude, fleshy, and stubby. 1 was young, and had a fragile and fine stiape—but not

sickly thin—which was the result of lots of exercise when 1 was younger—I used to

swim, walk, and run a lot— It was never a habit with Brummer to exa^<erate, but

when he was there the first time I sat for an artist he said I could make millions with a

body like mine . . . Trifles! But I just smiled. Anyhow, I was a success as a model. After

a short time I sat for individual artists in dieir own studios.

My heart was filled widi happiness: I felt I had gained a footing in Paris. In this

phase of my life I had only one fear, that I would have to leave P&ris for lack of a

livelihood. I would often have this dream where 1 was returning to Hungary. I would

wake up drenched in sweat.

I spoke no French, and I lived like a deaf-mute. I threw myself into studying, but

I had made no progress in spite of all the willingness and effc^rt. I didn't have anyone to

give me guidance. My two friends spoke very bad French. But a lucky turn of events
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later helped me to advance, and in a year's time 1 spoke the best French of all the Memoirs from

Hungarians living in Paris. the Great Decade

Naturally, the day after my arrival Jcxichim and 1 went to the Luxembourg Museum, ofModem Art

which was the Musee d'Art Modcrne oi the time. That's where I hrst saw the works of

Rodin. I came to Paris to get to know his works, but on my way out of the niuseinn I

found that 1 was disappointed. 1 was \ ery upset by this, but 1 couldn't do anything, i

was insensitive to his work. I finally understood Rodin only decades later . . .

Next day Bruuimer showed mc the sculpture that he had been workuig on at the

time: an exact copy ot a Negro sculpture from the ("ongo. That was the height ot

fashion those days. Brummer told me that there was a painter in Paris who could paint

wonderfully in the spirit of Negro sculptures. His name was Picasso. 1 never forgot that

name. Brummer didn't hnish his Negro sculpture. By the way, he ne\ er once finished

his sculptures. Then he gave up art altogether, he wasn't Kirn for it. He was interested

only in business. But before completely devoting himself to that, he was part ot e\ ery

possible work or speculation venture that could bring money. Little by little 1 started

helping him with all sorts of things, anel thus could make some money myself. 1 often

did the whole ot the work by myself, but Brummer would keep most of the money.

Three weeks after my arrival in Paris 1 could already take care ofmy livelihood and had

to think of settling down somewhere independently. At that time this wasn't impos-

sible. You could find a small hole to rant for pennies. Joachim wanted to move out 6(

his fomidied room, too, and started looking for anodier place. He found one: the place

was called the Ruche.'

Many articles have been written lately about the Ruche, this by now £stmous building.

I, too, have read a few ofthem. As the case usually is, the authors didn't know the place

at that time. They often make things up, twist the truth, and invent details in order

to touch up reality or to paint an uglier picture of it, as the case might be. Everything

I have read about the Ruche is false. But falsifying is, it seems, necessary, in order to

make articles more interesting.

I lived there at one time. And later, after I moved out, I went back every now and

then to visit my friends. Not my old friends, as they had already moved out of there,

but the new residents, wl^o sought refuge there for a short time. So I'll just write down

the truth about it as it was.

3. "Ruche" means "beehive" in French.
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AppendixB The Ruche was a three-story-high, round huilding. That's where it got its name

from. The staircase w as in the center, and the studios were situated radiating out. As

at the time the surrounding areas weren't built over, every studio had x'ery good light-

ing. The studios weren't big. The Ruche wasn't built for residential purposes. It was

built as a pavilion for the 1900 Fair. After the Fair was over, the sculptor Alfred Bou-

cher realized how well it could be utilized.'* He was a good person.

He saw that every room could make an excellent little studio, because they all

had such big windows. He got hold of the building with the intent of providing lodging

for destitute artists. He had a small brick house built separately from the building for

the caretaker, and a considerably large brick studio building behind it. This latter wasn't

for renters. The rent was really minimal, even tor those times. 1 can't remember exactly

how much it was, but 1 know that even 1 could pay it.

It was exactly in connection with the rent that it turned out what a philanthropist

Boucher was. We paid the first quarter of a year's rent in an orderly manner when we

moved in, but after that no one thou^t about paying it And no one ever demanded

it. The caretaker never asked for a penny either. I never saw a single receipt. And in

addition to this, every evening we found a model paid by Boucher in die studio behind

the caretaker's house. So we went there to draw every evenii^—for free.

Since the round building, the Ruche, was usually full, gradually the whole area

around it was built up, unsystematically and without any unified plan—shaky and

strange little huts were built, which were also meant for use as studios. When I moved

in there were ninety-six studios in all. Mine was on the third floor, rig^t above the

ftoDt door. Joachim occiq>ied a studio on the same floor. Later two other Hungarians

came. One of them, a sculptor whose name I have forgotten, was rich and was consid'

ered a fiairly well'known person in Hung^. I worked as a model for him, and he paid

me well, much better than others. It was very convenient as I could go and work as a

model without even having to get dressed in the morning. He did several sculptures

with me and later exhibited them in the Mucsamok in Budapest. I never heard ofhim

after that

Very poor artists lived in the Ruche, most of them Russians. There were among

them some married couples widi chiklren. They lived in incredibly severe distress.

They could hardly do any painting because they didn't have money for either paint or

canvas. It was said that the wife of one of the painters let her husband use one of his

most favorite colors only on Sundays. There was a couple living on the ground floor,

4. Alfred Bouciier ( 1850 -1934) was a French sculptor.
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both of them painters. They decided to do a painting of Adam and Eve tor the Salon Memoirs from

des Independants. They hoped that some rich patron of the arts would like the theme, the Great Decade

The wife sat for her husband as E\e, and then the husband for his wife as Adam. ofModem Art

But not only such miserably poor people lived in the Ruche. Every now and then

somebt)dy rich would rent a studio there, who was enchanted by the false romanticism

of the place, and who may have thought that they could be imbued with the air of art

there. Once a very rich American sculptor rented a studio on the gn)und floor. He

wasn't even staying there. He lived in an elegant hotel and ate in expensn e restaurants.

When he rented the studio, he ordered blocks of marble, which were then delivered

to the Ruche in a truck one evening. As it was rather late and he wanted to go back to

his hotel, he lett the bK)cks in front of his door in the yard. To his misfortune, he

couldn't come out to the Ruche for a couple of days. When he finally came back, he

didn't find a scrap of marble in front of his door. But, interestingly, all the artists were

out in front of their studios fervently carving blocks of marble— they didn't want to

make a mess out of their studios. The American became totally disillusioned with art

and never came back again.

There were artists who lived in the Ruche for some time who later became very

famous. I was told how much Femand Leger was envied for always arriving with new

canvas.^ (He didn't live in the Ruche.) I could never imagine what L^er was doing in

the Ruche. He had been xkh, very rich, ever since he came into diis world. Was it a

cotain snobbery on his part? Or did he diiink diat art was contagious and that it could

be bom out of distress? I drait know. Later, when I became his friend, I always forgot to

ask him die real reason (or his presence in the Ruche.

As the example of the above mentioned Femand L^ger shows, it wasn't only poor

foreigners who lived in the Ruche, but French artists did so, too. And not only down-

and-Kxit poor ones. I knew two of the younger ones. They said they were sculptors,

that's how we met When I first went to their studio, in one of the little houses by the

main building, they showed plaster sculptures to me, but I didnt like them. Later they

tx>ld me that they didn't make them, but another sculptor did, who had already moved

to Montmartre. His name was Henri Laurens.^ Later, when we became really good

frieiuls, we talked a lot about our life in the Ruche.

5. Femand L^ger (1881-1955), French painter and one of the most important representatives

of Cubism.

6. Henri Laurens (1885-1954), French sculptor, wood engraver, and etcher, was a self'iaught

artist who joined the Cubists. His sculptural form of expression is similar to Cs^y's.
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Appendix B I no longer lived diere at the time when Chagall rented a studio in the Ruche.

He never talked to me about this, and after everybody I knew left the Ruche, I didn^

go back diete for visits. Once, passing by, I took a glance at it ftom the street. The main

building had a serious look to it, you could see it was very well kept. No disorderliness

whatsoever. I looked up at my former window, and then went on. It wasn't the Ruche

any more, not the teal one, not the one I had known. Once I talked to someone wbo

was still living there at that time. Everything had changed in die Ruche. Everything

had been fixed. Everything was nicely maintained. It became an apartment building

just like any other. And rent was paid regularly just like anywhere else.

But let's go back to the time when I was still renting a studio there. When I

acquired a studio ofmy own, I had nothing that could even be called fiimiture.Joachim

didn't have anything either, so he helped me "get ftimished." At a secondhand dealer's

nearby we bought a couch for a ftanc each. It was fairly hig^, so one could comfortably

sit on it. This was our most important piece of furniture since we had to sleep some-

where. I bought a washbowl, too. It was slightly beat up, but at least it didn't have holes

in it. A bedsheet? There would be a time for that later. I got hold of a kerosene lamp,

but still didn't have a table. My new friends from the Ruche (friends were made very

quickly there!) got me some trimmed wood boards. We made a one-legged table out of

it and stood it in the comer. Two sides were supported by the walls. I pulled "my bed"

up to "my table" and put the lamp on it. I could now read and write. The washbowl

stood on the floor, atul I had a nail in the wail to hang my clothes on—I was all

settled in.

The most important thing was still before me— 1 needed a modeling stand. I

wanted to work. There was a big empty lot behind the building. You could find all sorts

of shabby boards there. My new friends and 1 picked out the most suitable one and

patched together a pretty nice stand. I used it for a long time.

In all of these things I couldn't really rely on either Brummer or Joachim. It was

obvious from everything they said, did, or referred to that 1 couldn't count on them.

They must have agreed on that from the very beginning. 1 got all substantial help from

my new friends, the residents of Ruche, almost exclusively the Russians. I would like

to use this opportunity to express my gratefulness for their kindness and boundless

generosity. 1 myself never wanted to accept any sacrifice from Brummer and Joachim.

This was all the more easy because they never offered even a piece of bread to me when

I had nothing to eat—which happened to me fairly often. And Joachim wasn't even

very destitute since he lived on the scholarship that the town where he was bom gave
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him. We often went out in the evening, and everybody paid their own hill. At those Memoirs from

times when I could not aftord to go out, he would also go without. He would have heeii the Great Decade

ashamed to have something, like a cup ot coffee, while 1 was waiting outside in the ofModem Art

street. As I said, he received a scholarship from Szeged for three years as a painter. But

Joachim didn't do any work. For months I hadn't seen anything that he did except for

two canvasses, one ofwhich was my portrait. These were very bad paintings! Bad edi-

tions ofMonet. Joachim was inaptitude incarnate.

Brummer didn't Uve with us. He remained at Cit6 Falgui^re, and never even came

close to the Ruche. We visited him, and did so quite often. Brunmier moved around in

the world with great skill. He knew a lot of people, and he utilized this to make money.

He took up all the work that he was offered, and in the majority ofcases he was unable

to do it. From the spring of 1909 he gave me his work to do. He paid me very badly,

and he kept most of the money he got to himself. I didn't grumble about that because

even the meager amount that he gave me helped me make my living, and that was the

most important. I owe my chance to stay in Paris to him as he helped me to become a

model.

Otherwise, Brummer deeply despised Hungarians. When I moved to the Ruche,

he got a little black dog in my stead and called it "Hungarian," saying diat Hungarians

were die dogs in Paris.

So I started working in the Ruche; 1 made busts. My friends posed for diem, but I

always had to break up the completed works because I had no money for plaster. And

then I had to give the whole thing up completely. Winter and cold had arrived—the

great enemy, the greatest enemy ofmy life. Oh, how much I suffered from it all through-

out my life! When I wasn't working as a model, I was huddling up by my "table" all

I

wrapped in a shabby overcoat (a gift fix>m someone). I was learning French. I knew

that if I wanted to succeed in Paris, the first condition would be not only to speak

French, but to speak it correctly. So I buried myself in books and dictionaries. But all

of this wouldn't have been worth much but for an unexpected (and enchanting) turn

of events. But up til then it was terribly cold. The winter of 1908-1909 was extremely

I

cold. The snow and the ice didn't thaw at all.

I

One day a fairly well-off Hungarian sculptor moved into the Ruche. 1 worked as a

! model for him. In the mornings 1 could warm up at his place. And almost every evening

we had tea together in his studio. Lots of Hungarians living in Paris joined us, and we

often stayed up together until late into the night. We formed a little Hungarian colony.

I

At this time 1 was just one of the many Hungarians in Paris. One night many of us

I

I

I

I

I
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Appendix B came together in this warm place, and a friend of mine from Transylvania, a Sekler

boy, asked me tor a hook that he had lent me previously.

"Why don't you go and take it, it's there on my table," I told him. 1 never locked

my door. I don't know why I didn't. He went out, and returned in a short time petrified

with fear, trembling, with a vacant look in his eyes. We looked at him perplexed.

"What happened?"

He could hardly utter, "There is a . . . a . . . dead body in your studio." We all

leaped up frightened. With lamps in our hands, we went across the corridor. The door

was wide open, and there was a white figure lying on the floor by the window, a little

distance from my bed. It was just like a dead body, the same size as a human being, and

it looked like it was covered up with something. My friends stood perplexed. I went up

to it and touched it, bending over it, and then burst out with the laughter of reliefc it

was just a heap of snow. There was about an inch wide gap between the upper part of

the window frame and die wall. The strong wind blew the snow through the gap onto

the floor. That's why the heap of snow had a longish shape. There was a lot of snow

around my room, and because it was rather late I couldn't have cleared it all offwidiout

at the same time waking up my neighbors. So I just lay down right beside it, and had a

good sleep in the presence of the "dead body."

When years later I was thinking back on those early times in my life in Paris I

often wondered how I was able to pull duough. I didn't have anyone or anything. Life

went on and people bustled around me—a whole world that I was excluded and barred

from. I lived on bread and liver pat^, for three sous. OiKe I discovered diat at the

gateway of sonte buildings nice, hot, fried potatoes were being sold, a bagful for two

sous. How tasty they were! But it was a long walk for me. In such circumstances it was

natural that I could not even diink about women . . . Although I was twenty years old,

and even though I was dying in my destitution, I was full of energy. We often went for

walks on die boulevards—always getting there on foot, because I had no money for

die metro or for die bus. It was very iar away, but it was great fun and well worth it.

I usually went for walks with Joadiim. Very oftenwe were joined by young frictory

worker girls who were on their way home. They talked to us, smiled at us, and were

nice and charming. But they left us alone soon because I could not speak French. These

encounters seemed like vanishing and unreal visions. Even if 1 had been able to talk to

them, I could never have forgotten for a minute that 1 didn't have money, that 1 slept

in a womout bed, and that 1 had a nail sticking out of the wall for a wardrobe. I got my

mind off those fairy-tale apparitions.
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There was a theatre near the Arts et Metiers Square. I think it was called Gattd Memoirs /irom

Lyrique. It had opera performances in its repertoire: the Mignon, La Boh^me, Lucia di the Great Decade

Lammemux)r, and lots of others ... A ticket up on the gallery cost ten sous. Some- ofModem Art

times, very rarely, when we could afford it, Joachim and I went there. One evening it

was La Boheme. We went to see it. As if it had been written right about us. People

looked at me with congeniality, they looked at my jacket that used to be navy blue

at one time, my wide-brimmed hat, my narrow, dark-grey slacks . . . The embodiment

of an artist. And La Boheme was performed that night. Usually there were very few

people sitting in the gallery. There was lots of room up there this time, too.

Suddenly, around the middle of the first act Joachim started nudging me with his

knee, and whispered to me through his teeth, "Look to the left. There is a little brown-

haired girl there, she's looking and smiling at me the whole time. She must fancy me

like cra2y." I threw a quick glance at her. She was really a charming girl. But I didn't

pay any attention to her. I listened to the opera, although Joachim's squirming on his

seat and giggling somewhat annoyed me. In the interlude we went out. It was rather a

dirty, narrow corridor. The girl was there, too, and as if it was the most natural thing in

the world, she came up to us to chat, and walked around with us through the whole

interlude. This was a common thing to do in Paris before 1914.

When the bell rang we went back to our places. The girl came with us. But what

Joachim was hoping and even anxiously waiting for didn't happen: the girl sat beside

me and not him, and from that moment on she paid attention only to me. In a few

minutes, Joachim jumped up and hissed through his clenched teeth, "All right, I'll

leave. You two can stay if you want, but the Apaches will kill you anyway." He left

angrily. I remained there alone with the girl.

It was a strange feeling: I am in Paris with a girl at my side. We are listening to

music. Every now and then she touched my hand and praised the music. After the

performance we came out of the theatre, and I thought we were going to part. But we

didn't. 1 found out later that she lived very near me. I had a long way to go to my place,

so I started out along the Boulevard Sebastopol. The girl came with me. She talked to

me. She soon understood that my French was very poor, but it didn't bother her. She

spoke slowly, and tried to make herself understood with simple words and gestures. She

succeeded in this most of the time, and I tried to do my best, too.

We came to Ch§telet Square. Then to Boulevard Saint-Michel. And she was still

there. When we got to the other end of the Luxembourg Garden I had to take a right.

She stopped, saying that she had to go home. With my "exceptional" French I wanted
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Appendix B to tell her to visit me at the Ruche one of these days. But 1 must have said something

ditierent, because she said, "It's late."

"It's not," I said. And that's how it happened. She came to the Ruche with me.

We spent the ni<j;ht together.

It was nice and w arm together. I locked the door this time, ot course. Early in the

morning' there was a loud pounding on my door, and 1 heard Joachim's voice, still full

ot anger, "So the Apaches allowed you to live?"

"Don't shout so loud," I said, "She's here with me."

Around noon Jeanne (she told me her name from the start) got dressed and was

ready to leave. She seemed happy. 1 think 1 did too, since we looked at each other and

laughed at the same moment. She promised to come back. And she did, the evening

of the same day. She brought some cold food with her, we ate it happily together, and

then went to bed. It went on like this for a few days, and then Jeanne had enough of

my nanow bed and miserable studio, ^e came over early in die afternoons, took me

by the arm, and we took the otmiibus over to her place. She had a very clean, modestly,

but nicely furnished litde room. She always had dinner ready, we just had to warm it

up. Later I b^ian going over to her by myself. I learned that I had to take the omnibus

at the Montpamasse railway sration. From this time on I really started to learn French.

Jeanne was bom in Belleville, but she didn't speak the dialect. She spoke simple, com'

mon, but very pure French. She always ralked, and made me raUc, too. A year after I

met Jeanne, I had the best Irench among die Hungarians in Paris. Jeanne was correct'

ing my pronunciation, too. I spoke in a "IWisian" way, but not the lowly Parisian

parlance. Jeanne didn't like lowly and mediocre things, and I was very lucky about this

with her. The fact that I could enter, really enter, the world of Vaxis I owe Jeanne to a

very great extent.

We soon got tired of miming over to each othei^s places all die time. They were

at a good distance ftom each other, and we were just wasting our time, and of time we

didn't have very much. Jeaime sewed, she did vests. She worked absolutely beautifully.

She worked at home, (ot fashicmable dressmakers. She worked very hard, but made

very litde money with hex wcxk, becaiee these little sewing girlswere eiqpbited terribly.

So we decided to live together. She left her little room, and I left the Ruche. Joachim,

who was still angry with me, moved in with a very ugly Russian woman. And after his

scholarship ended, he went back to Hungary, not being able to make a living with

either painting or doing anything else.

Jeanne and I rented a studio on Dutot Street, near the Pasteur Institute. Jeanne
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brought all her furniture. My place in the Ruche was occupied by another Hungarian, Memoirs from

without him actually asking anyone for permission for this. This is how it was sup' the Great Decade

posed to be. ofModem Art

Thinking back on my life now, I am amazed by the speed of the events. A few

months before I had been a poor and helpless fellow who had found himself in a strange

country all alone, not even speaking the language. And then, all of a sudden, from one

minute to the next, 1 became a man with an orderly life, a place (if his own and a wife,

an honest, and good working woman. I have been wondering quite often since then

whether what I felt for Jeanne was love at all. To tell the truth, I think it wasn't. 1

respected her very much, which is an enormous thing in the relationship of two people

who live together, and 1 also felt a lot of compassion for her. 1 loved her as a creature

very close to my heart, maybe like one loves a sister. At least that's how I, never having

had a brother or a sister, imagined love for one's sister. CXitside the sexual relatior\ship,

of course.

Everyone needs loving care. I didn't get any of it for years. And suddenly Jeanne

gave me this sweet feeling that I knew so little about. I never asked her about the life

she had before we met; I never asked for any explanations. This was so unimportant

for me that this is the first time now that I have ever thought about it. I didn't even

notice that she wasn't a virgin. It was as ifwe both were bom at the moment when we

met. I knew that she didn't know anyone at all in this world, didn't have a father, a

mother, brothers or sisters, let alone friends. Just like me, she was alone in the world.

And the most wonderful thing about it was that I found it absolutely natural. Jeanne

appeared from nothing in order to be mine. That's all.

I had a feeling that the moment when I left the Ruche and started a new life with

Jeanne was really the moment when 1 arrived in Paris—and this was a very nice feel-

ing. For the first time I felt that I was in France, among the French. Two French artists

lived in our building. We made friends quickly, as usually happens among artists. The

caretaker and the other residents talked to us like to their own kind of people. Jeanne

stopped to talk with the women in the building quite often, just like a real Parisian

woman would do. As she considerably exaggerated my virtues, I enjoyed great respect

in the building. This was a very nice feeling, since for years I had been living the life

of a social outt:ast. No, there was no doubt, I entered human society, and what was

most important, I entered France. It seemed that the dream would slowly come true,

and I had Jearme to thank for it all.

She worked a lot, and always for big businesses. I would watch her work en-
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Appendix B chanted, especially when she was making white vests for tailcoats, these were real

masterpieces. She hired a quite fat, red-haired sewing girl to help her. 1 continued to

make some money, too. Much more than before. 1 still worked as a model sometimes

but more rarely now, and only with individual artists, at home in their studio. Brummer

found work for me— financially it was much more just for himself—which paid pretty

well most of the time. He took all the work he was offered, although in the majority of

the cases he didn't know anything about it. But he counted on me.

Sculptors thought that he knew how to cast. 1 did the casting, he just helped me

with it—and still it was he who was paid. He gave me as much as he felt like, but I

never expressed my dissadsfiaction. We cast Negroid sculptures, too, for mass leproduC'

tion, they were very fashionable at the time. We could sell them very well. I dkl all die

woric, but in Bnimmer's studio. He no longer lived in Cit^ Falgui^re, but rented a gi'

gantic studio at 55 Montpamasse. It became very famous later, because of die visitors.

What we made the most money with was that Brummer started to deal in Japanese

prints. These were still very fiashionable then, aldioug^ less so than at the time of die

Impressionists, who discovered thiskind ofart. Brummer bought the prints, I don'teven

know exactly where, and we cleaned them together. Often they were fake reproduc'

tions. Brummer weathered them a little bit, and we sold diem as originab. I was selling

them for fairly good money in the painters' schools, and sometimes to lovers of art

and to collectors of Japanese prints. At some of the places diey knew me quite well,

and I could always be sure diat I would be able to sell a few things diere. Brummer still

exploited me as much as he could, of course, but I couldn't leave him even for that.

One evening he gave me a very beautiful print to work on. I canno longerremem-

ber who it was by although I knew my way around prints pretty well and could read die

artists' signatures as well. (This often turned out to be a great help to me widi custom-

ers. Sometimes they wanted to test me, and showed prints to me, asking me to name

die artist I could tell diem without hesitation. Their trust in me increased, and dwy

bought what I was selling with confidence.) This evening, as I said, I had diis beautiful

print to offer to a lady. The price of the print was 100 francs. This was an enormous

sum in those days. Brummer stayed down in the street, and I went up with the print.

Then I brought the 100 francs down—Brummer gave me 15. This is what our joint

business was like.

After a while we tried our luck with Persian miniatures. This brought in less

money. The money that 1 made I gave to Jeanne, and kept only as much as I absolutely
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needed for my own expenses. Jeanne cooked very well, she made simple hut delicious Memoirs from

dishes. Thus 1 was leading a normal life, for the first time in long years. What's more, I the Great Decade

was getting on with my sculptures quite well. 1 worked whene\'er 1 had the time: 1 made of Modern Art

busts, naturally ot Jeanne. 1 made them out ot plaster— I had the means to do that

now— hut somehow they all got lost amid the adversities of my lite. Unfortunately my

exemplary family life ended in a short while. Yes, 1 said "unfortunately," but if 1 consider

the hectic life that came after that, this was more important for my future than the

time I spent with Jeanne. What was the reason for our divorce and quick breakup?

Jeanne's coldness. She was perfect as a friend, a housewife, and a cook, but she thought

of the sexual relationship with some sacred repulsion. Even in the very beginning she

sometime rejected my advances. She endured them as long as we slept together only

occasionally, but when we started sleeping in the same bed every night she turned into

an iceberg beside me. In die end she openly rejected me. It was a clear case, there was

nothing to talk about. I was twenty'some years old, in the most beautiful time for love,

and after having lived in forced continence because of the pressure of circumstances,

now yfhesi I finally had a young woman with a beautiful body and smooth skin beside

me at nif^t I wanted her so much it almost drove me crazy. I had terrible nights.

This way everything, even what was perfect in our marriage, disintegrated be-

tween us. I often asked her how she could agree to living together if she knew that the

physical relationship repulsed her. She said she needed the thought of having a man

beside her, she needed the mere presence of a man, and his conq)any.

We decided tx> separate. There was no hatred or anger, we didn't even have a

grudge against each other, and, wonderfully, even our friendship remained. All we had

to get rid of was our shared bed, which we did quite quickly. Jearme moved to a one*

room apartment on Vaugirard Street, and I, not being able to find a studio at once,

rented a small attic room on the fifth floor on Dalou Street, not far ftoai Jeanne's. We
moved apart. I didn't have any furniture because together we had used Jeanne's, and

the Hungarian who had moved into my place in the Ruche no longer lived there. Still

I tried souKthing, and I went to see the caretaker ofthe Ruche. I told him what I came

fon my couch and other belongings which remained in the Ruche after the otherHun*

garian had left.

"Are they still somewhere around here? Could I get themf' I asked him.

"Certainly," he said. "Come on, let's go over to the storage room. There is a lot of

abaiuioned furniture there. You can choose."
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Appendix B We chose a beautiful cciuch, a nice table, a real chair, and other important things:

a lamp, an alcohol burning stove, and so on . . . The caretaker, who must have been

charmed by my French, added a big carpet to all ot this. Thus I ended up with more

furniture and belongings than I had ever possessed before. I rented a handcart. The

caretaker helped me pack everything on it, and after we parted with a friendly hand-

shake, 1 started pulling my cart home. Oh God, was it heavy! A few yards from the

Ruche I ran into one of the residents of the place wht)m 1 knew. We shook hands, and

without saying a word, he started pushing at the end of my cart, and helped me with it

right up to my building, where he helped me and Jeanne unpack it- On top of every-

thing he even offered to take the cart back to its owner. I quickly arranged my furniture;

I put the bed in a comer by the window, the table and the chair in the middle, the

dishes in another comer. I was ready with all of this well before lunch. At nocni there

was a knock on my door. Surprised, I went to open it. It was Jeanne, she came over like

it was the most natural thing in the world. "So, have you settled in yet?Come on then,

let's eat, lunch is ready. Don't wait til it gets cold."

Dearest Jeaime! This was so natural for her. There was no more talk about the

bed. We still continued meeting each other, up until the war of 1914. Of course, we

never kissed each other again. There were no more "hot" glances exchanged betweai

us. Our love, which may never even have existed, was dead. This is how tlie "Jeaime*

idyll" ofmy life ended.

The crucial moments in the development ofan artist's life, ideals, and art can never be

exactly identified. It's impossible to tell when the very first seed ofa thought appealed,

how and for how k>ng it developed until it found its final form of expression in matter,

and in what way and when it reached completion.

This development sometimes occurs fiaist, but sometimes only very slowly, even

stopping occasionally, and sometimes even a temporary retreat can occur. And even

though this may sound unbelievable, these retreats make the course of fiinher devel'

opment richer.

I was always indifiFeient about when, in which year, this or that sculpture was

made. Now that I am writing this book, I'm still nevertheless asked "exactly" when my

sculptures were completed, like when somebody wants to buy one. What do 1 care?

What's important for me is the period, because the same spirit is characteristic of the

same period and the sculptures that it begot. And it's this spirit that develops further. I
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can exactly define only the "period" in which a piece of work was created. This "pe- Memoirs from

riod" is what is important. It can be many years long, or extend over just a tew months, the Great Decade

But every piece of work belongs to a specific period, and there is none that would be ofModern Art

independent of it.

The litework of an artist who creates individual art is really a train of continuous

development. I mean the artist who creates individual art! Those who are satisfied with

merely copying nature don't create characteristic art, but, having developed some kind

ofmanner, do not develop any fiirther.

The only thing that chaises is the topic of the woik. Its fonn is nothing else but

the forai of nature, more precisely, of the way the artist sees and compreheruis nature,

and the way he inteipiels it. Because it's always about the inteipretation ofnature. Even

in Ingres' case, however strange this may seem at first sight.

In talking about my life in Paris we can speak about an early stage, the period

when I started to work and was still feirly exactly following nature (although I never

copied it!); then came the first period of Cubist sculpture, ofwhich—will some of the

art dealers and critics excuse me—I was one of the creators.

This was the period when my works started to appear regulariy in exhibitions. But

not at the Gallery. I had nothing to do with this outdated institution—outdated in

spite of Rodin—which displayed my first abortive attempts. My woiks were exhibited

at the Salon d'Automne, where "innovators" like me were very much more welcome

in those days. So my first "Cubist" sculptures appeared at the Salon d'Automne. Our

works—Metzinger's, Le Falcormier's, L^r's, mine, and other people's—were put up

in one room, Room 9. Archipenko, who was a good friend of mine, was here from

among the sculptors, and Modigliani, the painter, had a marble head exhibited, which

was made strongly in the Negroid style.''

We can safely say that the exhibition created a "sensational" stir. And all of this

because of us Cubists.

I went there, of course, on varnishing day. The exhibition was at the same place

as the Salon, in the same wing of the Grand I^is. As soon as I entered I heard a lot

7. Jean Metzinger ( 1883-1956), French painter, was one of the first theoretical writers ofCuhism

(Du Cubisme, 1912). E. E. Le Fauconnier (1857-1920) was a French painter. Alexander Archipenko

( 1887-1964), American sculptor ofRussian origin, was die best'known representative ofCubist sculp-

tuie. Amadeo Modigliani ( 1884-1920) was a French painter and sculptor of Italian origin. He painted

delicate nudes and portraits whose mood originated in the movements ofthe beginnings ofthe century.
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Appendix B of noise from the first floor. I ran upstairs, and as I ran I could make out shouts, curses,

and guffaws making up the noise. I stopped in the door of Room 9. It was packed with

people. TTiis crowd was howling and guffawing about the exhibited Cubist works. My

sculpture stood in the middle of the room, and at one moment I was afraid it would be

destroyed— people were shouting and shaking their fists menacingly toward it. I en-

tered the room, intimidated. The "barking mad Cubist" who committed and exhibited

these "monsters" was pretty scared! I never thought that my work could evoke such an

effect. As we understood later, we were just like any other artists who work honestly

and with good intentions. We didn't notice that what we so honestly created came as

such a surprise.

I just looked and looked at these people who had lost all control, listened to their

curses, and then suddenly I heard my name being called. I turned around, a little fright-

ened. There was a young man standing behind me—he used to be a singer, but in the

middle of his success he had lost his voice. "Please come here," he shouted to me,

"Now, tell us why you are making these monstrosities!"

Suddenly, for a moment, everything became silent, and everyone's eyes were fixed

on me. I have already mentioned how shy I was at this time. So much so that I simply

ran away from there. But the scene had some effect as I heard downstairs that the noise

stopped. Having seen such a simple, shy, even innocent-looking young man, people

must have realized much to their surprise that the Cubists were not raving madmen

whom they should be afraid of and who are best locked up in some institution.

Room 9 had also evoked more serious effects than the ranting of some "obtuse"

people. A city councillor demanded in an official declaration that a public building like

the Grand Palais not be permitted to become the venue of such scandalous events

as the exhibition of the Cubists. And even the president of the Republic, Raymond

Poincare, got himself invited to a lunch at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts to make a savage

onslaught in his speech against the anarchy prevailing in art.* He did not utter the

word "Cubist," but everyone understood that this was what he was talking about. As

far as the press was concerned, they sent forth a torrent of oaths about iL The direc'

torial board of the Salon d'Automne decided to turn down Cubist works in the follow-

ing years. But they could never realize their intentions because some of the Cubists

were already "members," that is, they were part of the directorial board! They rejected

8. Raymond Poincard (i860 -1934), French politician and president of the Republic between

1913 and 1920, was an extreme nationalist.
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my works, however. The works of the others, the "members," were scattered around Memoirs /rom

various rooms instead of being exhibited in a unified collection. the Great Decade

The struggle went on. Every time the topic of discussion was art and the acade- 0/Modem Art

micians wanted to oflfend somebody, they called him a Cubist. (But where have all

these academicians gone? Their names have been washed away by time.) The press

never laid down its arms and continued to abuse us. TTie poor press. They didn't know

that by this they were just increasing the publicity around us, helping us, drawing the

attention of the art lovers to us. After World War I, everyone who wanted to succeed

at any cost provoked scandals by all "admissible" and even "unadmitted" and unfair

means.

It's a fact that because we were surrounded by a lot of interest, the friends of

modem art started gradually to focus their attention on Cubism. Some galleries had

exhibitions. Our greatest patron, Kahnweiler, tied Picasso and Braque to himself with

a contract.^

It was in his gallery on Vignon Street that I first met Picasso. There was a young

woman there with him. Kahnweiler asked him whether he had any new painting.

"Yes," said Picasso, "but it hasn't dried yet." This sentence of his stuck in my memory,

I don't know why.

Picasso never had anything exhibited in the Salon. Only he could say why. At

that time he wasn't even rich yet. And even such well'off Cubists like Braque or

L^er were not adverse to the exhibitions of the Gallery at all. Braque's father was

an extremely rich building-painting entrepreneur. At times Braque also used certain

building-painting materials like stencil and imitation marble. This latter he made just

like the workers, with big combs. Once he was just trying to create the effect of marble

in a comer of his painting with a big comb when Picasso stopped by his place. Cubists

often visited each other. Seeing the comb Picasso cried out: "Well, that's too much,

a comb is not a brush—even a moustache is better." And with this he took the comb

and stuck it under the nose of the figure in the painting. A minor argument followed

then between the two artists.

Leger's father was a wholesale dealer who traded in oxen. He bought and sold

whole herds. Leger used his wealth very well to make publicity for himself. He wasn't

9. Daniel-Henry Kahnweiler (1884-1976), art dealer, was the best-known patron of Picasso and

collector of his work. Georges Braque (1882-1963), Cubist painter, was originally a member of the

Fauves group, and later a founder of Cubism together with Picasso.
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AppendixB generous—far from that! But when it was about publicity for himself, he tipened his

wallet wide. As I was on very good terms with him, he told me many times how much

those articles cost that appeared about him in "Cahiers d'Art," the significant journal

of the Greek Zervos.''-^ Zervos was an excellent businessman. In every issue of his jour-

nal there was an article about Leger, or if there wasn't, one could be sure to find at least

reproductions of Leger's paintings. And, to quote Leger again, he bore a good part of

the costs of the publishing of the journal. In spite ot this, it took him a long time to

run his course. Whenever he could he fiercely attacked Picasso and Braque— especially

the latter. He tried to decrease Braque's importance by criticizing the small size of his

paintings.

In Room 9 of the Salon d'Automne Leger exhibited the portrait of his mother,

one ofhis best paintings. At this time, at the beginning ofhis Cubist period, he painted

the most beautiful paintings of his life: roofe with chimneys. I have never since seen

any of them, not even their reproductions. I wonder where these beautiful paintings

have gone . .

.

He even had imitators. I knew a Hungarian couple in I^uris. When I once visited

them, I can't remember tu)w what floor they lived oti, I found a scaffolditig inade out of

tables and ladders at dieir place, and on the very top were the husband and the wife,

both ofthem painters. They were painting rooftops. Only rooftops, nothing else.

As fEu: as I am concerned, I never wanted to imitate anyone. I joined die Cubist

movement because Cubism recreated Nature, the forms of Nature. Impressionists let

go of die structure: widi them everything dissolved in color. Even C6zarme spoke only

about color, he wanted to compose his pictures out ofcolor. But, perhaps already in the

very begiiming, he created his landscapes through an analysis of forms, without con'

sciously doing so.

As a sculptor I had nothing to do with landscapes and still lives. These were

Picasso's—and especially Braque's—exclusive themes. For me, the human figure was

the topic of all my studies. Because I was very poor I could hire a model only on one

occasion for each sculpture. But for drawing there were all the free schools.

A Scotsman, a certain MacNeill, opened a free school on Val de GrSce Street.

For the afternoon lessons he hired Metzinger and Le Falcoimier as teachers. Jacques-

Emile Blanche came to do corrections in the mornings. I could not hax e afforded to

work there. Somebody, I can't remember who now, introduced Szobotka aiui me to

10. Christian Zervos, art historian, was compiler and publisher of Picasso's oeuvre catalogue.
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MacNeill ns two young Cubists. He admitted us for free, because this was a good adver- Memoirs from

tisemcnt for his schtml." the Great Decade

Val-de-Grace Street was \ ery close to Sorbonne Square. We were very diligent 0/Modem Art

and arrived already in the morning. I have to admit that, even though Jacques-Emile

Blanche was an academician, he didn't look down on or condemn w hat we were doing.

He looked through our drawings with interest (we only did drawing here), and all that

he said was that this would make people think.

We were \'ery good friends with Met:inger and Le Falciinnier. Le Fauconnier gave

regular receptions in his home. Lots ot young artists \'isited him. But there was nothing

special there, all we saw were photos ot some dead bodies sawed in two. Le Fauconnier

could nex er stop his wonder that the spine has a curx ed line, and he always repeated

this in front of us ytuing people (he was very much older than us). Did he think maybe

that it was completely straight?

1 attended autopsies at the medical school. Illegally, oi course. I had friends who

were students ot medicine. They ga\e me a white gown, and 1 went tti the autopsy

room, which was round, with them, and later even without them. This is where the

dead bodies were laid out. Four or five students stood in front of each one. They made

room for me, too, but they were very surprised that an artist, who has to create only

beautiful things and concern himself with beauty alone, would come here and touch

ugly and repulsive carcasses. And I was also surprised that the medical students, who

spent their vAiole lives studying the human body, found it disgusting.

I was dealing only with surfece anatomy, of course. I peeled off the skin so that

the bare muscles, which I inunediately made drawings of, would become visible. I al'

ways had my sketch book with me.

It isnt difficult to imagine how astonished I was at Le Falcoimier's surprise that

the spine had a curved line.

Le Faucoimier had never been a Cubist, however often he is regarded as one of

us. Forms interwove in his paintings, which made it more difficult to interpret them,

but he didn't project difiierent views of the object onto a single plane in order to create

a third dimension, like, for instaiKe, Metzinger did. Soon after this Le Faucormier

turned away from Cubism for good and became a naturalist. I stopped visiting him

II. Jacques-Emile Blanche (1881-1942) was a French portrait painter, graphic artist, novelist,

and art historian. Imte Szolx)tka (1890-1961) was a member of die gfoap New Alliance of Artists;

he had paintings close to Cubism in their style vhai he studied in Paris as a young artist.
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Appendix 6 because our objectives became so very different. I don't even remember v\herber I

saw anything by him at the exhibitions of the Show after this. Maybe he completely

changed his style: 1 don't mean development— the other Cubists developed, too—but

a sudden, startling change. This proves that his "cubism" didn't have a solid base. One

cannot say though that he lacked talent. His paintings, which can be seen in various

museums, are beautiful.

He corrected drawings at the La Palette academy later, always grumbling about

the "obscure theories" of the Cubists. He spoke in general, but it was fairly obvious

that he was always talking about Metzinger who published a book with the title On

Cubism. Metzinger said that he wrote it together with Gleizes, but everyone knew that

it was his work for the most part.'- Although 1 was much closer to Metzinger than to

Le Fauconnier in my ideas, I could not agree with the theories expressed in his book.

One can't paint with theories. Picasso also hated this book. Braque just smiled at it. He

was never especially outspoken.

Two painters who later became ^Eancnis were also Le Falcocmiei's students at La

Palette schoob Chagall and Gromaiie.'^ I met them at diis school. Chagall never pene*

ttated the depth ofCubist theory. During his time at La Palette he painted a few paint'

ings diat bore die influence of Cubism, but only superficially. He soon fiteed himself

from it and even the structure ofhis paintings doesn't show such an influence any more.

Unlike Qiagall, Gromaire, aldiough he was never a real Cubist, preserved the

geometric construction of objects, and even ofhuman figures. But he never was a Cub*

ist, only geometrical. His most beautiful paintings date hoai his young years.

The time before World War I was principally the age of Picasso. When people

^ke about Cubism, diey thought of Picasso for the most part. There were others, fiar

sure, Braque, Metzinger, and so on . . . But tJiis was primarily "the age of Picasso."

Cubism still means Picasso, even today—he was the essence and ^irit of diis

period. The other Cubist painters just made Cubist paintings; Picasso created Cubism

itself.

Later all the Cubists developed fiirther, in various directions. What they did was

reminiscent of Cubism only very vaguely, or not at all. Except in a few of his works

I 2. Albert Gleizes ( 1881-1953) was a Cubist painter and was cn-aiithor ot Metrinjjer's study.

13. Marc Chagall (1887-1985), French painter at Russian origin, was a master of surrealism

reflecting the world of dreams, wiio poetically interpreted Russian Jewish folk life. Marcel Gromaire

(b. 189a) was a Firench painter, illusttator of books, textile designer, and gn^ic artist. His style was

most influenced by Pointillism and Cubism.



hearing the spirir nt 'Misrc^rred nariiralism," Picassd always returned to Cubism, which Memoirs from

was understandable, because Cubism meant Picassti himself. the Great Decade

At line point, seeing the high price of Cubist works and having given in to the ofModem Art

pressure of art dealers, Metzinger started imitating his own earlier Cubist works. Not

counting those who derived benefit from it, the world of artists Lisually condemned

such a surrender to business charlatanism, because the art dealers didn't care about

artistic purity, only the profitable nature of the deal. I was also encouraged by them

later: "Do bring Cubist works, we'll be able to sell whatex er you bring since you're the

first Cubist sculptor." But I didn't give in. So they wrote me off.

I sent sculptures to the Salon d'Automne. They were rejected. Metzingcr still

encouraged me: "You should always hand in somethmg to the Sak)n d'Automne. Per-

haps at one point they won't dare reject them. And perhaps later they will be ashamed

to reject woiks of such a ftesh spirit." But they went on daring to reject them, and

weren't ashamed. I didn't have a chance to try many times though; World War I was

approaching.

I had works exhibited at the Salon des Ind^pendants. Works weren't refereed here.

Anyone codd bring their works: Matisse and Rousseau did too, as well as s(Hnetimes,

out of mere mocking, such artists who were archenemies of any artistic iimovation.'^

Perhaps the most memorable prank of the time has been almost forgotten by now.

It was dioui^t of and carried out by a writer viho later became feuxuxis—I'll omit his

name here. He's no longer alive.

There was a big grassy space on top of the hill of Montmartre. A donkey was

glazing about there peacefully. One day the writer had an idea, which he considered

absolutely ingenious and with which he wanted to mock the Salon des Independents

and its artists. He attached a brush to the tail ofthe donkey. He held a painter's palette

in his hand, dipped the donkey's tail in the paint, and let it move around iiteely on a

canvas. He didn't say, but everyone knew and spoke about the fact that it was he who

actually held the brush. If he had let go of it, the donkey would have got paint on

him before anything else. He sent this daubery to the Salon des Inddpendants with

the title "And the sun goes down over the Adriatic Sea." The painting was signed by

Aliboron—by the writer, in reality.

14. Henri Matisse ( 1869-1934), French painter, was dte leader of die Fauves group, the great-

est colorist of the twentieth century. Henri Rousseau (1844-1910), the "publican," was the first and

greatest figure ofwhat is called naive painting.
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Appendix B And even though in the beginning some people laughed at it a little bit—mostly

those who hated modem art— most people condemned the joke. The creator of the

"painting" only managed to ridicule himself. I mean the writer, not the donkey.

I had my greatest successes here at the Salon des Independants. First with a group

of three female nudes, then with three other works: a nude and two busts. All three

were real Cubist sculptures.

TTie time of the "little varnishing" came, the evening before the opening when

only the artists come to add the finishing touches and see if their works have been

placed well. The placement of the works gave rise to so much cursing! The board of

organizers took their own interests into consideration first, then those of their friends,

and finally they considered all sorts of biases and dislikes. The way they treated me

surpassed all imagination.

I entered the exhibition hall and started to look for my sculptures. I could see the

life-sized nude from far away, but couldn't find the two busts anywhere. I went around

all the rooms, looked into all the little comers of the exhibition, but still couldn't find

them anywhere. Nowhere at all. Finally I gave up and peeped into a small room where

all the tools, sculpture pedestals, garbage bins, and other things like this were being

stored. The two busts were lying there on the floor next to the garbage bins and dust'

pans. 1 ran for Metzinger, who was an important person at the Show, and told him

what happened. We went to fix the whole thing. Metzinger picked up one of the busts

and I the other, and we went to the representative room of the exhibition. We found

two pedestals somewhere, and put the sculptures at the very best places possible.

"I can guarantee that no one will move these from here," Metzinger said. And the two

sculptures stayed there throughout the whole exhibition. This was the last show before

the war.

Although these sculptures were much more revolutionary than the ones I exhib-

ited at the Salon d'Automne, which caused the above-mentioned great scandal, these

three works didn't evoke the same reaction with the audience. First of all, they had

started to get used to Cubism, and also, most of the visitors at the Salon des Indepen-

dants usually went to the show to "be entertained" and to have a good laugh. Unbridled

bursts of fiiry didn't happen any more. Not so in the press. The press were merciless.

They spoke of me as of a complete madman. 1 only remember the end of one article.

After listing all the diseases and swells that in their opinion my busts suffered from

(they were especially angry with my busts), the article brought up the "decisive" argU'
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ment: these were the works of the Hungarian Csdky, who was a stranger in the world

of art. I no longer fieel awkward about this any more now.

An art dealer firom Drouot Street, a certain Sagot, came to see me once and asked

me for a sculpture for his gallery. He had a small gallery not far hom Vollaid's, die

famous art dealer. I gave him two.*'

Sagot had a very good start He had an Archipenko, a small but beautiiiil Picasso,

a Chagall, and so on. He only had works by artists who have by now become renowned.

I visited him quite often. Not because I was hoping that he had sold my sculptures (I

didn't have such vain hopes), but just in order to visit him I liked him a lot, and he

liked me too. We were friends.

One afternoon I went to his gallery. It was in the summer, and the door was wide

open. Sagot sat diere bending over a table. He was scratching his head with one hand

and his buttocks with the other. This was a sign of great great helplessness. "What's

happened. Monsieur Sagotf* I asked him He turned to me.

"Good afternoon, just look at this!" And without further explanation he showed

a very beautiful Picasso painting from the blue period that was on his table. "But this

is very very beautiful! Why the helplessnessr* He turned the painting over without

uttering a word. There was a very beautiful Picasso from the blue period on the other

side as well. "The most terrible thing is that I can't cut it in two, so that it would be

two separate paintings," he said. "So I guess I have to sell it as if it were just onef

Poor good Sagot! Rig^t afterWotM War I, his wife and daughter came to see me.

The woman was crying. "You don't know it yet: my husband is dead. I would have liked

to continue with the business just by myself, but I couldn't. So please take your sculp'

tures back that you've lent us. We're just coming from Archipenko's, we have one of

his sculptures, too."

This was, I think, the best of Archipenko's sculptures that I have ever seen. I never

heard about Sagot's wife again. If he were alive, Sagot would be one of the best art

dealers. He had taste and a very keen judgment. With just what he had in his little

gallery, he would have made enough money after 1918 to continue on a much bigger

scale. And he already had a name among the artists and the art dealers.

Despite the angry attacks (or perhaps exactly because of them, since they created

big publicity around it), Cubism had run a considerable course even before 1914. A

hAevntxrs ffom

Ae Great Decade

ofModem Art

15. Claude Sagot, art dealer, was an early supporter of modem painting in France.
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Appendix B great collector, Uhde,"' didn't even have anything else in his wonderful collection but

Picasso, Braque, and strangely enough, Douanier Rousseau. Perhaps he had the most

beautiful Rousseaus.

I had die chance to see dus wonderful collection quite often, as Uhde admitted

visitors once every week. I visited him a few times. I met Picasso diete every time.

After 191 8 this wondoiful coUecticni was auctioned ofF at the Hotel Drouot.

Cubist painting had reached a very high price, even though calling an artist

"Cubist" had pejorative overtones. People got to use this term for every painting diat

they didn't imderstand.

One day, walking by the Madeleine, I passed the big gallery of Bemheim Jr." I

noticed from far off that there was a small painting on a very small stand in the shop'

window. In spite the considerable distance I could make out that it was a Stsley

painting. I liked this painter very much. I wanted to see it fix>m up close, but a couple

stood in fixtnt of me, a fat man and his similarly fat wife, a lower-middle'class couple.

They stood arm in arm in front of die Sisley painting and were viewing it for a long

time. I was waiting for them to go away, so I could take their place and have a good

look at die painting, too. I marveled to myself at diis couple who were admiring this

Impressionist work for so long—at diis time ordinary people didn't alwa^ find them

understandable. Suddenly die man cried out: "Oh, these Cubists!" And he said that

about a balanced and beautiful Sisley picture!

It's not very clear who exacdy gave the name "Cubist" to diis kind of art. It was

said that it was Matisse who said "Enough of cubism!" at the sig^t of a Metzinger

painting at the Salon d'Automne. To tell the truth, I don't believe diis. Matisse was

good friends with Picasso. So he knew Cubism finm its very conception, and duoug^

the person who created it.

There was a lot of argument about the origin of Cubism as well. Perhaps it was

paintings from a certain period of Derain's that inspired Picasso.** 1 remember that

Derain really painted strongly geometrical landscapes at one time. Picasso's cubism,

however, was a logical outcome of his "Negro" period.

16. Wilhelm Uhde (1874-1947), German art historian, was the discoverer and patron of

"naive" artists.

1 7. Bemheioi'Jeune, a gallery in Paris and one ofthe most important exhibition haik ofmodem
artists, stiU exists today.

18. Andre Derain (1880-1954), French painter who experimented with Cubist paintings

around 1912. He was a member of the E^vists group who emphasized color as a dominant force.
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Another story also made big news: Derain started doing sculpture work one day, Memoirs from

and created a standing figure. (Every painter tries his hand at things like this a couple the Great Decade

of times.) The frame was too weak, and the head fell off. No problem! Derain took a ofModem Art

Negro mask off the wall, put it on the clay statue and looked at the effect. It was at this

moment that Picasso came in. He saw tJie Negro head cm Derain's soilpture, and the

idea of the Negro period had been bom.

To tell the truth, I don't give credit to such rumours. People have the tendency to

explain the origin of a movement, an artistic period, or the art of an artist with an

incidental event or a momentary effect. This is never true. New art always develops

slowly, and it's impossible to find its starting point. It's often a slow reaction to the

artistic expression before it.

Impressionism dissolved forms in light. Neo'impressionists simply returned to

naturalistic painting, introducing strong colors and irregular drawing. The structure of

works became a forcing nece^ity. It's a fact that Negro art was at the starting point of

Cubism, and its creator, Picasso, subsisted on and found inspiration inN^;to sculpture.

Negro sculpture uses big surfaces. It doesn't imitate Nature in the least, it "re*

creates" it This is what Picasso did after his Negro period. What's more, he wanted

to break with the two^limensional method of the depicting of nature, and wanted to

express the third dimension, too, on the twoKlimensional canvas. This was what left

the non'initiated bewildered. Picasso is said to have said one day that a table has four

legs, ftom whichever direction one looks at it. So he wanted to depict all four. I don't

know if this saying really comes ftom Picasso, because one should always listen to words

attributed to great pec^le with caution, but I'm quoting it because it expresses well

what Picasso and the r^ Cubists wanted to do.

We Cubist artists often discussed among ourselves the possibility of the third di'

mension in painting. I can say that we had very lively discussions. But then it has

always been like that whenever ways of artistic expression have been renewed, be it in

music, poetry, architecture, and everything else . . . The new artistic way was bom out

of these discussions. Because even if only one person is present at the origin of a new

art, an age is never created hy just one person alone. The contribution of the others is

always necessary. TTiese are the building blocks that the new structure is made of. Every

discussion enriches the works with a new element, and various thoughts leave their

mark on them. And because these discussions were very ft»quent, works became much

enriched by them.

One always learns something new seeing a new worL Not because one would
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Appendix B imitate it, not at all. But even a little detail of the conception of a work can be inspi-

rational for another artist, even if it is not quite an obvious or conscious process. The

complex and mutual effects of influence make up an age. At least its beginning is

determined by them. Later every artist finds his own personality. But even at that point

an artist's work and works can be enriched by some kind of influence, uncoiiscious to

the artist, ofcourse. How many times did I hear the statement "Picasso stole everything

fitcnn me!" ftom insignificant artists, from nobodies. Picasso did have die habit of not

being bodieted too much ifhe saw an interesting solution in another painting. But die

poor artist from whom Picasso "stole" something when he painted that detail was not

aware that that something was even worth "stealing." He had no idea about it Henri

Laurens used to tell me, smiling, "Picasso likes to ^borrow' things a lot" But I dont

think he could have "borrowed" anything from Laurens. The conglomerate of these

more or less conscious adoptions gives a period its characteristic look. And <rftenwhen

a period has been formed, it's very difficult to tell what one work owes another, espe*

cially when it comes to details.

Picasso's name is the hallmark of his whole age, because he was its strongest and

richest personality. Butwe can also say—however strange it may sound, it's true—diat

without the other Cubists ofdie early years Picasso wouldn't have become the artistwe

know him to be today. But this doesn't decrease the value of his personality at all.

I am unable to remember when and where I first met Riciotto Canudo. I have a lot to

thank our friendship for.

In die two years before World War I the number ofmy French friends increased

dramatically. I could even say that I kept in touch only widi the Iisnch. Especially

writers. That's probably how I met Canudo. It's not that I gave up my relations with

Hungarians. Not at all. I could even say that the number of my Hungarian friends

increased considerably, too. It wouldn't be too much to say that if a Hungarian came to

Paris he or she came to see me for sure. That's why one day it could happen that a

journalist from Budapest, who was introduced to me in a caf(6, said, "I've been in Paris

for an hour already, and we haven't met until now!"

There was a significant personality among the many Hungarians that stood out:

Pal Dienes, the famous mathematician. Whenever he was on his way to London he

stopped in Paris and visited me. We had a very close friendship between us, which

lasted as long as he was alive. He was good friends with the poetess Anna Lesznai, who
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was a very sentimental person—which didn't really fit her robust figure.'' One day she Memoirs from

received a letter from Dienes. "1 got a letter from Pal," she said pointing at her breast, the Great Decade

"It's here, over my heart, but I wouldn't open it, not for all the world." ofModem Art

Later I saw Dienes at his home in London. The three of them were my friends

from among the well-known personalities of the time. But let me return to the first,

Canudo. Where did 1 meet him and who introduced him to me? 1 have no idea. I

usually remember even insignificant details and insignificant people. 1 always have clear

recollections about where and how I met them. But not in Canudo's case.

He was of Italian origin, and a typical Italian. He was a tall, handsome man who

dressed elegantly, loved life, and was a great talker. He found the right tone talking to

everyone, he could be passionate, rhetorical, and even whimpering, ifneed be. (Espe-

cially when he was short of money, which happened to him very frequently.) At such

times he would strike emotional chords, then be rhetorical, and then become suddenly

scared like a kid who has got hitnself into some trouble. He was an excellent person,

after all

One day I was talking about him with Max Jacob, who liked him very much.

We laired a lot recalling the various tones Canudo could use, which changed from

minute to minute. "What do you expectf' said Max. "Canudo is Italian. Not every-

body is."

Canudo knew all of the artistic, literary, musical, and theatrical world in Paris.

Being a really handsome man, he was worshipped by women.

Canudo was a writer. That was his title. That was the basis of his existence in the

world. He religiously visited literary cafes and Le Napolitain, which was very fashion-

able in the world of literary people and the press. He only went to places like this, he

would have felt it was below him to go to some insignificant cafe.

Did he always eat well? I'm not quite sure. He never had money, and was always

hitting everyone up for money. He wasn't very picky in such matters, only ifhe thought

that the person he wanted to hit up for money did have money. He could behave in

such a way that the people from whom he "borrowed" a small and insignificant sum

felt truly honored, and this feeling created another tie between them and Canudo.

Canudo published a paper—or rather a literary, art, musical, and theatrical

19. Anna Lesznai (Oszkdr Jdszi's wife, 1885-1966), a poetess and graphic artist, lived abroad

after 1919.
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Appendix B magazine. Everything was represented in it except tor science. (By the way, at this time

art and science didn't have anything to do with each other, hut soon, after 191 8, this

connectit)n was established, thanks to Cubism.) Nobcxly knew why Canudo's journal

was called "Monjoie." Nobody ever found out why he gave it this name. Did he mean

it as a battle cry? If that's the case, "Monjoie" never attacked anyone. It's impossible to

find a single copy of it anywhere nowadays— if one turned up it would be as valuable

as gold. I used to ha\ e all oi the issues. It's true, there were only nine altogether, if I

remember correctly. The ninth issue had a photo of that sculpture of mine which I

exhibited at the Salon des Independants. And it was printed over the title: editorial

secretary so-and-so and Csaky. When I returned home after the Nazi occupation, I did

a big cleaning in my studio. The "Monjoies" were all covered with dust. To the garbage

with them, I thought to myself. And this one time in my life I threw a big treasure out.

Without realizing what I was really doing, 1 added to the destruction my wife was

carrying out—she threw out the books and letters ofmy collection.

A few years ago now the Muste d'Art Modeme organized a big exhibition with

the title Cubism. Only the last issue of "Monjoie" could be exhibited, in a glass case

like a very rare and very valuable object. IfCanudo had been alive to see it, he would

have been immensely proud. But he had died many years before then. But let's not

speak about death, it's quite far away yet.

The headquarters of "Monjoie" was at 4 d'Andn Street, in Canudo's little SQ)art-

ment on the fourth floor. It had three small rooms that opened into each other. There

were paintings and drawings (most of them borrowed) on the walls and three of my

plaster sculptures (these were borrowed, too). This exhibition ofthe "MonjoiC'nest"

—

this is what Canudo called his apartment—was very useful for me. Many people saw

my scu^tures this way. Canudo invited guests over every Moiklay afternoon. These

get'togethers were called "Monjoie Mondays." The small rooms of the apartment were

full of pe(^le. The whole of the artistic and literary world came here. It was here that

I first saw and met the most famous people, ifnot immediately, at least in the course of

the get'togediets.

Sometimes (jabriele d'Aimunzio came too, in the con^pany his greyhounds or

alone.^ They were gorgeous animals, but Canudo dreaded them because of the exhib'

ited artworks and the—somewhat dubious—cleanliness of the apartment.

20. Gabriele d'Aimunzio (1863-1938), Italian novelist, was very influential in Hungary, too, at

the time.
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I had the opportunity to talk to d'Aimunzio in person. He was a very pleasant Memoirs from

conversationalist, he liked new artistic and literary trends. 1 can't say that he liked my the Great Decade

Cubist sculptures, but he certainly didn't hate them, and that was a big thing in itself. 0/Modem Art

He asked me if 1 ever sold any of my sculptures.

"I never sold any, and I have no hopes that I'll be able to either," 1 answered.

France is a strange country. This is the country, and especially Paris, where the

epoch-marking, newest, and most daring artistic and literary works are bom, and it is

the French who don't want to accept them. One just has to look at middle-class homes:

they are an appalling collection of junk and secondhand-store goods. One cannot do

anything about them. It's impossible to convince them to accept new trends that will

make up the style of the future. One cannot do anything. The junky chaos of their

apartments—one cannot speak of a style of furnishing—is an eternal and unchange'

able fact. I saw Gabriele d'Annunzio's apartment only once. In fact I couldn't see much

of it because of the dim ii|^ting. The maid, a very pretty woman, led my way, and I

had to watch every step of mine. There were trays full of roses on the floor. I could only

see the white ones in the semi-darkness. If there had been nobody there to lead me, I

probably would have run into them.

I even quarreled with d'Annunzio.

One day Canudo promised to give him a Jacques Villon print.^' Because I knew

him, Canudo asked me to take it to his apartment. I agreed, because I was hoping that

I would see the big writer again.

A maid that I didn't know opened the door. She took the print and motioned for

me to wait. I waited and expected to be invited in. But 1 wasn't: the maid came back

with a tip for me. I turned red with shame and anger. 1 refused to take the alms, gave

my card to the maid, and left, almost running— I was terribly infuriated.

It wasn't all without any effect— it came in the form of a somewhat angry letter

of apology. My wife has misplaced it together with the other letters. The next day

Canudo remarked disapprovingly, "Chagall would probably have taken the tip." I ac-

tually don't believe Chagall would have taken it. But I'm sure Canudo would have.

It was a five franc banknote, which was a considerable sum at that time. I never saw

d'Annunzio again.

These five francs remind me: one morning Canudo didn't have a single penny.

He couldn't even have his usual coffee, which he used to drink cold. He got dressed

21. Jacques Villon (Gaston Duchamp, 1875-1963), French painter and graphic artist.
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AppendixB early— this was unusual and almost painful for him—and went to Montmartre, to

Max Jacob's.-' He found him still in bed.

He started with his show in the doorway: "Monjoie" needs to be saved! TTie next

issue of "Monjoie" is in danger. The literary, artistic, and music world needs "Monjoie,"

it is the only journal that supports new trends, and so on.

1 won't repeat all the arguments he pulled out, some in a nice tone, some shouting,

others in a cooing or pleading tone. When he ran out of breath he stopped.

Max Jacob listened through it all with absolute calm, and when the speech was

over, he said, "I can see, Canudo, that you need five ftancs." Canudo started to laugh,

"Yes, you're right."

"That's something 1 don't have either," said Jacob, "but wait a second. I'll get

dressed and we'll go to ApoUinaire's. Perhaps he'll have it." He didn't say, "He'll lend it

to you," for he knew quite well diat it would have been empty talk. Canudo never

returned the money he was "lent."

They found ApoUinaire at home." Nobody was ever able to tap Apollinaire for

money. No. But Canudo managed it. And he didn't even manage it with references to

helping "Monjoie." Apollinaire didn't think much of diis journal, he had his own, "Les

Arts k Paris," which was much more serious than "Monjoie."

With ApoUinaire's five francs in his pocket Canudo ran to Le Napolitain cafi§ to

catch someone who would pay his lunch. And so on and on, throughout all the time I

knew him.

It's still a mystery to me how "Monjoie" survived through the nindi issue. This

seemed a complete miracle to me. It was totally out of the question for Canudo to pay

his co-woricers, they all volunteered their services—after a torrent <rf words. He didn't

even pay the typesetters. For every issue he had to hire a new one. Nine issues, nine

different typesetters. "Monjoie" had many subscribers because Canudo could charmhis

audience well. But as soon as he got die money for the subscriptions, he had to spend

it all. He started from scratch with every issue. And die subscribers didn't even get their

copy of "Monjoie" yet. They had to go to the "Monday get-together" to receive it,

provided there was still a copy Idt for them.

22. Max Jacob (1876 -1944), poet and painter, lived in Montmartre and was a favorite model

for portraits widi the artists of the time. He died under Fascism.

23. Guillaume Apollinaire (1880-1918), French poet of Polish origin, was a friend of Picasso's,

and one of the first theoretical writers ofCubism.
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Although he was a big comedian, Canudo couldn't finesse. Memoirs from

One day a rich young lady was introduced to Canudo, and his attention was the Great Oecacle

drawn to the fact that ifhe behaved "cleverly," the lady would "help" with "Monjoie." of Modem Art

Canudo got down to it. I was also there, and Canudo's eloquence bodiered me consid'

erably, as it was quite dear that serious squeezing was going on. It didn't even occur to

me diat it was all about one subscription, about five fiancs, which was nothing forsuch

a rich lady. I thought a serious sum was at stake. Finally, when it looked like Canudo's

pathoS'fiUed and lofty speech was over, the lady asked him what the sum would be diat

she could help the magazine with.

"Five fiancs," said Canudo stupidly, "the price ofone subscription." The lady, who

expected to hear that a few hundred fiiancs were needed, which she would have given

him, was so taken aback by this that she didn't give him a penny. Five francs were alms

for her.

"Monjoie" was widely read and successful, and I could see that what it needed to

go really well was a serious administrator. I couldn't count cn Canudo for this. He was

only good at pocketing the money.

One day I met a young Hungarian, a bookkeeper horn. Budapest, who, just like

others, had come to Paris for the entertainment, and also to learn the French language.

I told him about the big troubles "Monjoie" was going through. Without the slightest

of hints on my part, he offered to be the administrator and bookkeeper of the journal.

Canudo happily accepted this. The ninth issue came out. The Hungarian young man

compiled a list of subscribers, an address list, and then tied up eadi and every copy and

put a subscriber's name and address on it. He did all this most readily and of his own

accord. When he was done, he showed it all to Canudo and told him that he needed

sixty francs for the mailing.

"Feel fiee to advance it," Canudo tx>ld him. The young man was very upset. "How

does this workr he asked me. "I did a tedious and serious job, I put everything in order,

without the least payment, and now he wants me to pay the expenses?He won't see me

again!" And he didn't, the young man completely vanished. I never saw him again

either. I was ashamed because he got into all of this because ofme. The issue was never

mailed out. People came to pick it up in the headquarters of "Monjoie." Or they didn't

come, in which case they had to do without.

There was always a big crowd at the "Monjoie Mondays." Everybody liked to

attend them very much. Sometimes one could see very strange people there.

At one point Canudo met a real Indian chief, I don't know how, but he did, and
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AppendixB invited him to a Monday get-together. The chief came, wearing his complete chief's

outfit, with a crown of feathers coming down from his head to the ground. And hare

feet! I had just arrived, and saw the enormous crowd around the chief, who seemed to

be happily presenting himself to the people around him. He did that even in the stair-

case. He opened a window that looked out on the street, and was clearly enjoying the

effect that he had on the crowd. People were howling with pleasure.

Canudo was completely devastated. He expected something different. But he

didn't dare say anything to reproach the chief. He was said to have asked the chief in

the end to take off his feather ornament as he was leaving. "You'll put it back on when

you're a good distance from here," he said. I don't know whether this is what really

happened.

Canudo badly needed his journal. He lived from one day to the other, and on

Mondays he was host to people who could be "usefiil" to him. Some people devel-

oped it into a habit, became regular guests, and would never have missed a single Mon-

day. Blaise Cendrars was one of them.^ It was then that he became one of my best

friends. We spent all of our time together. His friendship was very useful for me, espe-

cially after 1918.

Cendrars didn't even like sctdptures—not only my sculptures, but sculptures in

general. He was actually averse to art. One could even say thathe didn'tknow anything

about it. Just like there are pec^le with no ear for music, Cendrars didn't have any

feeling for music or the fine arts. He never denied this, although he often allowed

himselfto express his opinion about an artwork or an artist, but his opinion didn't really

have much to do with reality. I could say that Cendrars filled out a period of my life.

He did everything to help me widimy relationships with people, and he was very often

successful in it

Sometimes, very rarely, ApoUinaire appeared.

Whenever he showed up at Canudo's he always had something in mind and

wanted something. But he never wanted money. He was very much aware thatCanudo

didn't have money either. Whenever he came, he must have heard that some signifi'

cant person was going to be present at the "Monday," and he wanted to secure that

person for himself. Canudo was white with suppressed anger at such times. He knew

only too well why Apollinaire would show up at his place. I say "showed up" because

34. Blaise Cendrars (b. 1887) was one of the greatest figures ofmodern French poetry. His poems

were translated into Hunj^urian by Lajos Kass^
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he always remained close to the door, and was ready to leave the minute it turned Memoirs from

out the person he wanted to find at Canudo's wasn't there. After his quick departure the Great Decade

Canudo would give way to his anger freely. ofModern Art

One has to admit that Ap(.)llinaire was a much more interesting person than

Canudo. He knew a lot, and he was very learned. His work was usually held in high

esteem, although 1 couldn't he touched hy it. Canudo didn't even get the chance to

open his mouth in his presence. One couldn't learn anything fn)m talking to Canudo.

In fact, he didn't even have a real opinion about anything. Talking to ApoUinaire was

a wonderful experience. It was a big mistake on my part not to try and develop a closer

friendship with him. I don't know why I didn't, maybe just out of shyness. And also I

didn't know anyone who knew him and could have aroused my interest in him. When

I just think about what I missed! ApoUinaire was very nice to artists. He had articles

written about them in his journal, "Les Arts a Paris." Cendrars wasn't very good friends

with him either. He was very angry with ApoUinaire. He just kept repeating, "this

Picasso-ApoUinaire pair should be broken to pieces, they should be blown up." But

carrying this out was more than he could do.

And really, Picasso and ApoUinaire were almost one single person. And I ne-

glected exactly the two of diem, of all people! I stuck tx> Canudo, and didn't have any

profits from it eidier, neither moral nor material. Poor Canudo! How he whined when-

ever somebody left him and went over to Apollinaire's camp. Canudo had been nice

to me, die foreigner, when I didn't have any friends yet, so I didn't want to be mean to

him, turn my back or him and leave him. ApoUinaire didn't refrain fixnn badmouthing

CaniKlo. This wam't nice ofhim because Canudo couldn't have harmed him even ifhe

had wanted t». But I don't diink he wanted to, either. He was a very nice person really,

although his good feelings never bore any fruit. He was just emotional, almost exclu-

sively emotional. Cendrars liked him very much, and visited him a lot, not only on

"Mondays," but odier days as well.

Another person that I had friendly relations with was a Russian Jew named

Kaplan (his real name was Kaplansky). I don't know how he made his living. He was

free whenever he wanted to be free. He never talked about being "busy doing some-

thing." He mentioned a few times though that he wrote poetry. One day he even asked

me to illustrate a volume of his poetry that was to be published. But nobody ever read

anything he had written.

Among the people who regularly attended the "Monjoie Mondays" I have to

mention Gleizes. I say "mention" because he wasn't notable either as a person or as an
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Appendix B artist. He was only Metzinger's shadow. He dressed elegantly, he must have had a lot of

money. When he visited Canudo outside the "Mondays," he was always putting down

Delaunay and his wife." I could never figure out why he did this. Canudo defended

them, and not without a reason. At that time Sonia Delaunay was very rich, and

Canudo was getting a lot of money out of her. And because the Delaunays needed

publicity, they were on very good terms.

I never said a word during Gleizes and Canudo's arguments. I didn't have a reason

to side with one or the other. Gleizes even remarked, "Csaky doesn't have anything to

say. He gets along well with the Delaunays."

"I get along well with everyone who gets along well with me," 1 said to him. "I

have no reason to side with them, especially since we don't agree in our artistic ideas.

I'm not a simultanist."

Well, no, I wasn't cme at all. But my answer got to the Delaunays through Canudo.

They liked it a lot, and admittedme to their favor, and dieir good predisposition toward

me just increased later on.

I visited diem in dieir studio on Grands Augustins Street. One day Robert De-

launay showed one of his "works" to me. He had bought a little toy horse somewhere

at a market, and painted one of his "simultanist disks" on a board behind it "This is

sculpture," he said. "Everything else is shit." In die E)elaunays' opinion the only thing

I was good at was what I was doing. I couldn't even be angry with him for diat. And

because his disks were much appreciated, I couldn't be offended either.

The Delaunays often visited Douanier Rousseau. "You should bring your paintin^^

here. We always have lots of visitors. Perhaps somebody will buy them," diey told him.

And Rousseau brought several of his paintings to th^, the "SruJce Channel'* among

them, which is now in die Jeu de I^nime. Jacques Doucet, the famous art collector

bought it for sixty thousand ftancs at diat time, and left it to the Louvre after his death.

Rousseau reminds me of arK>ther story that hasn't yet been written down.

One day we were talking about painting. (He loved to talk about painting, but

never about the theory ofpainting.) I asked him how he usually started putting up the

color values. "It's very simple," he said. "First I paint whatever is die farthest, which is

the blue sky. Then I paant die clouds on it, and the figures which are the farthest And

25. Robert Delaunay (1885-1941) and Sonia Delaunay-Terk (b. 1886) were a French painter

and his wife of Russian origin. One of Delaunay's best-known paintings is that of die Eiffel Tower

depicted from various angles aitd "broken up"—an example of simultaneism, the representation on

the same surface of different phenomena occurring at the same time.
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then I just continue like this, and get to the closest plane. I never return to the things Memmrsfrom

I have alresdy painted. I finish everything in one go. This way I can achieve that my the Great Decade

color values are correct. I could say that I put completed things— trees, houses, and ofModem Art

people—on my canvasses. I sort ofpaste them onto my paintings. The strongest colors

get to the first plane."

1 did see him work like this. He never made a sketch either for the drawing or the

colors. If he started painting an object, he at once completed it for good. The painting

of Delaunay, the painter whom he knew best, was a nightmare for him. For instance,

when Delaunay was painting the Eiffel Tower, he took it apart into several pieces.

Rousseau could not understand that at all. He said it haunted him even in his dreams.

1 think even on his deathbed his last sentence was: "Why did Delaunay paint the Eiffel

Tower as if it were broken r' In order to prove it to himself and to others that the Eif-

fel Tower was intact, he painted it several times the way he saw it: as a complete whole.

I was present several times during the conversations between Delaunay and Fer-

nand L^ger at the "Monjoie." It was a great pleasure for me. The two painters could

not reach consensus at all, they were so different horn each other.

One day I heard that L^er said to Delaunay, I can't remember in connection with

what: "You know, Robert, Ifyou put black next to white . .

."

Delaunay interrupted him: "I never put white next to black."

"All right, but suppose you do ... So you put black next to white . .

."

"But I never put black next to white!"

"Fine, 1 know you don't, I know you don't even use black, but still, let's suppose

you put black next to white . .

."

"1 never put black next to white."

"To hell with you," said L^ger, thus finishing the conversation, as itwas impossible

to get on with Delaunay in any other way.

It was impossible to carry on discussions with Delaunay anyway. He spoke in a

very authoritative and conceited manner. Nobody else could be right except for him,

even Canudo didn't try to argue with him. The Delaunays were very rich. They didn't

just paint "simultanist" paintings, but wore "simultanist," red, blue, and yellow clothes.

This was also a good way to attract people's attention to themselves. They tried every

impossible thing in order to do that. Did they think people were going to imitate them?

Possibly, or even most certainly. But in that case they had to be disappointed in their

ideas. In fashion, just like in art, development is very slow, sometimes invisible to

the eye. At one point the owner of a big fashion showroom in Paris wanted to bring
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Appendix B pant-skirts into fashion. He dressed his models into these pant-skirts and made them

walk along the hig houlevards. Not only were they not successful, hut the models were

abused and attacked as well. The women turned hack crying. But nowadays women

wear trousers just like they wear skirts. And all the women! And men consider this

fcishion charming and fascinating.

Chagall visited the "Monjoie" quite often. He was very good friends with Delau-

nay and Blaise Cei~idrars. He didn't really try to be conspicuous. Canudo still made a

big deal out of it, and rightly so. Chagall would bring his watercolors and gouaches,

which we looked at with great admiration most of the time. The Cubist influence was

obvious in some of the gouaches, but Cendrars didnt like that. He didn't like anything,

in fact. That's what it was, very simply. He had friendly feelings toward painters and

sculptors, but that was all. There was one exception, though, but only after the war of

1914: he respected Modigliani very much.

But not only writers, sculptors, and painters came to the "Monjoie": musicians

and dancers did, too. Stravinsky was also a regaHai visitor.^ I liked talking to him very

much, but it was possibly radier rarely—he was always cornered by many people. It

was a big pride ofCanudo's diat he could list a person like Stravinsky among his "r^'

ulars." He was always nagging him: "Igor, come here, Igor, listen to this, listen, Igor,"

and so on ... He was keen on showing what an intimate relationship he had with diis

famous person.

One day I just managed to exchange a few words widi Stravinsky (he wasn't "Igor"

for me) when Loie Fuller arrived. Her name is almost totally unknown nowadays,

which is a great injustice toward her—^her choreographies were absolutely wonderfid.

She dressed in a rather extreme maimer, and was a figure that attracted a lot of atten'

tion widi her tall stature. When she came in, I said to Stravinsky, "It's a red'letter day

today. Loie Fuller herselfhas arrived."

"Is diat Loie FulWr asked Stravinsky widi surprise.

"Yes, diafs her. Oh, you haven't met her before? Her ballet group dances to your

music."

And I immediately introduced the two of them. It was totally impossible to talk

to Stravinsky any more that evening.

Stravinsky's "Rite of Spring" was first performed around this time. Some friends

36. Igor Stravinsky (1882-1971), Russian composer, a pioneer ofmodem music. One ofhis most

important works is the ballet Sacre du printewps (Rite of Spring).
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and I went to the very first performance, and this aftemcx)n was imprinted in my mem- Memoirs from

ory very deeply. The opening performance was in the afternoon. It goes without saying the Great Decade

that the music was wonderful—even for someone like me, who doesn't know very ofModem Art

much about music. This was my first impression. And the second: some of the audience

were very indignant hearing the music, which turned out to be too daring for its time.

People shouted and made lots of noise. I was used to this from the exhibitions of the

Cubists at the famous Room 9 of the Salon d'Automne. In the Salon there was one big

protest, and the audience was unanimously opposed. It wasn't like that here at the

performance of the "Rite of Spring." Opinions differed. On the one hand there were

those who were enthusiastic about it, like my friends and myself, and then there

were those who fiercely opposed it. TTiese latter expressed their opposition through

howling. And we, the supporters of the music, raised our voices against them no less

vigorously.

The two opposing factions formed pretty fast. In the end everybody totally forgot

about the music, and concentrated only on how to abuse each other most effectively.

The atmosphere got more and more intense. A real fistfight started between the sup-

porters and the opponents. Blows fell thick and fast. My immediate opponent sat in

the row below mine. This way he was at a disadvantage compared to me as my blows

always hit the target while I could easily fend off his with my feet. My fiiends' oppo-

nents also sat in rows lower than theirs. I'm certain that because of the scandal this

performance has its special place in the history of concerts—just as Room 9 has in the

history of the Salons. Finally the managers of the concert hall called the police. The

police cars arrived just as a man ran out of the concert hall. He was arrested. It was

Stravinsky, who, terrified of what was going on in the concert hall, decided to flee.

They immediately let him ftee, though.

It was somewhat strange, but this was the music that Diaghilev's Russian Ballet

danced to." There must have been some protest against the music there, too, but it

wasn't so wild as at the Stravinsky concert. The dancing must have calmed people's

tempers.

TTiose who never saw Diaghilev's Ballets Russes cannot imagine what a beautiful,

a really beautiful ballet performance is like. I have seen many ballet performances in

my life, but none of them compare to this. The glory was due for the most part to the

27. Sergei Diaghilev {1872-1929), Russian painter and ballet director, had the stage sets of his

modem ballet perfomiances designed by the best French painters of the time.
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Appendix B dancer Nijinsky, and secondly to his partner, Karshavina.^" They were fantastic crea-

tures: he, especially, was absolutely extraordinary. I won't even attempt to describe their

dancing. I saw the Ballets Russes again after 1918, without Nijinsky and Karshavina.

Even if I attribute most of the enormous success to the two lead dancers, it would be

unjust to omit talking about the spirit of this ballet, which was very far from classical,

white'tuUed ballet and its overwhelmingly boring tutus (1^ lifting up high, to the left,

to the right, turning on toes, being lifted in the air, and so on).

The Ballets Russes was life itself. Their every performance was a piece of life,

which again proves that only real life can create real and long-lasting art. Everything

else is just empty, affected, and short-lived mannerism.

Szobotka, Hurvitz, and I together went to see Bakst, the stage designer of the

Ballets Russes.^'' He met us in a very friendly manner. Hurvitz was of Russian origin.

But we didn't need his translator's skills as Bakst spoke very good French. He showed

us the models of the stage settings, spoke about the group and their difficulties, and

about the endless weariness of the practices and rehearsals. This way we got to have a

look behind the scenes.

The Ballets Russes made a new kind of art fashionable. There were very many

experiments following its spirit later on, but none was the real thing. Then ballet re-

turned to the banality of the classical tradition, which didn't have anything to say, the

essence ofwhich was pure eroticism.

Two ballets of Bart6k's was their last performance. They interpreted and per-

formed them in a Russian spirit, culmitiating in the unreal and illusory, which ruined

everything. 1 don't know why many people (especially composers) think that illusion

creates the greatest effect. What a misconception! The simplicity of real life has

a soothing effect on human life, an effect that nothing affected, loud, and forced can

achieve.

As far as I can recall now, it was at around this time I first met the sculptor

Duchamp-Villon, who was quickly becoming a Cubist. His real name was Raymond

Duchamp. I found that out firom the third brother. Marcel Duchamp.^° There were

28. Vaslav Nijinsky {1891-1950) was the lead dancer of the Russian Royal Ballet, and later

that of Diaghilev's Ballets Russes. He later had to leave the stage because of mental illness. Tatnara

Kaishavina (b. 1884) was a character dancer.

29. Leon Nikolaevitch Bakst (1884-1924), a Russian painter, was the designer of the stage and

costumes of Diaghilev's ballet.

30. Marcel Duchamp (1887-1968), painter, was the inventor ot "ready-made" artworks. His

brother, Raymond Duchamp-Villon (1876-1918) was a French sculptor and architect.
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three brothers. They came hom. a very rich middle'class family, and the fiamily didn't Memorrs from

want their reputation stained by everybody knowing their sons became artists. And the Great Decade

ail three of die sons became artists. Raymorui added "Villon" to his name, the other ofModem Art

brother con^jletely changed his name, and became Jacques Villon out of Gaston

Duchamp. Only one ofthem kept his original name, Marcel Duchamp. Unfortunately,

Raymond Duchamp'Villon died very young, in the war of 1914. Ifhe had survived, he

could have made significant sculptures. What Utde he left behind is worthy of respect.

Just like me, he also lent a sculpture to the "Monjoie," a Baudelaire-head, which was

made in the spirit ofsome very very uncertain Cubism. But his reliefs were among the

most beautiful plastic artworks of the time. He was a very lovable person, I was very

regretful about his death. I was good friends with Jacques Villon, and knew Marcel

Duchamp quite well, too, who started out as a painter, then gave himself over to chess

for a very long time, and then finally became a painter again. He was among the very

first Cubists, and came after Picasso, Braque, and L^ger.

One day a well-known painting dealer, a certain Malpel, went to see Canudo, and

asked him ifhe, Canudo, could suggest young artists to him to concern himselfwith. It

was always a good business for art dealers to discover young talents if they managed to

attach them.

One can get the paintings of young artists very cheap at the beginning. It's not

necessary to get them off one's hands immediately. Later their value increases, and one

can make an enormous profit on them. And then every era produces only very few

artists who are really worthy of the name. So it's worth tying all of them down at a

young age, and that way the best artistic products oi the age will be collected together.

Every art dealer is driven by these considerations. The risk is not too big because, as

I said before, young artists sell their works for pennies. Canudo suggested two young

artists to him immediately: Chagall and me. Malpel invited us over to his place. Blaise

Cendrais accompanied Chagall. I don't know what the outcome of their discussion was.

I went to Malpel's by myself. "1 have faith in you," he told me. "I saw your sculp-

tures in 'Monjoie.' Since you don't have anything ready at the moment, you should get

down to work, and bring me whatever you have ready. When there is enough for an

exhibition, we'll organize one. I'll take care of the press."

The important thing is to pounce on every work of the artist, especially when he

is still young. Malpel forbade me to e\'en slunv my sculptures to anyone. The charm of

novelty is very important in art dealing. 1 got down to work immediately. The first

thing I did was a Cubist head. 1 made it in plaster and took it to Malpel's. He wasn't
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ApperuUx B home, and his secretary to whom I handed it couldn't pay me. A little later the war

broke out, and we had other things to do than make sculptures.

TTie bust remained at Malpel's. His gallery was gone after the war. I thought this

sculpture of mine was lost, just like so many others. But that's not what happened.

I knew that Malpel was originally from Toulouse. Well after World War 11 I met the

painter Saint-Saens, the designer of many beautiful wall carpets." Since he was also

from Toulouse, I told him my story about Malpel. "I'm going to Toulouse soon," he

said, "I'll ask around arid see if there are any ofMalpel's relatives still there and whether

they know anything about your bust."

I didn't even diink about it after that, until one day I got a message from Saint'

Saens, which read: "I met Malpel's son. He lives in Montau, not in Toulouse. He has

your bust, I saw it. You should write to him." So I did, and Malpel's son brought me my

sculpture. I was very gratefril to him for it. He could have kept it, as according to the

law I wouldn't have been able to claim it back. The statute of limitations expired afrer

such a long time. The statue is now in the possession of the Mus^e d'Art Modeme in

Paris. I feel very grateful to Malpel for this, because this statue was exhibited in many

places, and wherever it was exhibited, even in the museum in Paris, it brought no little

success to me.

There has been a lot said about the Montpamasse: articles and books written, and a

significant movie has been made. I have read some of what has been written about it.

I haven't seen the movie. I didn't go and see it: 1 didn't want to be annoyed. As in

so many similar situations, the authors knew very little about Montpamasse, or even

nothing at all. They write on the basis of more or less true stories. Having lived a good

part of my life in Montpamasse and having personally known everybody who used to

turn up there, I always get furious about all the nonsense that is written about it. And

on the basis of a few accounts of the movie, 1 can guess that the movie is a complete

misunderstanding. It was based on the gabble of people who were there by chance, or

who heard these people speak about it. I have proof that when the movie wsb being

shot, hardly anyone who the movie was about was alive any more. I even know (I was

told) that the movie showed such people as the residents of Montpamasse who never

even went there. Or just once, for a short time . . . Nobody knows when Montpamasse

eme^ed, who created it, and how it has become what it is.

31. Marc Saint'Saens (b. 1903) was a French painter and carpet designer.
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At the time when I arrived in Paris, the part of the town that later became Mont- Memoirs from

pamasse was very sparsely populated. Many foreigners settled down here because of the the Great Decade

free academies, for instance Delecluse's.^^ But then life in Montpamasse wasn't what ofModem Art

we now know it to be.

One day a little cafe opened on the comer of Montpamasse and the Boulevard

Raspail (they weren't fully built in yet). It was called Cafe de la Rotonde. In the begin-

ning it had only a bar and two little tables behind a small door. One could hardly slide

in onto the benches behind them. As was customary in those days, anyone who had a

coffee by the bar on the day of the opening could have as many free croissants with it

as they wanted. What a blessiiig this kind of advertising was for poor artists! I spoke

about it in the Ruche (I still lived there at this time), and many people did go there to

eat free croissants. I went back there a few times during the day imtil finally the owner

started giving me suspicious looks.

As I was working as a model in painters' schools, 1 went in there for a coffee quite

often. It was only a sou at the bar. It had a very good effect on me after the long and

tiring times I spent standing motionlessly. But the famous Montpamasse district wasn't

formed by the owners of the little Caf6 de la Rotonde, not even by those of the Dome

caf(6 across the street—where one could play billiards and buy tobacco—the real

Montpamasse was formed only much later, after the Rotonde opened.

By then 1 was living on Sorbonne Square. Sometimes we went out to the Hollan-

dia in Soufflot Street, a fairly big cafe owned by a man named Libion. We went there

because we met a wonderful Black woman there who always wore bright-colored silk

dresses and had a pastry-shop right next door to the cafe on Legoff Street. The pastry-

shop had a very gloomy atmosphere, its walls covered with grey velvet wallpaper. One

just had to peel off a comer of the wallpaper deep inside the shop, and it felt like a truly

uncivilized world. There were rickety chairs, a white wooden table, a couch with

springs sticking out, and all along the walls there were sacks of lentils. When my friends

and I first went there, we saw an alcohoUbuming stove on the floor with a pot with

leftover lentik on it.

The Black woman greeted us very nicely, with loud shouts and laughter. As soon

as we sat down, the curtains were drawn apart, and a very stylish Black man came in,

dressed with perfect elegance in a black suit with a snow-white shirtfront and cufi^. His

appearance demanded respect. As soon as he came in he gave out a shout, and, without

32. Eugene Deleduse (b. 1882) was a French painter.
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Appendix B greeting anyone, he took off his tie, shirtftont, and cuflfe, threw them into the comer,

and started heating up the lentils, at the same time giving the Black woman noxi'Stap

naughty talk. The woman laughed at it loudly, throwing her legs into the air.

We felt like we were in the middle of Africa, although they were just from Marti-

nique. After the young man ate up every last bit of his lentils and said another whole

lot ofsmutty diings to the woman, who seemed to have thoroug^y enjoyed all diis, he

washed his hands, put on his shirtftont, tie, and cuSk, took his walking stick, aiul left,

with speckless elegance. We saw him a few times on Boulevard Saint'Michel—one

could never find any flaw in his a|>pearance. But he had the need to turn back into a

Negro sometimes, maybe once or twice a day. I have to add that he never allowed

himself a single rude gesture toward the woman, everything was expressed veibally, at

least in our presence.

I digress somewhat from the Montpamasse, so let me return to it now . .

.

One evening we went to the Hollandia. All the tables in the terrace were gone.

Inside the cafe a group ofpeople were drinking and singing lewd songs. The Hollandia

was broke.

It was at around lliis time that Libion, the owner of the caf<§ next to the Negro

woman's pastry-shop, bought the Rotxmde. He added quite a bit to it, too. He got

acquainted with artists from the neighborhood, asked for their paintings, and put the

paintings on the walls. He organized a real exhibition. Libion very honestly liked art-

ists. He gave them food "on credit" (he was never to be given what he was owed, he

knew that in advance), and lent them money, which he was never to get back either.

Blaise Cendrars ate a lot on credit in his cafS, too.

Libion managed to turn the Rotonde into a caf(6 that was successful from the very

beginning. Everybody frequented it. Many foreigners came there, too, mostly artists. It

immediately became the m^iin meeting place for sculptors, painters, writers, and even

musicians.

After the war everything soon returned to its usual course. Soldiers were demobi-

lized, they turned into civilians again. The Rotonde came "into vogue" a lot. Many

people came there to be able to see the artists. And the artists came because of each

other, although the place didn't have \'ery many regulars before the war. Those who

lived farther away hadn't been coming there, or just every once in a while. I knew the

Japanese Foujita, the Polish Kisling, the Italian Modigliani, the Russian Archipenko,
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and Femand L^er from diere.^^ They were the regulars. Naturally, with the flood of Memoirs from

guests—and especially because of the rich guests—the flood ofprostitutes also started dte Great Decade

coming. They regularly walked up and down in front ofthe Rotonde. I don't know why, ofMoiem Art

but artists usually married prostitutes. Not women who had had several lovers, but

women who sold themselves openly in the street Kisling married a girl called Ilen£e,

who became a "real lady" as a wife, and who began a new, exemplary life. Foujita

married a girl called Femande horn among them. She was talked about a lot later,

because she became a painter.

Once an American critic, like so many others, came to write about Montpamasse

and its artists. He mentioned Femande as a "little model" who became a painter. Fer*

narule read the article and became rather furious.

"Foujita, call the author of the article quick, and ask for a correction!"

Foujita was a good husband and didn't care about conventions a bit. He called the

journalist, and Femande dictated the following to him: "I have never been a model. I

would never show my butt for twenty ftancs."

"Yes, for twenty francs," repeated the journalist.

"I was always a whcne."

"Yes, I was a whore."

"And I made twenty francs in fifteen minutes."

"Yes, in fifteen minutes."

I don't know if the corrections were ever published.

Speaking of marriages, let me mention that it was around this time that, to my

misfortune, I met my future wife.

In the building where I lived on Sorbonne Square, there lived a tailor. He lived

together with a woman, who had a very beautiful and very "sexy" sister. She visited

her quite often, so I met her fairly quickly. I used to run into her in the staircase and in

the street. One time I met her when a friend of mine and I were walking with my

friend's girlfriend. We invited them for a drink. Two days later we met again, this time

alone. She told me that she was kept by a medical student from Thessaloniki. Shecame

up to my studio and whatever was bound to happen did happen—without too much

fuss. It was even easier because her lover was away.

33. Cugoharu Foujita (h. 1886), French painter, came from a Japanese samurai family. Motte

Kisiiiig ( 1891-1953) was a French painter of Polish origin.
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Appendix B Kisling's married life was exemplary, but one couldn't say the same ot Foujita's.

One day this good man (and really good artist) met a compatriot of his, a Japanese. It

happened after World War I. This Japanese man happened to move in next door to

me. That's how I noticed that Fernande was frequently visiting him. It was obvious that

she wanted to go to bed with her husband's friend. She knew how to do it— she was a

professional. One day she shouted to me from afar, despite the many people down in

the yard, "Csaky, listen! I became his lover! I succeeded!"

Ifshe thought I would be happy about the news, she was wrong. Fouj ita found out

about it. He and Fernande got into a taxi, and together they went over to his friend's.

"You took my wife, so I brought her to you. Keep her." But Fernande didn't stay there.

The Japanese man wasn't very rich, and Foujita made quite a lot ofmoney. So Fernande

returned to their home, and stayed for a long time. But not forever.

I will always regret the fact that I ended up next door to this Japanese. Foujita

bore a grudge s^^ainst me for a long time. Why, I don't know, but he thought that I

supported the a£Eair. For a long time I didn't even suspect that he thought diat. If I had

known, I would have openly discussed it with him, because I really held him in great

esteem. But too much time passed before I found out about it. Foujita wasn't my friend

ever again.

There are two reasons for the marriages with prostitutes.

First, as far as I know, it happened only to foreigners, and that's very under'

staiulable. Foreigners live in great isolation in Iirance. At least they did before 1914.

A foreigner would only meet foreigners. The doors of French homes remained closed

before them—a small invitation would sometimes occur, but nothing followed it.

I'm talking about poor foreigners, I don't know what the situation was with people

who were well off and rich. It was impossible to imagine that a foreigner, and an art'

ist—die artistic career was looked down on a lot—would marry a young lady fixmi a

good home.

In a way it's not difficult to imdetstand this. Can anyone be certain about the

future dia young artist? This profession is too risky. It's a little bit different if the artist

is at least French. At least his family would be known. But a foreigner.' Who knows

where he came ftom and whose kith and kin he is ? And because the years of blossoming

youth cannot be spent without a woman, the world of easy morals is what remains.

On the other hand, "the upper crust" became absolutely corrupt the time before

the war of 1914. TTiey were visiting the underworld, the world of prostitutes and their

pimps. It was very fashionable to do so. The "chansonnier" Aristide Bruant was a great
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success with his chansons praising prostitutes and their gigolos. He created a school Memoirs from

with them, and had many people imitating him. Francis Carco also praised the world the Great Decade

of pimps in his novels.''* Such an excessive fascination with the lowest of sins was the ofModem Art

sign of the times, a mournful omen. War comes whenever a society is debauched like

this, and war is the greatest of miseries.

A time of loose morals can last a fairly long time. It starts out almost completely

unnoticed. There are very few sensitive people who can notice the symptoms of the

approaching abyss, exactly because these signs appear very slowly. And when the ca-

tastrophe has already happened and it looks like everything is returning to its own

course (that's very often only the appearance), people think back on what has hap-

pened, and at this point they begin to see clearly. The looseniitg of morals has always

been a sure sign of approaching misfortune and calamity.

Let's just think about ancient times. The decadence ofRome was the decadence

of morals, the sickness of healthy human thinking. Every inhuman thing is decadent

and signals catastrophe. When art is no longer human, when it's not regulated by

healthy, human, and strict morals, the world is rushing toward a calamity. One just has

to see how people live, how they dress, and look at what they write, paint, and carve.

Whatever is not human is decadent, and decadence is a speedy rush toward calam-

ity. The symptoms are always very much visible, even too visible. But instead of being

frightened by them, people rush on with their eyes closed, and even find it pleasurable.

New things don't always mean renewal the way people usually imagine it. TTiey

can be a decay and even decomposition. It's usually believed that what is called abstract

art brought about a renewal because of its novelty. That's a big mistake. It was nothing

else but the falling apart of art, the disappearance of the human content, nihilism.

Yes, 1, too, came to the point where I became the first "abstract" person in sculp-

ture. I quickly realized, though, that this was the wrong way, which would only result

in some good-looking daubs. Take a ten-square-feet-big canvas of the same color, put a

dot on it, let's say, in red. This is an abstract paintit^. Put the dot in different places on

every canvas, and every time you get a new abstract painting. Or just put the dot always

in the same place and change the colors. Again, you get new abstract paintings every

34. Aristide Bruant (1851-1915) was a well-known chanson singer at the turn of the century,

whose figure was immortalized by Toulouse-Lautrec. Francis Carco (1886-1958), French poet and

novelist, was the author of popular novek about Montmartre, and of artists' biographies (for example,

VUlon and Utrillo, which were published in Hungarian as well).
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AppendixA time. Who would dare say diat diese aren't paintings? And if, instead of a single dot,

you paint many dots, straight and curved lines, or difierent geometrical shapes on the

canvas, the possibility of variation becomes infinite—except diis is not "abstraction"

at all. These are absolutely concrete lines and geometrical shapes, and one can play

around with them for a long time. Many "paintings" like this can be completed per-

fectly in the course of a single day. In the end one can do it automatically. Once I saw

a painter who tore up papers of difierent colors to small pieces, threw them on die floor,

then copied them onto the canvas as he saw them in fix>nt ofhim, and what he got was

an abstract painting.

I often wondered whether such degeneration ofpainting (and sculpture) was per*

haps the sign ofan approaching world upheaval.

As I still lived on Sorbonne Square at this time, I didn't go to the Montpamasse

district very regularly. I became a regular only after the war, when I lived on the Left

BanL In the Student Quarter one could have a very good time. And I also wanted to

be faithful to die "Monjoie." Canudo never went to Montpamasse. I never understood

why he didn't. Perhaps because nothing else existed for him outside "Monjoie"? In the

Caf!6 de la Rotonde I often met people I had first met at Canudo's. Kaplan was one of

them, for instance—later I ran into him quite unexpectedly, and owe him a whole lot

now. I don't know where I would be now without him.

Blaise Cendrars often came to Montpamasse, just like me, and he regularly came

to Canudo's, too, where he read out his poetry, which was a big success every time. His

book was illustrated by Sonia Delaunay in a style of "simultaneity," even the words

were painted in all sorts of different colors. According to Cendrars, the workers went

on strike because it was very difficult to assemble the letters of various colors. When

one was reading the text, one's head started spinning, the world was reeling before one's

eyes, which, according to the Delaunays, was the greatest virtue of simultanist art. As

far as I'm concemed, my eyes did begin to hurt, but that was all.

Picasso came to the Rotonde quite frequently. During the war he lived pretty

close, and came down here to breakfast every day. The artists of the neighborhood

knew this very well, and always arranged to come in to have their coffee right when he

was there, too. One spring morning Picasso was having his cotiee on the terrace of the

Rotonde when a South American painter, a certain Orti: de Zarrat went up to him.

"Good morning, Picasso! What a spring we are having, what do you say? The

weather is wonderful! Look how green the trees are, how beautiful! What great style

they have!"
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Picasst) would have liked to read his paper undisturhed over his cottee. He didn't Memoirs from

like it when people were nagging him about art when he had just got out of bed. "The the Great Decade

trees aren't beautiful at all," he answered. "And they don't have style either." ofModem Art

Ortiz shut his mouth, and didn't dare open it again. He lost his courage, and was

ashamed to have found that the trees had style when Picasso was ofa different opinion

about this. At this point another painter, Hayden, went up to him, who also lived

iwarby on Boulevard Raspail.

"Good morning, Picasso. What a spring we are having! How beautiful the trees

aie! What style they have!"

Ortiz didn't need more encouragement either: "What, the trees?They aren't beau'

tifiil at all. And there is no style in them. Isn't that right, Picassof'

"Whatr* said Picasso without sticking his head out from behind the paper. "Oh,

the trees. They're very beautifid. They have great style. I like trees a lot."

But not even occurrences like this could cure the wor^ippers of Picasso, who

could make fools ofthem without their getting offended.

One day a Spaniard called Juan Gris arrived in Paris from Spain.^' He went to see

Picasso as soon as he arrived. This was quite natural, because Picasso was of Spanish

origin, too. Hungarians did the same thing with me when they arrived.

JuanGris did very skillfuldrawings in Spain. Seeing Picasso'scubism,he paintedhis

first Cubist painting—or one tliat he believed to be really Cubist—which had a coffee

grinder in it, with its crank drawn five times to express the way it turns around. Laterhe

grew to be a classic Qibist under Picasso's guidance. He died young. At the end ofhis life

he became a naturalist again, which is what he should have been all his life.

This is where the first Montpamasse period of my life ends. The world war of 1914

broke out. Those 1^0 had been paying attention to events before it did weren't sur-

prised, and even expected it. But for simple people, and even more for artists and

especially for foreigners who had kept clear of the political life of the country, the war

came as unexpectedly as a holt of lightning.

One could say that before the war, life in Paris had been like a sunny spring day,

and after the announcement of war the sky and life were darkened by weighty, heavy

clouds.

35. Juan Gris (Joe6 Victoriano Gonzalez, 1 887-1924), was a Cubist painter of Spanish origin.

He worked as an illustrator ofnewspapers when he was young.
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Appendix B Life was beautiful before August 1914. People could laugh and live happily with'

out worries. Although I had to overcome many difficulties to achieve the most neces'

sary things, I was never sad or troubled. When I hear the words "joy of life," I think of

life in before the war. At the outbreak of die war, it was as if everything broke

and came to nodiing.

This joyful and carefree life didn't return even after die victory. I remember the

frightened, gloomy, pale figures of Parisians. I saw workers' families—men, women, and

children—sit on the curb on Boulevard Saint Michel, motionless, silently, completely

sunk into diemselves. The father was young, he had been drafted and perhaps he was

going to be killed. And dien what would his family live on? The shadow of deadi

covered the v/holt city from the very first day.

Then the uniforms appeared in Paris—the city wasn't used to seeing them.

And what was going to happen to us foreigners? The citizens of allied countries

had it easy: diey returnedhome and joined their army. The citizens ofneutral countries

could stay if they could make a living. But citizens of opposing countries didn't have

anything else to expect but concentration camps. That's what I had to expect, too,

being considered (^cially Austrian, despite being really a Hungarian. I had neverbeen

so angry widi Austria. Hungary did nothing in die world to harm France. In Hungary

everyone liked and marveled at the French. We always looked to France as an example.

And now we had become enemies! I couldn't get used to this thought. And I had to

suffer for Austria in a concentration camp! No, I would do nothing of the kind!

I could imagine only one possibility where Hungary would finally get out of Aus-

tria's guardianship, which was that Austria would have to lose the war. What had to be

achieved was that Austria had to be annihilated, and then all the peoples— the Hun-

garians among them—would be freed. I heard that even foreigners were enlisted in the

army during the war, and even citizens ofenemy countries were admitted. I was think-

ing. I had left Hungary because a modem artist could not survive there. Only the

strictest academic art was accepted there, and I was a Cubist. If I returned to Hungary,

that would be the death of my art, although I had made such a good start in Paris. I

had come to France for good, I wanted to spend my whole life there. 1 was known and

esteemed in Paris. 1 was unknown in Hungary, and I wouldn't have been recognized,

whatever the outcome of the war was to be.

A man loves his mother. But then one day he meets a woman that he falls in love

with. He leaves his mother in order to live with his wife. Can he not go on loving his
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mother because of that 1 Of course he can, just like he did before. He leaves her in order Memoirs from

to live with the woman he chooses to be his spouse. the Great Decade

Hungary was my mother. My love for it didn't cease, and I still love it. But 1 fell ofModem Art

in love with France, with Paris, its art, and I got engaged to it. I would not leave it

for Austria. It wasn't about Hungary, about sacrifice, it was simply about Austria. No,

I didn't want to be an Austrian, a German. 1 often suft^^ered from being thought an

Austrian in Paris: "Are you Hungarian? Then you're Austrian, a German." It always

hurt me. But it wouldn't cause any more problems for me. A decisive factor ended my

vacillation: Marguerite became pregnant. Should 1 leave my child without a father?

I enlisted in the French army. Everybody knows that about me in Hungary now,

and they don't blame me for it. They understand. 1 enlisted, and was expecting to be

called in. Until then I did the necessary steps to become my daughter's father. I wanted

to marry Marguerite. I didn't have a lot of time, and the formalities were done quickly.

There was a vis maior, the bride was pregnant. We were married at the council of the

fifteenth district at eleven in the morning on August 19, in the presence of the two

obligatory witnesses only. I wore my everyday clothes, and I had every reason for that.

After the short ceremony with the registrar, we had a quick lunch in a small restaurant,

and after lunch, around two in the afternoon, I got on a train to catch up with my

company.
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Letters to Pierre Levy^

March lo, 1945

Dear Sir,

Thanks for your good letter and also for your agreement to lend me the two busts.

Because I would like them both. I wouki have cmly these two stones and—if I can get

them to Paris—the terra cottas which are still, alas! at Valen^ay.

I cannot teU you the date of die show for the simple reason that I, myself, don't

know it. Ren^ Heibst wrote me on diis subject scrnie time agc^—for it is he who is

organizing it—telling me only that he will let me know. If you go to Paris, would you

telephone him? That way you will be better informed than I am. His address: 4, rue

Chateaubriand, telephone Elysee 50.25.

Now, I have a request to make of you. The service that I ask you to render is so

great that I hesitate to write it. Yet I must, for you are the only one who could do it.

This is what it is:

I have already told you diat I finished a bust in stone ofJ.B. and I am sufficiently

pleased with it I have so advised B. and have asked him to pay what he still owes me

for the bust B. is a man who would have d(»ie so imder normal omditions. Having

received nothing from him, I wrote him two more times, sounding a loud alarm that I

had nothing left widi which to live. Still no answer.

Here am I now in a dreadful situation. Without a sou, nothing to eat, and so on.

I can^ even go intx> debt because, first of all, who here would lend me anything? And

how would I repay them? At Valenfay I can no longer earn a sou. And I wish to return

to F^uris with my wife and my daughter and my sculptures. How can I when I can no

longer even buy food for the month of March? 1 was counting on the money from B.

to hasten to Paris. Perhaps I should never have this money.

I. Text translated by Sydney Shore, Pittsburgh.
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AppendixC I left Paris so long ago. I no longer know anyone there. To whom could 1 appeal?

Forgive me for then thinking of you. You alone could rescue me from this sitU'

ation. Ifyou wodd buy a terra cotta, for example, for 6,000 francs. With diat sum I mil

setde my small debts here and I could return to Fans and live there a little time, the

time to see \^t I can do. Without you I do not know what will become ofme.

It goes without saying that in my studio, if die terra cotta doesn't please you or if

something else pleases you more, we can arrange that easily.

It is, therefore, a real rescue diat I ask of you. You will imderstand that I am not

in this situation through my own fault. I am accustomed to make provision for things

so that I am not obliged to take such a step as this, always a painfril thing, fot you as

much as for me.

If you will itKleed come to my aid, for which I will thank you all my life, would

you send me—if possible—part by wire. Thanks again a thousand times. And excuse

me, I beg you.

Yours,

Cs^2

March 20, 1945

Dear Sir,

Thank you for your invitation to the Marinot exhibition. Most certainly I would

be very pleased to see his works. But you must have received my last letter in which I

described my situation. Since then it has grown worse. M.B. to whom I've written again

and to whose home I've sent a friend, is in Paris, at home and in good health. Better

than mine. He promised by friend to do what needs to be done. That was ten days ago.

Since then, silence. Clearly, he refuses to pay.

You see, dear sir, artists have only one right: to die of hunger. No one cares. No

one wishes to extend a hand at a time as desperate as mine.

While writing you I thought that you would not leave me in this condition for

you have been kind to me.

It is sad for an artist to play the part of a beggar. Sad, painful, and demoralizing.

3. Pierre L6vy has graciously agreed to the publication of Cs^dcy's letters to him, which originally

appeared in Pierre Kvy, L'An ou I'argmt {?atis, 1983). They have been translated by Sydney Shore,

Pittsburgh
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But to whom must we turn if not to those who love art? If even they turn their backs Letters to

on us, what will become of us? And yet that is what has happened. Pierre Uvy

To crown my misfortune, my wife whom I loved very much has left me. She left

without hope of return. She did not want to confront poverty when she sees in Paris

the possibility of "living her life."

You can imagine in what state 1 and my poor daughter are. Alone, permiless, not

even able to return to Paris.

I, too, am exhibiting a sculpture on March 28 at the Galerie Douin, 17 Place

Vendome, at Paris, alongside Matisse, Picasso, Braque, and so on. A sculpture on loan

for 1 caiuiot send anything from here.

My best regards,

Csdky

March 27, 1945

Dear Friend,

My infinite thanks. I have received everything: money, letter, and catalog. I was

sure that I would not appeal to you in vain. You have always been kind to me and you

know what the life of an artist is. Also, I will not forget what you did for me. Thanks

again.

I have finally had direct news from B. He delivered what was still due me. It's not

much—far from that— but it enables me to return to Paris. I have nothing fiirther to

do here and I hasten to leave.

I will be in Paris April 5. 1 will begin work immediately. I hope to see you in my

studio. I hope also that my work will no longer be interrupted by any disturbance,

national or worldwide.

In Paris, I shall be in my environment. The mental outlook of the people here

disgusts me.

When we see each other again, we will be able to talk of art in another

environment.

Now I must inform you of my true matrimonial condition. Simone wasn't my

"legitimate" wife. I wanted to divorce mine in order to marry her. She has gone. I am

returning to my home, but I will divorce one day my true legitimate wife even so, alas!

All the same, you will never need to know the latter. You will see me, and my

studio and my sculptures.
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AppendixC My respects to Madame Ldvy.

Youis truly,

Csdky

My address in P^:
2 rue Fr^^c Schneider

Paris i8

July 27, 1945

Dear Sir,

I was thinking of you because I have just seen Zervos (Cahiers d'Art) and I

browsed, at his place, through the third book on Picasso of which you already have

the first two at Valen^. Do you have die diird? You must hurry because it is

selling out.

I can tell you confidentially that this magnificent work will run to nearly fifteen

volumes. The fourth is in pr^>aration.

More, Zervos has in preparatikm other works that promise to be extraordinary.

Beside a new Cahier d'Art in book form, which will appear at the end of December

with the most recent Picassos, there will be a superb, very thick volume on Greek art,

containing all the Greek works since the sixth millenium. Nothing will be omitted of

existing Greek work.

Then a volume on Egyptian art

If in all that something interests you and it is complicated for you to do, don't

hesitate to ask me. I am on good terms with Zervos and it will be easy for me to do.

The works sell out very quickly; because of lack of materials, only a few copies

have been printed.

I am working energetically. Since my return I have made nine sculptures (three of

which I destroyed). 1 am working on the tenth. I think there is a very evident evolution

in my sculptures. Zervos is going to come see them soon.

On the other hand, Paul Rosenberg, who has returned from America, has written

me a charming letter. My sculptures interest him. He will come see them as soon as he

has recovered the works stolen from him.

The Galerie de France also is taking an interest in what 1 am doing.

When will you see all that? Will I see you one day?
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I hope everyone in the family is well. My daughter is in perfect health and makes Letters to

undoubted progress in her work. Her designs and paintings are liked by all our artist Pierre Livy

friends.

Yours truly,

Cs^y

May 3, 1948

Dear Sir,

At the risk of alienating your good feelings toward me, I have decided nevertheless

to send you this note simply because it is impossible for me to do otherwise as you will

see when you read my letter.

You are the sole person who has shown any interest either in my fate or in my

sculpture and on many occasions you have proved it. That is why I hope, even so, that

you will not be harsh with me if, one more time, I appeal to you. The last time you

saved me from atmihilation. I don't even want to explain in detail the state 1 was in.

Now, you have made me the kind promise to return to the matter of a possible

purchase of one of my large bas-reliefs.

If you could make that purchase, 1 believe that for a goodly time I would recover

my fortunes. Without that, I don't know what will happen. For 1 am presently in the

situation of a man who can not even show himself in the street. My one and only suit

is in rags, torn, full of holes. My poor daughter—who is in the same boat—can no

longer dam it. It comes apart everywhere at the touch of the needle. Impossible to go

out and even less possible to appear in public since my coat no longer covers it. We

are, my daughter and 1, without underwear and our feet will soon be bare. It's an eternal

nightmare for me.

It's absolutely necessary that I be able to dress decently to show myself in good

society! 1 am not even speaking of what life is like. What you paid me for my sculpture

is gone. I had too many debts. It was necessary to live.

Only an important purchase could deliver me from this nightmare. If I dare speak

to you of it, it is because you yourself spoke of it to me! And because you have some

appreciation for what I do.

And to say that it is always those who don't need it who sell all they want to. It's

dishearteniiig.
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AippendixC Please excuse me one more time. I don't like to write letters like this. It is painful

for me. But what am I to do?

Yours truly,

Csdky

June I, 1948

Dear Sir,

It is without much hope that I call on you one more time. My first letter has had

no response. I am aware that you are a very busy man. I do believe that it is impossible

for me to realize fully the intensity of your active life. Especially I, an artist, turned in

within myself, who sees only a world of shapes and lines. It is true that in my world,

the same bustle carries me along.

If 1 have some fear in sending you these lines, it is the fear of troubling you. Per-

haps you do not even have the time to read them. But knowing you for so many years,

my confidence in you does not permit me to imagine that you could turn away from an

artist you know, for whom you have some consideration, solely because he is going

through a difficult period.

It is unfortunate that we cannot meet to talk about this. I would have so much to

tell you that you would surely understand. I am certain of this because I remember our

long conversations in Valengay. What are, alongside ofthese conversations, some hasty

lines that I trace on this paper? However, what else is there for me to do? If only you

would show a little concern!

You know, I have already told you so, how much the five years spent at Valen^ay

cut me ofFfrom everything. Everything changed during this lapse of time. I lost every-

thing: gallery, devotees, criticisms, reviews. For three years 1 have tried with infinite

pains to rebuild my path. To tell the truth, the times have not helped much. But my

task is hard because the galleries, during my absence, filled up. And these are no longer

the old dealers like Durand-Ruwel, VoUard, the Rosenbergs, and so on, who had faith

in art and in artists.

Today the galleries follow a fashion, and all the artists who do not follow that

fashion are passed over— I am one of these. The current fashion is the abstract. It will

not last, and 1 am sure that you agree with me, for the signs of fatigue are beginning to

show. But for the time being, the fact of portraying a figure is held in poor esteem by

the dealers.
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I see that I am going to be right I already observe some impulses in my diiec' Letters to

tion. It's a question of time, but it will come, from what I see. What I have to do is Pierre Uvy

to hold fast for—let us say—one year. After that I'll have nothing to fear. But how

can I hold? 1 have often described to you the dreadftd financial difficulties in which I

flounder. The anguish of all the days, all the nights. The impossibility not only to live

but to continue on the road that will lead me, I am certain, to results. All my artist

friends are in agreement on that, but what can the artists do?They are themselves short

of cash.

I confess ftankly, dear Mr. L6vy, that I know only one person in this world who

could enable me time to realize my life's work; that's you. I am sixty years old. I cannot

wait twenty years. I will be too old, if I am still alive. Right now I am in the fullness of

my working strength to accomplish the syndiesis ofa lifetime ofresearch. I see the road

laid out before me. A helping hand could bring me to a successful conclusion. That is

why in desperation, I confess, I turn to you, for I knowhow much you love art. Peiiiaps

you will not leave an artist to be utterly destroyed so close to success. By making a

substantial buy at my place, as you have already indicated in words, I should be saved!

Would you make this gesture?

I have written to Mr. B. that die good weather having arrived I could begin the

bust of his son as understood. He never replied.

I hc^, anxiously for a favorable response on your part. Perhaps you would do so

since the very life, all the activity of an artist's long life, depends on it.

Yours truly,

Csdky

September i8, 1948

Dear Mr. Levy,

I think you must be back ftom Troyes, the vacation over. I hope it was a pleas'

ant one.

As for me, I stayed in Paris. That's the first time this has happened to me. I have

worked a great deal, and I believe I have made very great progress. You would surely be

surprised to see my latest works. Solely bas-reliefs. Those you saw on your last visit were

the start of my new approach. I have completed five since then, for I am working

furiously. I feel that 1 have accomplished in these latest bas-reliefs what I had only

started in the two you saw. 1 know that you will not come to see them. I am disap-
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Appendix C pointed because I know you have some consideration for what I do—and that makes

me very happy—and I regret not being able to show you the result of my quest in this

dicectian.

I miss having a vacation. I feel very died. But if I bring offone sale, I could go to

Dieppe for one week to visit my family. I have even made a date with Braque who, he

as well, is going in October to Varengeville where he has a villa. We will pass a pleasant

time there together forwe get along with each other very well It will be cold, but that's

just too bad. Our talk will keep us warm.

Speaking of cold, I have a great request to make to you. It's easy for you—you

have spoken of it to me—and that would enable me to obtain what odierwise is im'

possible for me to get. I propose a deal! (I am becoming a business man.) I have not

money, but I have works of art We can, therefore, come to an arrangement If you

wouM send some clothes for me and my daughter, I would be infinitely gratefol. You

would tell me the price, and I would pay you in works of art

This is what I would like to get:

2 warm undershirts

2 warm undeidraweis (long)

1 shirt Bordeaux color (like the one you gave me in Valengay and which I

always wear, even diough it is truly too worn) or if you have ash'gray shirts, I would

also like one.

I wear shirt size 38 ( 15 in U.S.)

For my daus^ter, I should like:

2 women's knickers

2 combinations, size 42

If you could render me this great service, I should be very grateful, and I thank

you immensely.

Yours truly,

Cs^

October 23, 1948

Dear Mr. Levy,

I cannot thank you enough for your new package, which gave us double pleasure

since it arrived on the very day ofmy daughter's birthday. Without knowing it, you gave
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her a beautiful present for her twenty'Sixth birthday. She is deliriously happy and Letters to

thanks you infinitely. As for me, I am speechless. Pierre L6vy

I regret exceedingly that I cannot show you my latest works. For bas-reliefs of an

entirely new character, and especially two portraits of women in bas-relief that have

had enormous success with my artist friends for they have been done in an entirely new

style never seen before. 1 believe 1 have given a new sense to bas-relief and have

upset all conceptions held until now. All the experience of my working life is concen-

trated here, 1 believe.

You who are very sensitive to the subtleties and finesses in art, I am sure, would

appreciate them. And also, you know many people and among your connections surely

there should be lovers of these portraits in bas-relief.

Again all my thanks, dear Mr. Levy, and indeed yours.

Csdky

November i8, 1948

Dear Mr. L6vy,

Excuse me for writing you again. I had to send you my deep'felt thanks for the

clothes. I should have liked to send you something of mine in exchange, but you do

not wish it. I am a bit ashamed of having instigated this gift, which is not my custom.

But your gesture loses none of its worth.

Thank you again.

Unfortunately 1 cannot return Rente's combination in exchange for a size 42.

Without telling me, and in her haste to wear it, she washed it, hoping it would shrink.

A false hope. Too bad for her. She is punished for her thoughtless act.

1 take further advantage of this letter, dear Mr. Levy, to thank you for all the

consideration that you have had for me, and for all that you have done for me since

those sad days that brought us together in exile, at Valenjay. And believe me I am

always yours truly,

Csaky
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A4>pendixC January 27, 1953

Dear Sir,

The exhibition to whose oper\ing I have the pleasure of inviting you, could, I

think, interest you. I remember that at Valen9ay you often asked me to tell you how

Cubism began. This exhibition is the whole start ofCubism. Today it is already history.

Perhaps you could come see it.

Regards,

Csdky

P.S. I have two sculptures in the show, one from 191 1 and the odier from 1913.
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Appendix D

With Respect to Csaky

MAURICE RAYNAL

N E has the right to question why art studies—which turn more resolutely

toward certain concerns with plastic art rather than to the expression of

many aspects of mankind—are often accused of intellectualism.' Yet what

is more concrete than the effort of a Csdky, who interests himself in purifying plastic

art by freeing it of all Romantic preoccupations? On the other hand, what is more

abstract than the aim of artists smitten with mankind to restore, as they say, the very

atmosphere of that human life which offers nothing very attractive? Don't we find in

them the most intellectual compromises plus the methods of the realist author? And

the work of a Despiau in its very perfection, may it not be considered a vast novel,

something like a sort of natural story of a family? According to Zola's expression, a

family that nevertheless remains situated outside time?

Csdky thus leaves the novel to life, and the torments, which life gives rise to,

never reach the serenity of the strictly concrete eye, if I may say so, which incites him

to draw from nature the forms that his passion for architecture wishes simple, pure, and

physiologically real. It's that the sculptor must, above all, be an architect, that is to say,

his mission naturally distances him from the accidental and carries him toward the

fulfillment of a work which will be a whole, and which will live, for it must indeed live,

of a reality that will be eternal. Csaky is thus forced to borrow from nature those forms

she has created before the geometrician, therefore not a bit of intellectualism, in order

to combine them in plastic masses in accordance with his qualities of smiling purity, in

the same manner, of luminous delicacy, controlled by his impeccable knowledge of the

technical properties of the material.

I . This final passage is taken from Mompamasse, a review founded in 1914 by Paul Husson, with

offices at 390 Boulevard Montpamasse, and director George Charles, it was written in Paris in June-

July 1929 and is translated by Sydney Shore.
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Appendix D The architectural qualities, which were displayed more and more in his work, were

obtained by Csaky at first by simplifying the choice of places and masses, by suppressing

anything in the work which was not connected to a purely plastic necessity. He never

seduces with airs, charms, insipidness, or wit. Of course, does he not thrust aside all

concern ior elegance.' And already in certain works made before yesterday, this con-

cern, a bit too evident, leads momentarily toward conventional Classicism, a Classi-

cism in goose step, one might have said, against which he knew how to react vigorously.

But that style fixnn vAddti he has henceforth banished all mannoism, that he devotes

to the develc^nnent of a taste for plastic purity which he (femands as much fiom his

sensitivity as from the secrets of his material.

On the otherhand, his will to create architectural compositions fits singularly well

with his taste for the clearest light, which makes him choose white marble, limestone,

as materials of preference. The working of that white element, moreover, seems the

most difficult, since a pleasing appearance is not too easy to realize, at least if it is not

to be vulgar. And because of this, Csdky seems to have thought like Le Coibusieridio

orders whitewash on his walls in order "to think on a white background."

That's why I seeCs^ as one of the diree or four generators ofmodem sculpture,

specifically by his intelligent and sensitive tendency to purify, to strip an art that Ro'

manticism or Naturalism had made insipid, while giving it a plastic domain where the

imagination may indulge itself with the most aboriginal inventions. And it would be

very misplaced to accuse die work ofCs^ of inteUectualism since the ardiitectural

severity that he imposes on his con^wsitions is accompanied by a number of quali'

ties—of charm, strengdi, discrimination, luminosity— qualities that are indeed

human.
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